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BY, OEPU•, 

6 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

7 DISTRICT OF NEVADA 

8 IN THE MATTER OF THE SEARCH OF: 

9 The Residence Located at 12720 
Buckthome Lane. Reno, Nevada, and 

10 StorageCnits 136, 140, 141, 142, and 143, 
Double R. Storage, 88H Maestro Drive, 

11 Reno, Nevada 

12 

) 
) No. 3:06-CV-0263-BES-VPC 
) 
) 
) GOVERNMENT'S COMPLIANCE 
) WITH COURT ORDER OF 
) AUGUST 17, 2006 
) 
) 

14 COMES NOW, the United States of America, by and through DANIEL G. BOGDEN, United 

15 States Attorney, and PAULL. PUGLIESE, Assistant United States Attorney, and complies with the 

16 Court's order of August 17, 2006. 

17 During a hearing on August 17, 2006, the Court directed that the Government provide to lhc 

IS Court JIJ reports and information that Special Agent Michael West relied upon in support of the 

19 infonnation contained in the search warrant affidavits at issue in this matter. Upon receipt, the Court 

20 would conduct an in camera review in order to determine whether any of the information is relevant 

21 to a determination on issues currently outstanding in this matter. 
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The Government has attached pages numbered 00001 - 00137 and dated September 11, 2006. 

The Government opposes the release of any of the attached documents to counsel for the movants at 

this time. Such release in not appropriate as the investigation of alleged offenses involving Mr. 

Montgomery continues, and the information contained herein is not necessary for a determination on 

the movants' pending motions. 

Dated: September 11, 2006 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or transcription 0 2 / 13 / 2 0 0 6 

Warren Trepp, Chief Executive Officer, eTreppid 
Technology, LLC., 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone 
(775) 337-6771, was interviewed at the Reno Resident Agency of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation by Special Agents John Piser III 
and Michael A. West, regarding the theft of trade secrets and 
classified information from eTreppid Technology, LLC. 

Trepp was introduced to Dennis Lee Montgomery by Eldorado 
Casino Host Steven Sands in 1997. Trepp became aware that 
Montgomery wanted to start a new business involving the development 
of pattern recognition and compression of software. 

In the end of 1998, Trepp and Montgomery formed Intrepid, 
a company to develop pattern recognition and compression software. 
On September 28, 1998, Trepp and Montgomery signed a contribution 
agreement wherein Montgomery received a fifty percent ownership in 
Intrepid in return for providing certain computer software 
technologies to Intrepid. Trepp provided a copy of the 
contribution agreement signed by Montgomery dated September 28, 
1998. 

Trepp advised that at a later date, the name Intrepid was 
changed to eTreppici Technology, LLC to avoid any legal issues 
reJating ta the name of Intrepid 

Trepp advised that Montgomery currently owns 
approximately thirty percent of eTreppid. Montgomery's ownership 
was reduced due to Montgomery selling a portion of his ownership 
for 2.25 million dollars and a capitol call in which Montgomery did 
not participate. The capitol call required equity investors to 
contribute additional capitol to eTreppid to continue the operation 
of the busines:s. 

Mont!JOmery became the Chief Technical Officer (CTO) for 
eTreppid and had the responsibility for the day to day activities 
of eTreppid to include the hiring and firing of employees and 
preparing the company's products to satisfy customers. Montgomery 
was also on the Executive Management Committee which controlled the 
overall activities of the business. This Executive Management 
Committee consisted of Trepp, Montgomery, and Attorney Doug Frye. 

'rwestige.tiGn cm 01/31/2006 at Reno, Nevada 

rile# 295A-LV-39368 ~ 
SA John Piser III 

by SA Michael A. West: s 

Date dktated 02/ 0 9 f 20 0 6 
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Trepp advised that Montgomery has software programming 
skills; however, recently Trepp has found out that Montgomery's 
skills may not be what he has purported them to be. Trepp cited a 
recent Air Force Office of Special Investigation Inquiry, which 
determined that Montgomery's programming skills were not what he 
alleged. Montgomery has hired other employees to do programming 
and claimed that he did the work. 

Trepp recently learned that Montgomery would require 
eTreppid employees to falsify the resul_ts of live demonstrations 
for it's customers, Jesse Anderson, a programmer for eTreppid, 
told Trepp that Montgomery would require Anderson and Jim Bauder, 
another eTreppid employee to go into an office at eTreppid while 
Montgomery was out in a nearby field with a toy bazooka to 
demonstrate e'I'reppid's recognition software capabilities. 
Montgomery instructed Anderson and Bauder to go into a room and 
wait to hear a noise on their cell phone and then instructed them 
to press a button on a computer keyboard that would display an 
image of a bazooka on the computer screen viewed by the customers, 
including Department of Defense employees. .Trepp advised that the 
Department of Defense employees were at the demonstration to make a 
judgment regarding the purchase of this technology. 

Trepp advised that on December 8, 2005, Montgomery 
requested a personal loan of two hundred and seventy five thousand 
dollars through Trepp's financial company known as Friendly Capitol 
Partner, LP. Trepp further .advised that he has loaned Montgomery 
money since approximately 1999 and estimated that Montgomery has an 
outstanding balance of approximately 1.375 million dollars and an 
$125,000.00 in interest owed. 

Trepp advised that Sloan Venables was able to recover 
approximately J:ive years of Montgomery's e-mails maintained on 
eTreppid hardware; however, no e-mails were recovered for December 
2005 to January 2006. Trepp advised that a review of these e-mails 
clearly showed that Montgomery is having financial troubles. 

Trepp advised that Montgomery goes to the Eldorado 
Casino/Hotel and the Peppermill Hotel/Casino at night to gamble. 
Montgomery has told Trepp that he has a system for counting cards 
in an eight deck shoe in blackjack. Trepp has known Montgomery to 
use a three hundred thousand dollar line of credit at Nevada 
casinos. 
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Trepp advised that approximately ten days ago, Montgomery 
asked Neil Az:zinero, an El Dorado Hotel/Casino host, if Azzinero 
knew of a U.S. citizen who would be interested in funding a new 
business with him and needed five to ten million dollars. 

Trepp advised that Montgomery is married to Brenda 
Montgomery and has two boys, Brian Montgomery, age 30, Steven 
Montgomery, a~Je 26, and Kate Montgomery, age 23. Brian Montgomery 
and Steven Montgomery have been employed at eTreppid in the past, 
building hardware components. 

Trepp advised that on January 9 or January 10, 2006, 
Montgomery stated "you're an asshole and I will see you again" to 
Jesse Anderson, which Anderson took as some type of threat. 
Montgomery has a bad temper and has been verbally abusive to 
employees and known to throw objects. Montgomery was also known to 
have had a Temporary Restraining Order issued against him from a 
former girlfriend who was employed at eTreppid. 

Trepp considers Montgomery to be a bright individual, who 
is a workaholic and has been known to embellish facts to his 
advantage. Trepp further described Montgomery as being independent 
and arrogant 

Trepp advised that while Venables was on vacation from 
December 22, 2006 to January 4, 2006, Montgomery deleted all source 
code relating to eTreppid's software development efforts and all 
back up copies related to that software. Trepp further advised 
that only two employees had access to the company servers, known as 
the Source Server and the ISA Server. Those two employees were 
Sloan Venables and Dennis Montgomery. The Source server containE!d 
all source code developed by eTreppid employees and their 
executable forms. Montgomery had the sole responsibility to back 
up the Source .Server. Venables recently purchased a server known 
as the ISA server, just prior to his vacation, to act as a data 
warehouse for all eTreppid data. 

Trepp advised that Montgomery routinely backed up the 
Source Server data onto a stand alone computer in Montgomery's 
office. 

When Sloan returned from vacation, Sloan asked Montgomery 
where the back up computer for the Source Server was to which 
Montgomery advised Venables that he took it home. Trepp advised 
that Montgomery has never been known to take this computer home in 

00003 
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the past. Trepp further advised that this back up computer is 
missing from eTreppid. 

Trepp advised that a review of both the Source Server and 
the ISA server revealed that all pertinent development data was 
deleted from the Source Server and the ISA server was damaged and 
is unusable. Trepp further advised that between January 7, 2006 
and January 8, 2006, each computer work station at eTreppid was 
deleted of all. software development data. Trepp advised that only 
two employees at eTreppid would have access to delete this level of 
data and those two employees are Venables and Montgomery. 

Trepp advised that a review of eTreppid's alarm code log 
revealed that on January 7, 2006 and January 8, 2006, eTreppid 
alarm was disarmed and re-armed by Montgomery's alarm code. 

Trepp further advised that eTreppid maintains a video 
surveillance system covering the exterior and interior of eTreppid 
and on January 10, 2006, a review of this equipment revealed that 
the machines were no longer recording and all data on the computers 
had been deleted. eTreppid's video surveillance system consists of 
seventeen video cameras which record on seventeen separate computer 
systems 

Trepp advised that the Source Server contained all 
intellectual property developed by eTreppid employees and possibly 
contained secret information. 

Trepp advised that eTreppid has been developing software 
for use by various U.S. Government agencies and as a part of this 
development effort, have received authorization to possess and 
maintain classified information up to the Secret level. eTreppicl 
employees would receive Secret information from U.S. Government 
agencies on various hard drives and Mini DV tapes which contained 
still and video images to be used in eTreppid's development 
efforts. Trepp advised that employees Patty Gray, Sloan Venables, 
and Dennis Montgomery handled this classified information. 
eTreppid was r<~quired to store this classified information in safes 
provided by the Air Force. 

Trepp advised that after Montgomery left the business on 
January 10, 2006, an inventory of the classified hard drives and 
mini DV tapes was conducted and this inventory revealed that nine 
hard drives containing secret data were missing. As a result of 
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this inventory, Trepp learned that possibly additional copies of 
the nine original hard drives were made by Montgomery. 

Trepp advised that Montgomery is no longer an employee of 
eTreppid and alleges that he (Montgomery) has a copyright dating 
back to 1982 on software used by eTreppid for which he has not been 
paid. 

Trepp advised that Montgomery's behavior is odd, 
considering that eTreppid would most likely receive government 
contracts in the near future which would result in million dollar 
contracts for eTreppid. 

Trepp advised that on January 9, 2006, he asked 
Montgomery, who deleted the data from the Source Server and ISA 
server, to which Montgomery blamed Patty Gray. Trepp further 
advised that on January 10, 2006, he requested that Montgomery 
returned any i.tems including the software that he had taken from 
eTreppid and Montgomery denied taking anything. 

Trepp advised that he required Montgomery to provide him 
a copy of all data on the Source Server once every year to protect 
both hjmsel f and Mgptgomery gho11ld something pirer happen to th] s 
data. Trepp a.dvised that when he learned that the Source Server 
had been deleted and Montgomery refused to return to work, he 
looked at the copies provided by Montgomery over the years, and 
found that these disks were blank or contained no data relevant to 
eTreppid's development efforts. 

00005 
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Date of transcription 02/13/2006 

cell 
was in erviewed at the Reno Resident Agency 

o the Federal Bureau of Investigation by Special Agents John Piser 
III and Michael A. ·west, regarding the theft of trade secrets from 
eTreppid Technologies, LLC. 

Venables has been employed as the Director of Research 
and Development at eTreppid since approximately December of 1999. 
Venables duties include being the Facilities Security Officer who 
is responsible for ensuring compliance with government regulations 
in the storage of restricted information maintain by eTreppid. 
Venables is also the Network Administrator who m<tintains the mail 
and web servers, maintains the router configurations, purchases 
hardware for both internal and customer use, and leads half of th= 
programming stctff. Venables advised that he or Dennis Montgomery 
would know all eTreppid's efforts related to software development 
and the daily operations at ETreppid. 

Venables advised that because of his responsibilities, he 
knows every piece of hardware at eTreppid as he has either 
installed it or hired someone to install it. 

Venables knew Montgomery prior to coming to work at 
eTreppid and has worked closely with Montgomery since December of 
1999. 

Venables advised that in the fall of 2005, Patty Gray 
suspected Montgomery was doing something other than what he was 
actually tellin~J people he was doing. Gray was trying to figure 
out what Montgomery was doing. Venables knew Montgomery promised 
products to customers that had not been completed or even assigned 
to programmers. Venables did not have specific details regarding 
this activity; however, Gray or employee Jesse Anderson may have 
more info:rmation. 

Venables advised that Montgomery found out aoout Gray's 
and Anderson's efforts to look into his activities. In the 
beginning of December 2005, Montgomery installed removable hard 
drives on each of the programmer's workstation so he could remove 

02/02/2006 at Reno, Nevada 
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the hard drives and required the programmers, to include Lalith 
Tenneti and Barjin~er Bal, and Krishna Tangirala, to give him the 
source code that they were working on. 

2 

Venables advised that on December 21, 2005, he called 
Montgomery while driving to work and Montgomery told Venables net 
to come in to work and to stay home to get ready for his trip. 
Venables arrived at eTreppid at approximately 11:00 AM on December 
21, 2005, to complete work on the Internet Security Accelerator 
Server or ISA Server. Venables intended this server to act as a 
proxy server and manage the RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive 
Disks) unit, containing sixteen hard drives, to back up the source 
Code Server or SRC Server and all other servers. Venables wanted 
to put the ISJ\ server in operation and back up all eTreppid data 
prior to leaving on vacation. Venables mounted the ISA Server and 
RAID unit in the same cabinet as the SRC Server with the assistance 
of Jim Bowder. 

Venables turned on the ISA Server and started backing up 
the SRC Server usii:ig a program known as XX-Copy which copies files 
and prepares a log of which files were successfully copied. 
Venables recalled that the ISA Server finished a few folders on the 
SRC Server while he was still in the building on December 21, 2005. 

The servers at eTreppid contain a large amount of data 
which would ta.ke many hours to back up successfully. The 
Development Se.rver contains approximately two hundred gigabytes of 
storage and Venables estimated that the SRC Server contains another 
two hundred gigabytes of information. Venables advised that 
because of the file size and structure, it would take a lot of time 
to successfully delete these files. 

Venables advised that on December 21, 2005, he went out 
into the warehouse where Montgomery had a server and RAID box 
Montgomery used to periodically back up the SRC server. Venables 
noticed that the central Processing Unit (CPU) and the RAID box 
were missing and the only thing left at Montgomery's work area were 
the monitor, mouse •. and keyboard. Venables asked Montgomery what 
happened to the server and the RAID box to which Montgomery stated 
that he took them home. Venables advised that both the CPU and the 
RAID box are large and noticeable items with the CPU being a large 
black Lianli case with a Pentium processor with an ASUS 4C800-E 
motherboard and a LSI controller to run the RAID box and the RAID 
box contained eight hard drives and had serial number 6564737. 
Venables advis·:d that these items are large and noticeable with the 

00007 
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RAID box weighing approximately one hundred pounds. Venables 
valued these :ctems ··at approximately $5, 000. oo for the RAID box, 
$5,000.CO for the hard drives, $600.00 for the controller card, and 
$3,000.00 for the CPU. 

Vem1bles advised that Montgomery was responsible for 
backing up the SRC Server onto the RAID box maintained by 
Montgomery. The server and RAID box used by Montgomery was not 
accessible by any other computer on the network and was connected 
directly to the SRC Server. Venables further described the RAID 
box as being an Ultra Store, model 2081, containing eight IDE 320 
gigabyte hard drives with serial number 6564737. eTreppid 
purchased two like models, one of which is accounted for in the 
warehouse, and contains serial number 4460005. 

Venables questioned Montgomery further as to why he took 
the server and. RAID box home and Montgomery did not respond. 
Montgomery is known for not responding to people and just walking 
off. 

Venables advised that he is responsible for backing up 
the data on all other eTreppid servers except for the SRC Server. 
These other servers included web servers, a SQL database server, 
and eight other servers for administrative functions at eTreppid. 

Venables advised that he was at eTreppid until 
approximately 11:00 P.M., on December 21, 2005, and left his 
residence on December 22, 2005, at approximately 7:00 A.M., en 
route to the Reno Airport to travel to Budapest, Hungary to visit a 
high school friend for the Holidays. Venables returned to Reno, 
Nevada at approximately 12:00 A.M., on January 2, 2006. 

Venables was unable to sleep after returning from in 
vacation and decided to go into work early on January 3, 2006, and 
arrived at the office at around 9:00 A.M. Venables normally 
arrives at the office around 11:00 A.M. and works into the evening. 

Upon arriving at his desk on January 3, 2006, Venables 
noticed that the server cabinet and keyboard were messed up. 
Venables went :lnto the Server Room and noticed that the SRC Server 
had recently been logged into and a process was running. Venables 
advised that h•~ configured all eTreppid servers to have the screen 
saver lock out mode activate after one minute of non-use which 
requires the Uiler to log back into the server after not touching 
the keyboard for one minute. 

00008 
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Venables noticed the SRC Server had a command prompt en 
the screen which indicated to him that someone had used the SRC 
Server console within the last minute and he could see files 
scrolling by; however, he could not determine what task was 
running. Shortly thereafter, Montgomery walked into.the Server 
Room and said he was just "cleaning up stuff" on the SRC Server and 
Venables could cancel the operation. Venables went downstairs to 
talk to Montgomery·more about what he was doing on the SRC Server. 
Montgomery stated he was "cleaning up stuff" and deleting old 
files. 

Venables advised that he set up the SRC server with a 
folder named ET Development with sub-folders for each programmer. 
Each programm<!r was given permission up to modify which allowed the 
programmer to add and change but not delete any files. Venables 
advised that the only eTreppid employees who had the administrative 
permissions and passwords to delete files from eTreppid's servers 
were himself and Montgomery. Venables further advised that all 
eTreppid serve.rs had the same user name and password for 
administratiVE! functions which were only known to Montgomery and 
Venables. 

Venables advised that after finding the command prompt on 
the SRC Server, he looked at the server and found that the ET 
Latest folder was empty; the ET Development folder was empty except 
for folders named Jesse and Michael; the ET Programmer folder was 
empty; and the, ET Shared folder contained a few files. Venables 
then went to the ISA Server and noticed the server was locked up or 
not functioning; however, he could see it was still on the network 
but all files had been deleted, including the log files created 
prior to his leaving on December 21, 2005. Venables tested the ISA 
Server for approximately two months, 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week prior to putting it use on December 21, 2005, and had no 
problems. 

Based on Venables' experience, Venables believes that the 
files were intentionally deleted. Venables advised that if the 
files were deleted due to a hardware malfunction, selected files 
would not have been deleted, and files or folder would not be 
accessible. In addition, Venables advised that he would not have 
been able to undelete the files if they had not been deleted 
through a normal delete process. Venables has been able to recover 
some of the deleted files from the SRC Server and from Montgomery's 
personal computer using Executive Software undelete function. 
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Venables estin1ated it would have taken approximately three days to 
delete the data contained on the SRC Server. 

Venables advised that on January 3, 2006, he went to talk 
to Montgomery about the SRC Server and again asked Montgomery where 
the RAID box a.nd server were that he used to back up the SRC SerV'er 
to which Montgomery said "I'll bring it back, I don't need it 
anymore". 

Vena.bles further advised that on January 3, 2006, 
Montgomery told him that he (Montgomery) was hiding in the building 
on December 21, 2005, and saw Patty Gray come back into the office 
after hours and saw her going around the building deleting things. 
Montgomery said he had set the alarm and hid out in the building 
and had Gray on video. Venables knew this was a lie because he 
(Venables) was in the building until approximately 11:00 P.M., on 

December 21, 2005, and neither Montgomery nor Gray were in the 
building. Venables further advised if the alarm been set, it would 
have activated if someone was in the building. 

Venables learned that Montgomery had taken each 
programmer's hard drive and returned it with the current source 
folder wiped clean. 

Tangirala told Venables that Montgomery took his hard 
drive while Venables was on vacation. Montgomery told Venables 
that the hard drive crashed; however, Tangirala told Venables that 
Montgomery just took the hard drive and gave him (Tangirala) back a 
blank hard drive with only the master image software on it. 
Tangirala was working primarily on eTreppid's Automatic Target 
Recognition software and had been working closely with Montgomery 
the last few m::mths. 

Venables asked Lalith Tenneti and Baljinder Bal when 
Montgomery sta:t"ted deleting the SRC Server, and both stated that 
the data on th•~ SRC SerV'er gradually started going away while 
Venables was on vacation. Tenneti and Bal also informed Venables 
that Montgomery also started deleting the information from their 
workstation du:ring the time Venables was on vacation. 

Venables found out the Gray had copied some information 
off of one of l:he programmer's workstations to present to Trepp and 
he (Venables) knew that Gray did not have the user name and 
password to delete information. Venables further advised that Gray 
was also on vacation from December 22, 2005, until January 3, 2006, 
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along with Jesse Anderson who was on vacation from December 22, 
2005 to January 3, 2006. 

Venables advised that he last saw Montgomery on January 
10, 2006, when Montgomery was in the eTreppid yelling obscenities 
at Warren Trepp and Joel Safriet. 

Venables advised that on January 10, 2006, he found that 
all sixteen computers used by eTreppid to record video signals from 
their video surveillance cameras had stopped recording and further 
inspection revealed that all recorded data on each machine had been 
deleted from each of the sixteen computers sometime on January 8, 
2006 or January 9, 2006 at approximately 8;00 to 8:30 PM. 

Venables advised that he is also the Facility Security 
Officer and first learned that eTreppid had Secret material in the 
building when he saw Montgomery placing Secret stickers on hard 
drives. When Venables asked Montgomery about the Secret material, 
Montgomery told Venables not to worry about it. 

Venables advised that after Montgomery left eTreppid on 
January 10, 2006, he believed that Montgomery had attempted to 
access eTreppid's computer system through the Internet; however, he 
has not been successful. 

Venables advised that in past conversations with 
Montgomery, Montgomery has told Venables that he has storage units 
in Reno, Nevada, possibly at Double R Storage or Mt. Rose Storage. 

Venables advised that Steven Montgomery, the son of 
Dennis MontgomE!ry, worked at eTreppid on projects for Montgomery 
involving assembly of hardware components . 

.. ···········- -----------··--·- -----

Venables advised that Montgomery has a daughter, Kathleen 
"Katie" Montgomery, who lives I - in South 
Reno. 
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Vemibles provided an e-mail message dated January 3 0, 
2006, showing the serial number for the Ultra Store RAID storage 
unit having sE,rial number 6564737. 
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. I . 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/21/2006 

• "! t •II• 

Agents John P:cser III and Michael A. West at the Reno office of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation regarding activities at eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC. 

Gray advised that she has a Master's Degree in Computer 
Engineering and has been employed by eTreppid for approximately 
three years and four months. Gray holds the title of Vice 
President of Product Development with responsibilities for business 
development and marketing for-U.S. Government customers. Gray 
handles all customer relations to include gathering customer 
requirements and cost estimates for various products. Gray reports 
to both Chief Technical: Officer Dennis Lee Montgomery and Chairman 
Warren Trepp. 

Gray advised that the main project that she had been 
working on is a long term project with the Special Operations 
Command (SOCOM) contract to record video feeds from Predator Drones 
operating oversees and to develop Automatic Target Recognition 
software. 

Gray advised that in March of 2oos, she traveled to 
Nellis Air Force Base in Las Vegas, Nevada to record test video 
received from a Predator Drone in a demonstration test to record 
vehicles, people, and weapons. Personnel at Nellis Air Force Base 
instructed Gray to label these tapes Secret which Gray did in her 
own handwriting and affix a red Secret level to five mini DV tapes. 
Gray advised that the same information was received by eTreppid 
from Fort Brag~r, North Carolina; however, these tapes were marked 
Unclassified and cont.ained more data than the set of tapes she made 
at Nellis Air Force Base. Gray advised that all five of the tapes 
marked Secret are accounted for. Gray further advised that 
Montgomery would take small segments for test data from these 
tapes; however, Gray did not know if Montgomery took the test data. 
from the tapes labeled Secret or from the Unclassified tapes. 

Gray advised that in June of 2005, this process was again 
repeated by having test data generated from a Predator Drone which 
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Gray called a "fabricated scenario", which produced approximately 
seven tapes which she labeled with handwritten labels and placed a 
red Secret sticker on each of these seven tapes. Gray advised that 
these seven ta.pes are accounted for. 

Gray advised that in November of 2005, eTreppid delivered 
two servers to SOCOM at Nellis Air Force Base. eTreppid would no 
longer record the video data on to mini DV tapes and now recorded 
the video data onto 320 gigabytes hard drives. Gray advised that 
during this time she would travel to Nellis Air Force Base and 
start the system recording the data from similar fabricated test 
scenarios. Gray advised that on one occasion, SOCOM employee Lance 
Lombardo was supposed to coordinate the activities of the Predator 
Drone and set up objects to record. On this occasion, Lombardo 
never showed up and Montgomery instructed Gray to record the data 
anyway to obtain test data. 

Gray advised that when labeling this media, she would 
prepare a handwritten description on a label which she would place 
on the hard drive which included the date of the information and 
which server, Server A or Server B, and then affix a red Secret 
label to the hard drive. Gray would apply the label and Secret 
sticker to the outer case of the removable Imclose case but not 
directly to th= hard drive. Gray was instructed by SAIC Contract.or 
Personnel at N'allis Air Force Base to double wrap the hard drives 
for shipment. Gray identified a red Secret label described as an 
SF-707 label a:3 being identical to the red Secret label she applied 
to these hard drives. 

Gray advised that the video data she recorded contains 
dates and time1i in Zulu time and GI>S coordinates in each video 
frame. Gray kept personal notes regarding what videos were made 
and would make those available to the FBI. 

Gray would send these Secret hard drives via Federal 
E~ress t:o Montgomery in Reno, Nevada. Gray recalled that she made 
three FedEx shipments, two of which were received and signed for by 
Montgomery and one was received by another eTreppid employee; 
however, Gray recalls delivering this package directly to 
Montgomery upon arriving in Reno, Nevada. 

Gray advised that she recorded the information at Nellis 
Air Force Base onto nine hard drives which she labeled Secret and 
were all eventually mailed to eTreppid in Reno, Nevada via Federal 
Express. These nine Secret hard drives along with the Secret Mini 
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DV tapes, were sto:i;ed in a GSA approved container or safe when they 
were not in use. Gray advised that only she, Montgomery, and Trepp 
had access to the combination for the safe containing the Secret 
information with her and Montgomery having the primary access. 

Gray advised that on several occasions, she found the 
entire contents of the safe were gone and would go to Trepp to 
complain about Montgomery's non-compliance with the security 
procedures. '.rrepp would immediately get up from his desk and tell 
Montgomery to put the Secret material back in the safe and 
Montgomery would return the Secret items. Gray further advised 
that Montgomery was the only other employee at eTreppid besides 
herself that would use the Secret data. Gray advised that she did 
see other eTreppid employees using tapes with similar content but 
was unsure if the content was classified. These employees would 
have received the data from Montgomery. 

Gray advised that Montgomery instructed the software 
engineers or programmers not to talk to her and Montgomery had the 
engineers afr<dd that they would be fired and removed from the U.S. 
if they spoke to Gray. eTreppid employees hires a number of 
foreign individuals as software engineers. 

In December of 2005, Montgomery took the nine Secret hard 
drives out of the safe and said he was going to condense the nine 
original hard drives onto six hard drives due to their being unused 
space on the original nine Secret hard drives. Gray recalled that 
Montgomery returne<;l six hard drives labeled Secret into the safe 
along with the original nine Secret hard drives. 

Around that same time, Trepp asked Gray to place test 
data on Mini DV tapes containing segments of day and night 
operations. Gray advised that Trepp wanted two sets of tapes, one 
set for Montgomery and one set for Trepp to be used to validate 
Montgomery's work and to ensure that the results of Montgomery's 
work was not staged. Gray informed Trepp that because the video 
segments were only.five to seven minutes in length, anyone could 
train the software to work in a certain way to achieve a specific 
result for that short time frame. Trepp suggested that Gray made 
additional tapes for him and place those tapes in a separate drawer 
in the safe with the combination only being known to Trepp and 
Gray. Gray prepared four tapes containing Secret data, two of 
which she placed in the safe only known to her and Trepp and gave 
the two remaining tapes to Montgomery. Gray advised that the two 
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tapes provided to Montgomery are missing, however, the two tapes 
placed in the safe are accounted for. 

Gray advised that Montgomery would store Secret tapes and 
hard drives in a file cabinet located behind his desk in the 
warehouse. Gray advised that when she would find the Secret 
information missing from the GSA approved safe, she would find the 
tapes or hard drives with Montgomery in the warehouse. Gray 
recalled that the second to the last time she found these tapes 
missing, she t.old Montgomery that he may lose his security 
clearance if he did not store the secret material properly. 
Montgomery told Gray "I will never lose my clearance because they 
will always want me to do the work". Gray told Trepp of 
Montgomery's statement and Trepp told her to collect the Secret 
material and change the combination and not to give the combination 
to Montgomery. Gray advised that she did as instructed by Trepp 
and placed the nine Secret original hard drives and the six copies 
and all Secret mini DV tapes in the safe. Gray recalled that she 
did this prior to December 18, 2005 and believed that she had 
placed all classified material in the safe and only she had the 
combination. 

On December 18, 2005, Gray returned home to Arizona and 
received a number of telephone calls from Trepp and Montgomery. 
Gray received a number of text messages from Montgomery requesting 
access to the Secret material in the safe so he could work. Gray 
received a telephone call from Trepp in which Trepp instructed Gray 
to give the combination to the safe to Montgomery to let him work 
and that they would re-secure the data on Monday. Gray advised 
that she told '.rrepp that she felt that Montgomery only wanted 
access to the Secret data to make copies of it so he would not seem 
to be in non-compliance with security procedures. Upon Gray's 
return to Reno, she put all the classified material that she had 
back in the safe that both Trepp and Montgomery had access to and 
went on vacation from December 21, 2005 to January 3, 2006 in 
Phoenix, Arizona. Gray felt that she lost control of the 
classified material and left it up to Trepp and Montgomery to 
secure the data. 

Software Engineer Lalith Tenneti told Gray that before 
New Years, Montgomery sat down at Tenneti's computer and deleted 
his source code while Tenneti watched. Montgomery told Tenneti 
that he didn't need the source code on his work station and 
Montgomery had a new back up system in place. Gray later found out 
that Montgomery did this on every engineer's work station. 
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Gray advised that Montgomery created an environment that 
if anyone challenged him they felt they would be fired or deported 
as the majority of eTreppid's software engineers are foreigners. 

Gray felt that Montgomery had extremely poor program 
management and assigned work to the software engineers that had 
been promised to customers which had not been complete or yet been 
assigned. Gray also found out that Montgomery was taking credit 
for writing code done by others. 

Gray informed Trepp that Montgomery claimed to have 
written 95%- of the source code for various eTreppid products and 
she learned that he had not. In December of 2005, Gray started 
collecting information about Montgomery's activities and provided 
this information to Trepp on December 21, 2005, and somehow 
Montgomery became aware of Gray's efforts. Gray advised that she 
received a telephone call thirty minutes after having a close door 
meeting with Trepp from Jesse Anderson. Montgomery told Anderson 
that Trepp and Gray were ganging up on Anderson and wanted to know 
if he had any source code on his computer. Gray further advised 
that Sloan Venables called her on December 21, 2005, and said that 
Montgomery was leaving the building with a case of hard drives and 
believed that Montgomery was talked to by Trepp. 

Gray further advised that engineers Young Mian and Zehang 
Sun, who are both from China, may have had access to classified 
data on their computers. Gray advised that she saw some video 
content on both their computers whic:h was similar to the classif .ied 
video content. Gray asked Young Mian where he got the data and 
Young Mian told her from Montgomery. 

Gray advised that after Montgomery left the business on 
or about January 10, 2006, she and other employees conducted a 
search of the entire eTreppid office space to locate the nine 
original Secret hard drives and or their removable enclosures. 
During the search, an additional copy of the six Secret hard drives 
were located labeled Secret and were put in the safe; however, the 
nine oriqinal Secret tapes were not located. 

Gray provided a chronological list of events occurring at 
eTreppid related to the Secret hard drives which is attached to and 
considered a part of this FD-302. 
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Date 
11/3/05 -
1114/05 

ll/7/05 

11/9/05-
11111/05 

11/14/05 

11117/05 -
11/18/05 

11121/05 

1215105 

12/6/05 

12/7/05 

Description 
Traveled from Reno to Nellis AFB to test latest ATR software and 
gather test data. Generated data on 3 HDDs, marked them all Secret, 

, double-wrapped them and sent them via Fcdcx to Dennis using Priority 
Overnight with Saturday delivery. Dennis did receive them on 
Saturdav. 
Arrived in Reno and confirmed with Dennis that he had received the 
data. 
Traveled from Reno to Nellis AFB to test the latest ATR software and 
gather additional test data. Generated 5 HDDs, marked them all Secret, 
double-wrapped them and sent them via Fedex to Dennis using Priority 
Overnight with Saturday delivery. Dennis did receive them on 
Saturdav. 
Arrived in Reno and confumed with Dennis that he hnd received the 
data. 
Traveled from Reno to NelHs AFB to test latest A TR software and 
gather test data. Dennis was on vacation 11/18/05 - 11/20/05. The 
software that I was to test had a bug and no update was sent so 3 HDDs 
were sent back. Two with the OS and A1R application, one with 
classified data. The classified material was marked Secret, double-
wrapped. All 3 HDDs were sent via Fedex to myself using Overnight 
for1\1ondavdeliverv. 
Arrived in Reno. Altan Bora signed for the Fedex delivery close to 
noon. I arrived in the office shortly after noon, and gave the unopened 
Fedex oackaR;e to Dennis in the warehouse. 
Arrived in Reno shortly after noon. I requested from Zchang Sun 
and/or Dennis that I get a copy of the latest version of the motion 
detection software so that I could do some testing. Dennis told Zehang 
that he would get it to me right away. Zehang told me the latest version 
was on Yon innian' s comouter. 
Reminded Dennis that I was still waiting for the motion detection 
software for testing. He continued to promise but I did not receive it. At 
:lpm, I went to Yongmian's computer (Yongmian was away at a 
<:onference) and copied it from his computer onto mine. When I started 
the application in my office, noticed that it appeared that the test 
content on Yongmian's computer was classified video. I tl1en checked 
the safes to find out if the rest of the data was being correctly stored 
and saw that aU of the original hard drives from Nellis were not in the 
safe. I notified Warren who told Dennis to correct this. 
I checked the· safes and noticed that the classified content was still not 

' in the safe. I approached Dennis and he said that it was all in the file 
cabinets in the warehouse. I verbally told him that this was not the 
correct place to store classified content. I notified Warren that the 
content was still not being correctlv stored. 
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1218/05 

12112105 

12/13/05 

12115/05 

i 

I sent an email to Dennis and copied W nrre11 to remind him that all 
classified content should be stored in the safe and asked that he use a 
particular safe so that we could both have access to it since we both had 
the combination. As a result, all original classified HDDs and tapes 
were moved to the safe. 
Warren asked me to generate ~ome test tapes from the classified HDDs 
for internal testing. I sent an email to confitm this since previously 
Dennis had told me he wanted to use the HDDs, not tapes. Warren 
requested that I make 4 DV tapes, two for. Dennis (one n!ght video, one 
day) and two for. him that he could conduct a blind test with (one night 
video, one day).I retrieved one of the HDDs (content from 1115/05) to 
start looldng for which scenes to extract to a tane. 
I went to get another HDD to generate more of the test tapes and found 
that all of the HDDs were missing from the safe again. I alerted Warren 
and he had Dennis return the content to the safe immediately. I 
completed the 4 test tapes in the late afternoon using content from the 
Nellis classified content fromll/5/05 and 11/13/05. I handed two tapes 
to Dennis. During the time that I was generating the second tape, 
Dennis came in to put a new label on the HDD that I was using. He said 
that he was condensing the hard drives I had used at Nellis because 
some were only partially full. 

I changed the combination to the top drawer of the safe and secured 
Warren's two test tapes in that drawer. The rllSt of the original hard 
drives were stored in the bottom drawer that Dennis and I both had the 
combination to. 
I went to get a HDD so that I could resume testing the motion detection 
software. Once again, all of the HDDs were missing from the safe. I 
went to ask Dennis about this and he said that he wanted to store them 
in the file cabinet in the warehouse because it was more convenient for 
him. I told him that thls was not the appropriate way to secure the 
dassified content and he was risking losing his clearance. He said "I 
don't care about my clearance. They'll always give me my clearance 
because they want me to do the work." I reported this to Warren and he 
agreed that access to the classified material needed to be restricted. He 
had Dennis immediately return all of the classified HDDs and tapes to 
1he safe and then instructed me to move nll of the classified material in 
the to2 drawer of the safe and not inve the combination to Dennis. 
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12118/0.5 

12/20/05 

12/2l!05 

1!8!06 

1/9/06 

1/10/06 --
1/13/06 
1123/06 

-

Dennis tried to contact me by text message. Warren eventually made 
contact with me by cell phone and told me to provide the combination 
to Dennis so that he could access the classified material. I told Warren 
that I suspected that Dennis would make copies of the content and that 
he would also have access to the two tapes that Warren wanted for the 
blind testing. He still wanted me to provide Dennis with the 
combination and we would talk to him and re-secure everything when I 
got back into the office on Mondav. 
I sent a note to Warren that indicating that I was not comfortable being 
responsible for securing the content because I was suspicious that 
Dennis had made conies of all of the content. 
I met with Warren to discuss several issues including that I had seen 
what appeared to be classified content on Zehang's shored folder on his 
computer. As· I was trying to copy it over to my system, it got deleted. r 
left for mv vacation at 6:35a on 12/22/05. 
Lall th told me that Dennis had deleted all of the source code from his 
and the other engineers's systems between Christmas and New Year's. 
I arran!!ed to have him talk to Warren about this. 
We began Ioo!dng for source code on any hard drive in the building. I 
found seven HDDs in his file cabinet that were copies of the original 9 
Nellis HDDs. When I checked the safe, another copy of the original 9 
Nellis HDDs were there (condensed to seven HDDs) but the originals 
were missing. In addition, two of the four tapes generated per Warren's 
rMuest on 12/12/05 were also rnissin". 
A seareh of the work and storage areas in the building did not result in 
locatin11 the missin!! classified material. 
I checked one of the HDDs that Dennis had generated to see what was 
on it. It was labeled "Nellis Images Wil' 12/8/05". On it was a recent 
version of the target detection/motion detection software and test 
imagery. I asked Yongmlan to describe the test sequences that he had 
been using. His description matches the test sequences in the two 
directories on this HDD that contain the detection software. At least 
one of the test sequences is from classified material. However, without 
showing Yongmian the sequence, I cannot be positive that the test 
seauence he had access to and the ima<'erv on this HDD are the same. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/13/2006 

intE•rviewed by Special Agents John Piser III and Michael A. 
regarding Denm_s Lee Montgomery. 

Azzinaro is an independent casino host who periodically 
works in Reno, Nevada, where he met Warren Trapp and Dennis 
Montgomery in approximately 1999 or 2000. 

Azzinaro advised that in the first of January 2006, he 
called Montgomery to discuss a home computer problem with 
Montgomery. Azzinaro knows Montgomery to have extensive knowled,re 
of computer and Montgomery has helped Azzinaro resolve problems in 
the past. 

Durir.g this telephone call, Azzinaro asked how Montgomery 
was doing. Montgomery advised that things were not going well for 
him, that he ma.de Warren Trepp eleven million dollars last year, 
recently asked Trepp for a raise, and Trepp would not give him one. 
Montgomery comrr.ented that he was aware that Azzinaro knew a lot of 
people through the casino business and wanted to find someone with 
ten to eleven million dollars. Montgomery advised this individual 
could only be from this country, not from a corporation, and has to 
be a private party. Montgomery told Azzinaro he wanted to start 
his own business. 

Azzinaro told Montgomery that he would look around. 

Azzinaro commented that during this telephone 
conversation, Montgomery sounded very revengeful and reiterated 
that he made a lot of money for Trepp and Trepp owes him. 
Montgomery stated on more than one occasion during this 
conversation tho.t he made Trepp eleven million dollars and he got 
nothing. 

Azzinaro is aware that Montgomery gambles large sums of 
money and on occasions has borrowed ninety thousand dollars from a 
casino and lost the ninety thousand dollars. Montgomery paid the 
money back the next day which Azzinaro found to be odd as most hi(jh 
stakes gamblers don't repay their debts immediately. Azzinaro was 
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also aware of an occasion when Montgomery had a three hundred 
thousand dolla:c outstanding credit bill with Nevada casino on which 
he immediately paid two hundred thousand dollars. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/21/2006 

Sloa.n Venables, Director of Research and Development, 
eTreppid Technologies, LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, 
telephone number (775) 337-6771, voluntarily provided Special Agent 
Michael A. We:>t with one Superrnicro Central Processing Unit, no 
serial number, containing dual Xeon processors, a X5DAE 
motherboard, and two internal hard drives removed from eTreppid's 
video surveillance system. 

Venables was provided a copy of a FD-597, "Receipt for 
Property" which was placed in the lA section of the case file. 

Investigation on 02/8/2006 at Reno, Nevada 
~~~~~--~~ 

iile # 295A-LV-39368 

by SA Michael A. West:ma{\ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of !he FBI. 
it and its contents are noc to be distributed outside your agency. 

Date dictated 02/21/2006 

00(J23 
C:pn+ 11' 0 6 

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to ymlf"""<Ct:hc:J': 
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FD-10~ (R<.·V. 10-6-95) 

- I -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/23/2006 

Patty Gray, Vice President of Product Development, 
eTreppid Technology, LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, 
telephone number (775) 337-6771, provided the attached inventory of 
classified material maintained at eTreppid Technology, LLC. 

, Investigation on 02/14/2006 at Reno, Nevada 
~~'-----'-~·~~~ 

cile # 295A-LV-393°68 

., SA Mkhae; A. Wooe,mow~ 
1 Ins document contains r . .,thoc rocommendalions nm:: clusoons of the FBI 
ii and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 

Dace dictated 0 2 / 2 3 / 2 0 0 6 

OOo-24 
<::pn+- 11' 0 6 

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to y6tlr-agi:1'ef, 
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Date of 
# material 

1 3/15/05 

2 3/15/05 

3 3/15/05 
4 3/15/05 

5 6/3/05 

6 6/3/05 

7 6/3/05 

B 6/3/05 

9 6/3/05 

10 6/3/05 

11 6/3/05 

12 11/4/05 

12 11/4/05 

13 11/10/05 

14 11/10/05 

15 11/10/05 

16 11/10/05 

Dispatcl-J 
Receipt Date of DIR 

R 3/15/05 

R 3/15/05 

R 3/15/05 
R 3/15/05 

'\! 

R 6/3/05 

R 6/3/05 

R 613105 

R 613105 

R 613105 

R 6/3/05 

R 613105 

MISSING 12/12/05 

R 12/12/05 

R 11/10/05 

R 11/10/05 

R 11/10/05 

R 11/10/05 

Classification Unclasslfled descrlotion of material 
Mini-DV Tape labeled Tape 1 EO 10K, 

Secret 7.SK SK altitude 3/15/05 
Minl-DV Tape labeled Tape 1 0330 

Secret IR&EO, No taraets 3/15/05 
Mini-DV Tape labeled Tape 2 IR 3-15-

Secret 05 10K, 7.5K, 5K 
Secret Mini-DV Tape labeled Short Test Clip 

Mini-DV Tape labeled Gold #97 White 
Secret #88 Purcle #BO POCN 03Jun05 

Mini-DV Tape labeled Orange #76 GCS 
Secret 7 Night 03Jun05 

Mini-DV Tape labeled Red-75 ORA-81 
Secret 613105 

Mini-DV Tape labeled 12.SK Orange 
Secret #76 NiQht 03Jun05 

Mini-DV Tape labeled-Orange GCS 7 
#78 Day Nellis IR/EO 03JUN05 

Secret 2330PM 
Mini-DV Tape labeled Orange #76 

Secret 03JUN05 Dav 
Mini-DV Tape labeled Orange #76 

Secret 03JUN05 Dav 
Mini-DV Tape labeled Tape 1 11/4/05 

Secret IR 
Mini-DV Tape labeled Tape 2 11/4/05 

Secret IR 
~-~ini-DVTapo labeled GCS 11 #125 IR 

Secret 11/10/05 
Mini-DV Tape labeled GCS 6 #61 

Secret 11/10/05 IR 
Mini-DV Tape labeled GCS 10 #119 

Secret 11/10/05 JR Tape 1 (A) 
Mini-DV Tape labeled GCS 6, #61 to 

Secret GCS 11 #125IR11/10/05 

ID of activitv I contract #/recinient\ 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26--03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26--03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26--03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
~ 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 

SOCOM USZA.26-03-P-3294 

I 

0 
0 • 
0 +> 

°' Q) 
UJ 
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17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 
33 

; 34 , 

35 

36 

37 

38 

11/13/05 MISSING 

11/13/05 R 
11/4/05 MISSING 
11/4/05 MISSING 
11/4/05 MISSING 

11/10/05 MISSING 
11110105 MISSING 
11110/05 MISSING 
11111/05 MISSING 
11111105 MISSING 
11112105 MISSING 

11/4/05 R 

11111105 R 
11/4/05 -
11/11/05 A 
11/4/05 - -
11/12105 R 

12104 - 04/05 A 

12104 - 04/05 A 
1218/05 A 
1114/05-
11/12105 A 

1218105 Destroyed 
11/4/05-
11111105 A 

11/11105 A 

03/05-06/05 Destroyed 

12113/05 Secret 

12113/05 Secret 
11/4/05 Secret 
11/4/05 Secret 
11/4/05 Secret 

11/10105 Secret 
11110/05 Secret 
11/10/05 Secret 
11/11105 Secret 
11/11/05 Secret 
11/12105 Secret 

1217/05 Secret 

1217/05 Secret 

1217/05 Secret 

-
1217/05 Secret 

1217/05 Secret 

1217/05 Secret 
1218/05 Secret 

12119/05 Secret 

1/11/06 Secret 

12119/05 Secret 

12119/05 Secret 

1119/06 Secret 

Mini-DV Tape labeled Tape 3 11/13/05 
Dav SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Minl-DV Tape labeled Tape 4 11/13/05 
Dav SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
HOD labeled 11 /4/05 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
HOD labeled 11 /4/05 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
HOD labeled 11/4/05 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
HOO labeled 11/10/05 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
H DD labeled 1111 0105 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
HD 0 labeled 11/10105 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
HOD labeled 11/11105 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
HOD labeled 11/11/05 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
HOD labeled 11/12105 Nellis SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled Nellis 11/04/05 
MPG RAW SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled Nellis 11/11/05 
MPG RAW SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled Nellis 1114/05 -

· 11/1.1/05 MPG RAW SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled Nellis 11 /04/05 
- 11/12105 MPG RAW A SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled SOCOM 12104 
-04/05 8 SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled SOCOM 12104 
-04/05 A SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Nellis lmaaes WIP 1218/05 SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled Nellis 11/4/05-
11112105 MPG RAW B SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard .Disk Drive labeled Nellis Images ··'.· 
WIP 1218/05 B DoO 7-pass delete and wiee_ 
Hard Disk Drive iabeied Neiiis 11/4/05-
11111/05 MPG RAW B SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled Nellis 11111105 
MPGRAWB SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled Lance Pred 
03/05-06105 B DoD 7-pass delete and wipe 

~ 
¢' 

\0 
0 
-

\0 .-< 
N .-< 
0 
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Hard Disk Drive labeled Lance Data 
07/07/05-07/10/05 KEEP!!! SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
Hard Disk Drive labeled Lance Pred 
06/05-07 /05 B SOCOM USZA26-03-P-3294 
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- I -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of tranmiption 0 2 / 2 3 / 2 0 0 6 

Sloan Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility Security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number (775) 337-
6771, provided the attached documents relating to Security 
Clearances of Chief Technical Officer Dennis Lee Montgomery: 

Invt:stigation on 

Standard Form 312, "Classified Information 
Agreement", signed and dated .tember 16, 
Dennis Lee Montgomery, 

Department of the Army, U.S. Army Security Operations 
Training Facility, Post Office Box 70660, Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina, "Security Briefing" Form, briefed a.nd 
signed on Au ust 25 2003 b Dennis Montgomery, 

Department of Security Services, Investigation summary, 
for Dennis Lee Montgomery. 

Department of Defense, Letter of Consent, National 
Industrial Security Program, Clr Date, May 7, 2003, to 
Denn:ls Lee Montgomery, 

02/14/2006 at Reno, Nevada 

,'ilo # 295A-LV-39368 Date dictated 02/23/2006 

by SA Michael A. West:maw~ 
This document contains neither recomm•:ndations nor conclusions of the FBJ. 
it and its contents are not 10 be distribL'ted outside your agency, 

00028 
C:en+- 11' 0 6 

It is the property of the FBI and is Ioaned to yttd'ragerlt:Y; 
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT 

1. Intending to be legally bound, I hereby accepl the obligations conla1ned in this Agreement in consideration of my bemg 
granted access to classified rnformation. As used in this Agreement, classified information is marked or unmarked classified 
information, including oral communications, that is classified under the standards of Executive Order 12958, or under any other 
Executive order or statute that prohibits the unauthorized disclosure of information in the interest of national secu·ity, and 
unclassified information that meets the standards for classification and is in the process of a classificalion determination as 
provided in Sections 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4(e) of Executive Order 12958, or under any other Executive order or statute lhat 
requires protection for such information In the interest of national security. I understand and accept that by being granted 
access to classified information, special confidence and trust shall be placed in me by the United States Government 

2. I hereby acknowledge that I have received a security Indoctrination concerning the nature and protection of classified 
information. includii1g the procedures to be followed in ascertaining whether other persons to whom l contemplate disclosing 
this information have been approved for access to it, and that l unden>tand these procedures. 

3. I have been advised thal lhe unaulhorized disclosure, unauthorized retention, or negligent handling of classified informa
tion by me could cause damage or irreparable injury lo the United Slates or could be used to advantage by a foreign nation. 
I hereby agree thal I will nevar divulge classified information to anyone unless: (a) I have officially verified that the recipient 
has been properly authorized by the United Slates Government lo receive it; or (b) I have been given prior written notice of 
authorization from the United States Government Department or Agency (hereinafter Department or Agency) responsible for 
the classification of informatk:in or last granting me a security clearance that such disclosure is permitted. I understand lhat if 
I am uncertain about the classification status of information, I am required to confirm from an authorize1 official that the 
information is unclassified befcire I may disclose it, except to a person as provided in (a) or (b), above. I further understand that 
I am obligated lo comply with laws and regulations that prohibit the unauthorized disclosure of classified information. 

4. l have been advised that any breach of this Agreement may res·uu in the termination of any security clearances I hold; 
removal from any position of special confidence and trust requiring such clearances; or termination of my employment'" other 
;elationships with the Departments or Agencies that granted my security clearance or clearances. In addition, I have been 
advised lhal any unauthorized disclosure of classified information by me may constitute a violation, or violations, or United 
Stales criminal laws, including the provisions of Sections 641, 793, 794, 798, '952 and 1924, Tille 18, United States Co<je, 'the 
provisions or Section 783(b), Title 50, Uniled Slates Code, and the provisions of the Intelligence Identities Protection Act of 
W82. I recognize lhal nothing in this Agreement constitutes a waiver by the United Slates of the right to prosecule.mefor any 
statutory violation. 

5. I hereby assign to the United States Government all royalties, remunerations, and emoluments lhat have resulted, will 
result or may resull from any disclosure, publication or revelation of classified informatlon not consistent with the terms of this 
Agreement. 

6. I understand that the United States Government may seek any remedy available to it to enforce this Agreement including, 
but not limited to, application for a court order prohibiting disclosure of infqrmation in breach of I his Agreement. 

7. I understand that all classified information to which I have access or may obtain access by signing lhis Agreement is now 
and will remain the property of, or under the control of the United States Government unless and until otherwise detecmined 
by an authorized official or fina: ru~ing of a court of law. I agree that I shall return all classified materials which have, or may 
a:>me Into my possession or for which I am responsible because of such access: (a) upon demand by an authorized 
representative of the United States Government; (b) upon the conclusion of my employment or other relationship with the 
Department or Agenc:y that last granted me a security clearance or that provided me access to classified information or (c) 
upon the conclusion of my employment or other relationship thal requires access to classified information. If I do not return 
such materials upon request, I understand that this may be a violation of Sections 793 and/or 1924. Title 18, Uniled States 
Code. a United Slates criminal law. 

Cl.· Unless and until I am released in writing by an authorized represenlalive of lhe United States Government, I understand 
thal all conditions and obligations imposed upon me by !his Agreement apply during the lime I am granted access to classified 
in'.'ormation, and at all times thereafter. 

9. Each provision of this Agreement is severable. If a court should find any provision of this Agreement to be unenforceable. 
~ other provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 

NSH 154()·01·280·5499 
Pre..-IOU"$ •dition not uuble 

(Continue on reverse.) 

312-tOZ STANDARD FORM ,1\liQOGfZ!11 
Prl!,trihed b~1U4SOO 11 ' Q 6 
32 CFR 2003.~~-hl~!l" 
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10. These restrictions are consistent with and do not supersede, conflict with or otherwise alter the employee obligations, rights 
or liabilities creoted by Ewcutive Order 12958, Section 7211 ofTille 5, United States Code (governing disclosures to Con
gress); Section 1034 of Tit.le 10, United States Code, as amended by the Military Whistleblower Protection Act •'.governing 
disclosure to Congress by members of the military); Section 2302(b] (8) of Title 5, United States Code, as amended by the 
Whistleblower Protection ~.ct (governing disclosures of illegality, waste, fraud, abuse or public health or safely thceats); the 
Intelligence Identities Protection Act of 1982 (SO U.S.C. 421 el seq.) (governing disclosures that expose confidential Govern
ment agents), acd the statutes which protect.against disclosure that may compromise the national security, includin11 Sections 
641, 793, 794, 79B, 952 aml 1924 ofTille 18, Unl\ed States Code, and Section 4(b) of the Subversive Activities Ac\ of 195G {50 
U.S.C. Section 7B3(b)). The definitions, requirements, obligations, rights, sanctions and liabilities created by said Executive 
Order and listed statutes are incorporated into this Agreement and are controlling. 

11. I have read this Agreement carefully and my questions, if any, have been answered. I acknowledge that the briefing officer 
has made avail tom Executive Order and statutes referenced in this agreement and its implementing regulation (32 
C ection 003. 0) s th t I may read them at this time, if I so choose. 

DATE 

<J/rv/03 
SEE. GAANTEE OR AGENT. PROVIDE: NAME, ADDRESS. mo. IF APPUCA. 

e7lo--P/:tb 7i:c.f.A»L.£.5-->e:s, £,LC
/r;-5"" TIZ/l()Uk4R-I:_ ~'!;.l.. 

. /2£tVD, ;) V .P7'C""2-I 

WITNESS 

THE EXECUTION OF THIS AGREEMENT WAS WITNESSED 
BYTHE DERSIGNED. 

DATE 

ACCEPTANCE 

THE UNDERSIGNED ACCEPTED THlS AGREEMENT ON 
BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. 

DATE 

-~;;:;:;;;~~~~.,./,;~~!:.::::::===:i::f/~t~hf~·~J-='-~~=-,-.~):.La=::=:~~'ba 
SS (T)'P4 or prinr) 

J>-<f"-,_ ~~~ }:. (s<,/r l'r) 
JI j qt j)~ (}y,-.-
~~/ A-rt.J, ,,,..,,,/ f'fr -rr ---1--> 

,SECURITY DEBRIEFING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

l reattiim \hat the provi$ions ol the espionage laws, olher Jedoral-cflmlnal laws and executive orders applica~e lo lhe safeguarding of dassmed information 
have been made available to me; Iha! I have returned all classUied lnformeUon., rrf'i t1.1s1Ddy; Iha! I wlU not communlca!a or tra(lsmil clessJfJed lnformI1,ti_on 
to -1ny unauthorized person or orgarilzalion; that I wilr promptly reporl lo lhe Federal Bureau of lnvesUgation any allempl by en unauthorized person lo solicit 
classir1ed hlotmalion. and lhal l (have) (have no!) (strike out inappropriate word or words) received a securlly debriefing. 

SIGNATURE OF EM Pl OYEE DATE 

S!ON.A.lURE OF WITNESS 

OTICE: The Privacy Act, 5 iJ.S.C. 552a, requires lhat federal agencies inform individuals, a! the lime Information Is solicited from them, whelher lhe discJosure 
rmandatory or vorurlt.1ry, br whal authority such information is solicited, and what u&es will be made of the inform a lion. You are hereby advised lhat aulhorily 

.;;r soliciting your Social SecJri!y Account Number (SSN) is Executive Order 9397. Your SSN will be used to identift you precisely when ii is necessary !o 1) 
certify th.at you have access lo !he informal/on indicated above or 2) defermine that your access !o the information indicated has terminal ed. Al!hough disclosure 
of yc1ur SSN is no! mandatory, your failure to do so may tmpe:de the proces.sing of s:uch cert(ficatior1s or delerminatians, or possibly result in !he deni<'.11 cf your 
·bein~~ gran!ed access to dassified information. 

- 'NOT APPLICABLE TO NON-GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT. M'\Jmilt 1-.l-! 0 6 
STANDARD FOR ~!fl.1111--'1.00) 
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U MY SECURITY OPERATIONS TRAINING FAL _ . fY 
POST OFFICE BOX 70660 

FORT BRAGG, NORrH CAROLINA 28307-5000 

SECURITY BRIEFING 

I understand that In wnslderation of my assignme mploymenl, r association with the Security Operations 
Training Facility (SOTF), I may be granted access, If properly authorize or securl!y cleared, to Information, material, 
and plans which concern the security of the United States of America and which are either sensitive or classified by the 
order of the President or as authorized by statute. 

1. I agree lhal I w!U never divulge, publish, or reveal by writing, word, conduct. or olhel'Nise, lo any 
unauthorized person, any· classified or sensitive Information relating to the SOTF Faclllty I Project, Its personnel, fis1'il 
data or security measure1; wlthi>ut prior eonsenl of the OWector, SOTF or his designated security representative. 

2. I agree that the burden Is upon me lo esq1rtaln whether or not lnformaUon ls senslUve or classified, and, tt 
so, who Is authorized lo roceive II- I will, therefore, obtain the decision of the authorizing officials of the SOTF Security 

. Office on these matters before disclosing such lnfonmatlon. 

3. I agree lo submit Information for review by the SOTF Security Office, prior to discussing with or showing 
to any publisher, literary agent,- architectural finn, or other unauthorized persons, all manuscrlpls, articles, speeches, 
resumes. and all archlteclLJral design drawings and papers, written or drawn by me or lnconjunction wtlh others, which 
contain or are derived from Information or material obtained by virtue of my assignment, employment or association wlti1 
this facility or project. I agree Iha! the purpose of such review Is to ensure that no sensitive or classified Information or 
material obtained by virtue •lf my asslgnnien!, employmenl or association with this facility/project Is contained therein. I 
further understand that such review shall not constitute nor shaU be represented as a verification of factual accuracy or 
an endorsement of the opinions contained In any such manuscripts, articles, speeches, resumes, advertisements or 
~~ . . 

4. I agree that ell classified or sensitive Information acquired by me In connection with my assignment, 
employment or association with this facllity/project remains Iha properly of the Government of the United Slates of 
America, and I must surrender, upon demand by the O~ector. SOTF or his Security Representatives, any material In 
my possession relating to such Information. 

5. I agree lo report, without delay; to my superiors or the Security Manager, the details o.r circumstances of 
any case which comes wftiiln my knowledge wherein an unauthorized person has obtained or Is attempting to obtain 
classified or sensitive lnforrnaUon or material, or wherein such Information or tnaterlal may be or Is being disclosed or 
removed In an unauthorized maMer. 

6. ·I agree that my coinpllanca with all the. obligations required lo protect classified and/or sensitive 
lnfonmatlon may be a consideration of my continuing assignment, employment or association with thl_s faclllly/project. I 
undersland Iha\ any fallur'' lo so comply may subject me lo admlnlslrallve acUon Including lermlnallon of my 
assignment, employment or assoclaVon with this facility/project. 

( ConUnued on Reverse} 
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SECURITY BRIEFING 
(Use For Non-Unit Members) 

(Continued from front page) 

7. I understand Iha! the provlslons of the Espionage Act apply during my assignment, employment or 
association with the SOTF. I have bean made aware and understa.nd lhal the provisions of the Espionage Act, 
SecUons 793, 794, and '/98, of Title 18, United States Code provide penalties for any vlolation of the Espionage Act. 

6. I have read and understand the contents of this briefing. I have been made aware and understand that 
Section 1001 or Title 1S, United States Code provides Information on the penaltles involved In the making of false, 
fictitious, or fraudulent statements or representations. 

NOTICE: The PRIVACY AC:T, s· U.S.C. 562a, requires !hat federal egencleslnform Individuals, at the time ilfomlatlon 
ts solicited from them, wheth•r the dlsc:IOsure Is mandatol)' or voluntal)', by what a~rfty such lnfonnatlon Is sol/cited, 
and what uses will be made of !he Information; You ere hereby advised that 1he aUthorlty for ·soflcltlng Y""' SOclal 
Security A00>unt Number (SllAN) Is Executive Order 9397. Your SSAN will be used lo Identify you precisely when tt Is 
necessaJY to certJfy that you have access to the lnfonnaUon Indicated above. While the disclosure of your SSAN Is not 
mandatory, your !allure lo do so may delay the processing of such oer11ficafion. 

·ton 2, daied 11 January 2000 

00032 
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I~ Person Sumrnary 

~~ONTGOMERY, DENNIS LEE 
;rson Category Industry (KMP) 3C5XD-I 

Open lnvestigatic•n: NIA 
PSQ Sent Dale: NIA 

Attestation Date: NIA 
Incident Report: 2006 01 20 

SF 713 Fin Consent Date: NIA 
SF 714 Fin Disclosure Date: NIA 

Polygraph: NIA 

Foreign Relation: NIA 

e.s.~ 

liQ!l.~Access H.ifilruy 

Accesses 

Marital Status: NIA 
Place of Birth: Arkansas 

Citizenship: U.S. Citizen 
NdA Signed: No 
NdS Signed: No 

~uest to Research~ 
Ellglb!li!J' 

Category _ _ PSP • I • I 

Industry {KMP) 3C5XO-I Acc•9SS 
suspended 

No IT: NIA 

I 
'Public Trust: NIA 

I Child Care: NIA 
·---···-· ---------~-·······--.- . ----·--·-·---·---· .. - ·----···· ·-·-·- _ _, _______ . ,.. ________ .• -------------··------·· . ·········- ···-----«- ---··---··---- ····- •... 

Person Category Information 

Category Classification: KMP 
Organization: 3C5X0-1, ETREPPID TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, NV, 89521 

Organization Status: Top Secre~ ACTIVE, 2005 06 01 
Occupation Code: NIA Separation Date: NIA 

W4VYAA - INSCOM MISSION SPT CMD, Level 2, 703-706-1352, Alt phone for SSO 
SCI SMO· INSCOM: (703) 706-176812520 or (703) 428-4376. FOR CONTRACTOR CLEARANCE 

'ISSUES CONTACT THE CONTRACTOR SUPPORT ELEMENT (CSE) AT: (301) 677-
B982; (301) 677-4628 OR (301) 677-4622 

Non-SCI SMO: ETREPPID TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, Level 4, 775-337-6771X14, 
Servicing SMO: No 
Office Symbol: NIA 
Position Code: NIA 

Arrival Date: NIA 
Office Phone Comm: NIA 

Separation Status: NIA 
Interim: NIA 

fulp.Qtl lnclden.t 

Suspen_uJ2J!l;1 

. ,estigation Summary 
SSBI irom DSS, Opened: 2003 04 04 Closed 2004 02 13 
NAG from DSS, Opened: Closed W03 04 29 

Grade: NIA 
PS:NIA 

RNLTD:N/A 
Office Phone DSN: NIA 

TAFMSO:NIA 
Proj. Departure Date: NIA 

Pro). UIC/RUCIPASCOOE: NIA 
In/Out Process 

Investigation HistOJ'Jl 
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['?] Incident Report tlpdate Notification 

SSN Name 

-

MONTGOMERY, 
DENNIS LEE 

Records 1 - 1of1, Page 1of1 

Person Incident 
Category Date 

Incident Incident Criteria 
Status 

industry 2006 01 20 Initial 

Personal Conduct, 
Emotional, Mental and 
Personality Disorders, 
Criminal Conduct, Security 
Violations, Misuse of 
Information Technology 
Systems 

Records 1 - 1 of 1, Page 1 of 1 

I Confirm J I Cancel J 

E and Remove 
xp From 

Incident Display 

0 D 

Notice: Under the Privacy Act of 1974, you must safeguard personnel information retrieved through this system. 
Disclosure of information is governed by Title 5, United States Cede, Section 552a Public Law 93-579, DoDD 5400.11, 
DcDR 5400.11-R and the appliGable service directives. 

00034 
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MONTGOMERY, DENNIS LEE 

Er lbirty· SCI - DCID 614, 2005 10 06, 
ig 1 • AFCAF 

Investigation: SSBI, 2004 02 13, DSS 
Open Investigation: NIA 

Date PSQ Sent: NIA 
Incident Report: NIA 

Polygraph: NIA 

Foreign Relation: NIA 

PSQ Sen! 

Non-SCI Access History 

Person Category 

Category Classification: KMP 

Industry (KMP) 3C5XO-I 

Place of Birth: Arkansas 

Citizenship: U.S. Citizen 

Marital Status: NIA 
NdA Signed: No 
NdS Signed: No 

Attestation oaie: NIA 

Request to Research/Upgrade 
Eliglbllity 

Organization· 3C5X0-1, ETREPPID TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, NV, 
'89521 

Organization Statws: Top Secret, ACTIVE, 2005 06 01 

Occupation Code: NIA 
Position Code: NIA 

Arrival Date: NIA 
Office Phone Comm: NIA 

Separation Dat•a: NIA 
Separation Statu:;: N/A 

Interim: NIA 
PSP:No 

SCISMO:NIA 

Office Symbol: NIA 
Grade: NIA 

PS:NIA 
Office Phone OSN: NIA 

RNLTD:NIA 
TAFMSD:NIA 

Proj. Departure Date: NIA 
Proj. UIC/RUC/PASCODE: NIA 

Non-SCI SMO: ETREPPID TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, Level 4, 775-337.£771X14, 
Servicing SMO: No 

Report Incident 

Suspense Data 

US: NIA 
CNWDl:N/A 

PRP:NIA 

SIGMAN/A 
16: 

IT:NIA 

Non-SC! J'\ccer.s 

NATO:N/A 
SIOP: NIA 

Restricted NIA 
Data: 

Publ!£N/A 
Trus:t 

Indoctrinate 

Investigation Summary 

In/Out Process 

Child NIA 
Care: 

SSBI from DSS, Opened: 2003 04 04 Closed 2004 02 13 
NAC from DSS, Opened: Close•d 2003 04 29 

SPA: N/A 
Access: No 

Remarks 

Investigation H0.Qi\Y3 5 
Sept. 11' 06 
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7 Person Summary 

MONTGOMERY, DENNIS LEE 

Eligibility: Top Secret, 2004 02 21, DISCO 
lnvestigation:SSBI, 2004 02 13, DSS 

Open Investigation: NLC, 2003 04 04, DSS 

Place of Birth: Arkansas 
Citizenship: U.S. Citizen 

NdA Signed: No 
Date EPSQ Sent: NIA NdS Signed: No 
Incident Report: NIA Attestation Date: NIA 

Polygraph: NIA 

Foreign Relation:' 
NIA 

Person Category Industry (KMP) 3C5XO-I 

Category Classification: KMP 

Organization: ~~::.t'· ETREPPID TECHNOLOGIES LLC, 755 Trade Mark Drive, Reno, NV, 

Office Symbol: NIA 
Grade:N/A 

PS:N/A 
Office Phone DSN: NIA 

RNLTD:N/A 
TAFMSD:N/A 

Pro). Departure Date: N/A 
Proj. UIC/RUC/PASCODE: NIA 

Occupation Code: NIA 
SA:N/A 

Arrival Date: NIA 
Office Phone Comm: NIA 

Separation Date: NIA 
Separation Statu,s: NIA 

Interim: NIA 
PSI': No 

SCI SMO: NIA 
• Non-SCI SMC>: NIA 
Servicing SMCI: No 

Report Incident In/Out Process 

US: NIA 
CNWDl:NIA 

PRP:N/A 

SIGMAN/A 
16: 

IT:NIA 

NATO: NIA 
SIOP:N/A 

Restricted NI A 
Data: 

Public NIA 
Trust: 

Investigation Summary 

Child NIA 
Care: 

SSBI from DSS, Opened: 2003 04 04 Closed 2004 02 13 

NAC from DSS, Opened: Closed 2003 04 29 

Adjudication Summary 

SPA: NIA 
Access: No 

00036 
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PSI Adjudication of SSBI DSS. Opened 2003 04 04, Closed 2004 02 13, determined Eligibility of Top Secret on 
2004 02 21 DISCO 

PSI Adjudication of NAC DSS, Opened , Closed 2003 04 29, determined Eligibility of Interim Top Secret on 2003 
12 29 DISCO 

External Interfaces 
Perform Sil Se<trch DCll 

Notice: Under the Privacy Act of 1974, you must safeguard personnel information retrieved through this 
system. Disclosure of information is governed by Title 5, United States Code, Section 552a Public Law 93-579, 
DoDD 5400.11, DoDR 5400.11-R and the applicable service directives. 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE-LE'l'TER OF CONSENr-NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL SECURITY PROGRAM 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Last Name - First Name - Middle 
MONTGOMERY, DENNIS LEE 

Clr Date Other Names 
07-MAY-03 

Place of Birth 
MENA, AR, US 

- KMP 
NO 

Phya Loe Citizen of 
us 

Level of Clearance 
INTERIM SECRET 

Type of Investigation Inv Date 

Remarks: 
SSE! PENDHrG, LIMITllP ACCllSS PER PARA 2-212 NISPOM 

ATTN' SECURITY SUPERVISOR - ( 3C5XO )· 
NAME AND llTREPPID TEC!INOUlGIES LLC 
ADDRESS OF 755 TRADE MARK DRIVE 
CONTRACTOR RENO, NV 89521 

The consent of the Secretary of Pefense is hereby granted for the above-named 
employee to have access to cla~sif ied information "P to and including the 
level shown/ p~ovided accesp ~a eaaenti~l in connection with the performance 
of a cl;>ssil'.ied contract. Unless suspended or revoked by the Depai:t:ment of 
P~tense, o~ administratively terminated when access no longer i~ ~~quired, 
this personnel security. clearance. is valid as long ai:: the individual is 
continuously employed by your organization. If this clearance is 
admipistratively terminated and a need for access develops l~ter, or it 
emplOYlllent is terminated and the individual is subsequently reemployed ~nd 
requires access, this clearance may be reinstated provided ·not more than 24 
months have elapsed since it was ·1aat valid. This- consent will continue in 
effect if the employee is t·ransferred to another facility of your organization 
if continued clearance ia ~e'lllircd. You are required to report promptly any 
information coming to your attentiQn which may indicate that continued access 
to t:lassif_ied .:i.nf:ormc"J:t-.~on m"ay not be clearly consistent wit}l thf" ....... +:ion-"l 
interest. A copy of this form. aha11 not be furnished to "the above-named 
employee for any purpose whatsoever. You may reproduce it only as necessary 
for your orgctnization 1 s essential records or to meet Department of Defense 
requirements. This form shall be retu01ed upon request by the Government. 

Issued by 

DEFENSE SECURITY.SERVICE 
COLUMBUS, Oil 

[N) 
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- I -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/23/2005 

Sloan Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility Security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number (775) 337-
6771, provided the attached ADT alarm access log eTreppid 
Technology, LLC, from November 1, 2005, through January 15, 200€. 

lnyecstigaticn on 02/14/2006 " Reno, Nevada 

ilo # 295A-LV-39368 

" OA Miohoo' A. Wooc.ma~ 
This document contains oeilhec recommendations o: oclusioos of the FBI. 
it e.nd its con1ents an: not to be distributed outside your agency. 

Date dic<a<ed 02/23/2006 

00039 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-2 

/Ar\ ~~~!IJChnl/1111/es, llC • ~k' Rona, NV 89521 

.. ·-·--· --·. 1-·-

Filed 09/1112006 Page 2 of 40 

www.e1reppkf.com 

Tel: (775) 337·ffT71 
Fax: (775) JJ7·1B77 

Date: February 14, 2006 
Time: S:30 PM 

Pagn (lnckHllng Cover): S-
OForRavllw 

. . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . .. . . . . . . 
00040 
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~w~~11/2006 Page 3f!lfa<l0 

211412001 1:04 pm Event History Report Pogo 1 of • 

CSll H006252770 
M:inltoM; ~YS\em A\J\.t:lSA 

Da ... 11.<>1'2005 lo 01/10/2006 Ernpl.,,..., AJ 
EYOnt Ci .. s Al Repor1!ng GrotlJl -'I 

C.., Zon1 Evol1I °""'1ptloo t Comment Additional Info 

CSI 1!006252TTI) S ... N.,.. ETREPPIDTECl-!NOLOGIES I.LC Addros 755 TRAOEMAAKl>R RENO.IW Bi1521· Alt# 

1W200S8:09:028't 1013 96 OP-Ol'EN(LOG-1.SL) USER•13 

11/1/2005 !0:3U41m 1Cl2 97 Ct..ClOSE(LOG-1.SLj USERf12 
1112121J057:21:~1111 1015 9S OP-OPEN(l.OG-1.SL) USERllG 
11/3/20051:30:40111 . 1Cl2 97 CL-CLOSE (LOG-1.sU USER 112 
11/3/20057:33:37"'1 1016 96 OP-OPEN(lOG-LSL) USERl16 
11/3/200& B:l5:40 pm 1C!2 97 CL.ct.oSE(l.OG-1.SLl USER 112 
1114/2005B;ft:4hm 1013 H OP-OPEN (l.QG.!.St.) USERll3 
1114/2005 10:45:ZQ f>l'll 1C12 97 Cl-CLOSE (l.OG-1.SL) USER •12 
ft1512!lClO R:23:1S.m 1013 98 QP..O!>EH (LOG-I.SL) USEl013 
11/S/ZlOS4:3'l:4•pm 1C13 97 Ct.cl.OSE(lOO~ USEIU13 
I fl6'200510:39:0ll lfn 1013 96 Of'.OPEN (1.0G-1.61.) USER 113. 
f1iet20056:32:27pm 1C13 97 ct-OlosE(l.OG-1.SLJ USERff3 
1fl7/2000E:22:216n1 101' 98 OP-OPEN (1.00-1.61.) USERff3 
1117/2!J0610:13:llll pn1 1C12 S7 Cl .cl OSE (LOG-1.SLj USER 112 

111Bl2ll066:04:87om 1013 H Of'.OPEN(l.00-l.SLj USERf13 
11/ll/2005 B:00:4'l pm 1.012 97 ct..Cl.OSE (LOO-u;L) USER '12 
11'"'2oo57:1U4'11' 1016 96 Of>-OPEK(\.00.t.SL) IJSERl16 
11/W20058:1~« pm 1C13 97 Cl-ClOSE (LOG.I.SL) ll&ERf13 
11111l/21l'l6 7:00:40 1m· 1013 96 OP-Ol'Ell (l.OGUl.) USER '13 
11111112005e:36:2e pm 1016 97 (;!,CLOSE (l.oo.t.sl) IJSER '18 
111lOl200!l 1D:04lQ pon 1013 96 OP-OPEN (LO<HSL) ll&ER1'13 
11/1Cl/200510:<&.12 p<O 1C12 97 Cl-Cl.CSE (l.00.t.SL) llSERt12 
11/lll:IJI06 7:13:40 tm 1013 96 OP-OPEN (1.00.ULj USER#13 
11111f.IJI066:2f1:29.pm 1013 97 Cl.¢1,<lSe(l.OO.t.Sll USER#1' 
111121.ZD05 7:81:1"2 1m 1013 96 OP-OPEN (LOG-!.SLj USER 113 
11112/2000 e:W::lll pm 1C13 f7 CloCl.OSE (l.OG-1.SL) USER tn 
11N3/200S 8:~1:2/i 1m 1013 96 Of'.OPEN (LOG-I.SL) USER,13 
11N31200H:W:lie pm 1013 97 CL-a.osE (LOO-l.8L) USER,., 
11'14/2005 8:50:45 am 1013 1111 OP-OPEN (1.00-lS!.) USERll3 
11/141200511.:152:38 pm 1C12 97 Cl-<:1.0SE (LOG-LSL) USERfl2 
11/JS/2005 7:2<1:G7 am 1018 96 Of4)1'EN (1.00-ULj USERf16 
11'1&'20051:18:2911111 1C12 97 CL..a.OSE (l.OCUSLj USER,U 
1111atzo<JH:1!1:M 1U11 IOIG t6 OP-OPEii (l.OO.(.$L) USERf16 
11111/20051.1ll:sllll'r 1C12 17 Cl.Ci.OSE(LOG-1.SlJ USERfl2 
11117/200S7:21'2ll •m 1018 96 OP-Ol>EN (l.00-LSI.) USER.,6 
f1111~ 8:12.'04 pm 1C12 97 Ct.-<ll.OSE (LQO.l.SlJ USER*l2 
11117/2005 1°"'2;11 prn 1013 96 OP-OPal 0-~ USEIU13 
11117~ 11:00:46pm 1C13 97 CL.a.ose(l.00-l.SlJ USERll3 
lll!B/21106 8:02:3'! 1m 1011 as 01'-Ql'l'N (1.004.Sl.J USER #13 
11119!200&1Z:03:"2•m 1C12 97 CkQ.OSE!LOO-l.SLj U3ERfl2 
11119/200$ 8:29:38 1m 1013 86 OP-OPEN (l.OG-1.Sl) USER #13 
11118/2llOS8:~:10un IC13 91 c(,CU>SE(LOG-t.St) UsER•13 
1112lll2005 3:01:16 pm 1013 16 OP-OPEN (l.OG.f.SL) USER•13 
lt/211/200U:l11;"6 pm ICU 17 C~LOSE (LOG-f.$l) USER f.13 
11/20/200H:o9:33 pm 1013 96 OP-OPEN (LO(l.f.~ USER 1'13 
11120/2005 5:00:33 pm IC13 91 CL.CLOSE (LOG-LslJ USER 1'13 
1112111200>7:61;03 pm 1013 96 OP-OPEN (LoG-1.SL) USE'R 1'13 

· 1112ll/20057$1:00pm 1C13 17 CL.-CWSE(LOG-1.Sl) USER#13 
11121/200S 7:~:02 1m 1013 96 OP-OPEN !LOG-I.SL! USER 1'13 
11/2112005 7~:'1 pm 1012 97 CL-CLOSE (LOO-!.SL) USER 112 
1112?/l!OOH:(l:Ohm 1013 111> OP-OPEil (l.OG-lSLJ US!;Rfl3 
1li2Ul0068:18:1! pim 1012 97 c;t..CLOSE (LOG-!.S!.j USER 112 

1\IWZOOS 9:\1:45 Pim 1on ~ 01'-0PEN (1..00-WLJ USER 113 

CstHaal!l5Z770 Paii< 1 oU 

00041 
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cale":f:o6~c~-'bdzt'i-~1P-VPt~A!':~D* Document 70-2 a!H!eeh00/11/2006 

CSI H00815%170 
MonilcrllllJ SyslOm AU!.O:SA 

v ... %.one Evanl 

Event History Report 

~ 11:'31/2005 to 1)\/\£12006 Employ"* All 
E\ltlntCIUS All R~ortlng Group AJI 

Otoeripl/Ol1 /Comment Addftlonal ktfo 

Page ~.cf 40 

Pagt 2 ot " 

Cst HlOaU!:mo SUe Nuno ETR~P!'!D TECHNOl.OOIES U.C Mdm• 755 llV.0£1/AAK OR RENO, tN l!OOl1· IJtt 

1112212005 I0:40:26pm 1C13 87 CL.cl.OSE (Loo.I.SL) USER#\3 
11123'2005 7:16:31 arn 101e as OP-OPEN (l.QG.1.SL) USEJt#1S 
111231200S ~1:~ prri 1C12 07 CL.CLOSe (l.OG-Uil) USER#12 
1 lm/2005 7'40;06 "'" 1012 86 OP-OPEN (l.O~SL) USER#12 
tll2l/2005 T"8:17 pro 1C12 tr Cl.cl.OSE tl~L) USERl12 
11/2~ 7!61:65 Mli 1013 116 OP.Ql>EN (lQG.l,SL) USERfl3 
1 fl2ll201)S5;11:24 Pill 1013 97 CL-CLOSE 11.0G.i.sl) usim•u 
1112&"2005 7:CS:.C8 ano 1013 116 OP-OPEN (LOG.UI.) USERf13 
11125/2006 5:10;~ pm 1¢13 87 CL.Q.06E~) USER#!3 
1V26/ZOOS l:28:311Rl 1013 116 Ol'-Ol'Ell (lO<HSl) USER1'11 
1112Si2co5 4:'4,"(}5 prr1 1C11 07 ct-a.CSE (lO:H.SL) USERfl1 
11127/2005 7:46:34 ... 10_13 116 OP-OPEN (1.00.UL) USl!R#l3 
1ll271200CS2:51:24 pm 1013 87 CL.Q.OSE (l.Oa.l.SI.) IJSERt13 
11127/ZOOo 3:34:37 pm 1011 116 OP-OFEll (l.OG.WU USERfl1 
11127/2005 ·~pm 1011 87 a...a ose (UXH.BL) USER#11 
11/l&'ZDOS 8:04:13 am 1013 ae O!'-OPEH (lOG-t.51.) USERfl3 
1112812006 10:00:35""' 1012 97 CL .Q.OSe (l.OG.l.SL) USER•t2 
, 1121212005 6;2g;17 llt1 1013 D6 OP-OPEN (l.QG.l.SL) USER#l3 
1112W2006 7:45.:23 pm 1Cl3 G7 ct,Cl.OSE (l.OG.l.61.j USER#l3 
11129120059:10:09 pm 1012 ll6 Ol'-OPeM (1.00.LSLl USERfl2 
11mtZDOS 10:5&:« 1•n 1Cl2 G7 C!,CLOSE (l.~L) USERfl2 
11/Z0/20057:27:3T1m 101& 116 OP-OPEN (1.()()-t.Sl.) USERlf!O 
, 1m2005 11:116:24 pm 1012 IT Cl.CLOSE (LOG-!.SL) VSER#12 
12/1/20061;W:ll2 ... 1013 116 Qp.OFeN (LOG.l.sl.j_ USERf13 
12/2/2005 2:21!1:16.., 1012 97 OIAil..oae (LOG-lSL) ~#12 

121212005 7:211:1S om 1011 96 QP.OPEN (LOG-I.SI.) USER#IB 
1212120(16 B.-58:42 pm IC12 17 Cl-Cl.OSE (l.OG-LSL) USERl12 
12f.l/Z!JOO 7:28:02 C11 101! 96 Of>.OPEN (LOG-I.SL) llSERf13 
12/3/20051:24:.CS pm 1013 Q1 Ct..cl.OSE (l.OG .UL) llSERt13 
1~5 10.~:SG om 101$ QO Ol'~PEN (t.O<l.LSIJ USER•13 
12'-'ZOC51l:34:31pm 1C;J2 ~7 CL.c;l.OSE (I.CG.UL) USERll~ 
12/MQ05 7;25:38 .. 1016 116 o~ (lOG-l.SlJ USER ft& 
121!l/2QOO 7:13:S2 pm 1012. IT Cl.(LOSE (LOO-I.SL) OSERt!i2 
12171200!57:30!11 am 1013 116 oP.ol'l;N (LOOUl.) USERll3 
1217/2005 10:04:06 pm 1012 17 Ct..clOSE ll<><H.64 USER'12 
12/5(200' 7:44:01 am 1010 .. OP-OPEN (t.(XH.SL) USER•f6 
12/'&'20050:11:27 pm IC12 07 Ck-0! OSE (LOG<.SIJ USERlt2 
12M005 6:45;29 Im IOI! 96 Ol'-oPEN~ USERll13 

. 12J10'i005 2;51;:00 am 1012 07 a..cLOSC (l.00-l.SIJ USERtt2 
12J10'200510;18:t1 1111 1013 96 oP-OPEN (l.OG-lSL) USERll3 
12J10'i00!l S-.!11:.CB pm 1Ct3 97 ci,ci.ose (l~L) !lSERfl3 
12111/2005 B:Ci8:27 am 1013 116 OP-OPEH IUJO.l.Sll . USEIUU 
12J1\/200S 9:21 :~pm 1C13 87 CL-OUlSE l\.()QUL) USEl\113 
12/t~ 8:0ll:07 ... 1013 " ()!>.()!'EH (LOGUIL) USERtt3 
12/12/200510:12:61 pm 1C12 81 CL-CLOSE (loo.utj l.ISl'Rf12 
12112/2005 fl>.4-C:lt pm 1015 96 OP-OPEN (LOGUIL) USERf10 
, 2112/2005 111:46:50 pm ICI& ll7 ci .a.ose (l.QG.l.SL) US£R116 

1'2/\31'ZO'JS7:20:?~ Im 1011 116 OP-Of'al (LO<H.S~l IJSERll& 
12113/2005 8:4':'5 pm 1CIO 97 Cl.ct.OSI: (LCJG.!..SU USER'16 
12113/200511:26:10 pm 1013 116 OP-OPEN (LO~ USERt13 
1V1ll2005 9:.2S:to ~m 1Ct3 07 CL.Q.OSE (LoG-1.SL) USERl13 
121100067:2f:SS 1111 1011 8'S OP-OPC!i (l.OC>U!L) USERllS 
12/WZOOS 11:l1:30 pm IC12 97 CL.c(.OSE (t.OG-LSL) USER#l2 

CSI H008252771l Pagt 2 of 4 

00042 
Sept. 11' 06 
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Fvb H os os, l llp. e;:~.,"'!!D' Document 70-2 3Jllll'!i'!I09/11 /2006 Page \}of 40 
Case 3 :06-cv-00263-f-'IVI P-VPc;·~:sc"'L 

OSI HD082527ro 
Monl~ Sy>lom AULO'>A 

Evant History Report 

Doloo 11/01/2005 to 01115/2006 11mployHI Al 
Event Clan AQ R.aporting Group Al 

Ca Zo"" Ii-I oa.:rlpflon I Comment Addlllonal !IW 

C$I 1-IOOS25mo Sta Na mo ETREPPID TeCHNOlOOIES lJ.C Addlo<o 7M TRACEMAAK DF! RSNO, Ml 89521· Alli 

12115/20061'37:01 om 1018 116 Ol'-Ol'Ell (1.00-t.Sl) US!ffi II& 
12/l 5/2Q:l5 6:2!bl6 poi 1013 97 Cl-0!.QSE (LOG;.St.) USER fla 
12/11!120:l5 7"2:41 am 1018 116 OP-OPEN (LOG-I.SL) USER #16 
1211&'2005 4:31:18 pn1 1013 rn Cl-Ct.OS!i (lOG-t.St.) USER 113 
12/171200U:57;4hm 1013 116 ON>PEN(lOC1-U4 USERf13 
12/1Tl200H:3B:1$p11 IC13 97 CL.CLOOEl\-OG-l.SL) USERll! 
1211812005 8:06:•1 Ht 1013 96 OP.OPEN (lO<H.Sl) us.ER 1113 
121111200'9:59:39 .,., 1 C13 17 CL.-CLOS!! (lOG-1.Sl) USER f13 
12/1!/2WI 12:28:31 pm 1013 116 01'-0PENl!.OG-WJ USER'"1! 
12111/2CC5 1:25'.lS pm 1C13 17 CL-CLOSE (1.00-1.SL) USER SU 
1211Jo'ZOCJH:OO:•O"" 1013 116 Ol'-OPEN(LOG-ULI t;SERfl3 
12/1~6:00:'4fpm IC!3 a7 CL«OSE(l.00.(St.) USERff3 
12/111200H:04:15am 1013 116 OP-OPell (LO~IJ USER fU 
12/11120058:21:"2pm IC11 17 CVCLOSE~ USERflZ 
12/2C/200<ill:24:3hm 1013 116 OP-OPEN(lcx;.u;u l.ISERll! 
12/20/2\1051:27:6&""1 1013 97 Cl..ct.oSl:(lOG-l.8U usaa,. 
1!J'Zt~7:1i)-.21 am 1013 llO Of4)PEN~l) l1Sm#l3 
12/21/:i0065:23;1;1 pm 1012 87 C\,.CLQ6E(l00.UL) USER"12 
1lnl/200$6:23;51 pm 1012 llO ()p.of'EN(LOG-1.&.) llS6U12 
1Zl2t/200o11:ff:Upn 1012 97 ct.ci.OSE(lOO-l.SLI USER'1% 
1212:!/200H:42:05*" 101' Iii! 01>-0PEH ~ USERl13 
1212212.006 7:00:12 pm 1013 &7 CL-OLOS£ (l00.USU \ISEl!.tl3 
IZ/23l20008:~1n 1011 98 OP-OPEN(l.00.ulL) USERf11 
12/W200511:11:64pn 1C1' 87 CLCl.OSE(l.00-!.Sl) USER•I> 
12/24l2005B:00:30om 1013 Ill 01'-0P!iN(UXl-lBlj llSERfl3 
12i2ol/:200612:oo:311tm 1013 17 Cl-CSOSEl\OOUll USER•I~ 
12125f.lOOS 1:1i"2 pn 1013 8G ONlPeN (l.OGUL) USEIU13 
12125/i1iosf:33:12pn 1Cl3 gr CL.cl.OSElt.oa.t.alJ USERf13 
f:zt2U200$ 7:03:33 om 1013 Iii! OP-OPEN (l.OG-1.SlJ µSER 113 
12/2S.'2005 3:56:159 pn ICU gr Ol.cLOSE (l.QO.l.Sl) USER 113 
121271200!l'.M9'A1om - IOU 18 OP-OPEN(l.00<.SI.) U5ERl13 
1747/20056:16:31 pn 1016 P7 Cl-Ot.Os,E(LOG-LSL) USERl18 
f2127Q005 B.;~:28 "11 411' OA.cull.c.tledADT SYST'EM IO 
12127/200d a:37~ "11 S1a11111 ~alloda<ltfl!IP ~oho<*•• ltl4nn 

1212"200S 7~6f:64 Im 

12tltn005 7:30:'1 pm 

121211/ZOOO 7;:!0;35 pm 
121211(2006 7:31:50 pm 
12/W2006 8:06:'1.,. 
1llW:!OOG 7:40:22 pn 
12/lMOl)(j 8:16:1G 1111 
12l30flll05 t:oe:B3 pm 
12131/2005 10:12:3!""' 
1l/3112C015 S:ll:ll'i> pm 

·1ti1200E1 l:C16::S1 •m 
lfl/ZOOe 7:3S:55 prn 

1/2/200G 1:34:30 am 
1f2.!2006 &:07:!i2 pm 

1/3121X16 1~7 •m 
lf.\'2006 7:3":«1 pm 
11420061:05:11 am 

. 11411005 7>15:11 pm 

CU HOOS252770 

101) 
1c1a 
1013 
1Cll 
1013 
1013 
1013 
1Cl3 
1013 
1C1J 
fOIS 
ICU 

101' 
1CIS 
1013 
1Cl2 

tl 
K 
t7 
IG 

97 

11 
96 

•... 
OP-OPEN (l.OGU4 
CL-CLOSE lUlG-lSl) 

OP-OPEN (l.OG-1.Sl.I 
CL-Ol.OSE (LOCH6l) 
OP-OPEN (l.()G.LS1) 

Cl~ (l.00-l.Gl) 
OP-OPEN (l.O<H.&Lt 
Cj,Cl.OSf (1.00«l,1 
OP-OPEN (l.00-LSL) 
Q,C\,QSE (l.OGU~ 

OP-OPEN (LOO-I.SL) 
Cl-OLOSE (LOG-UlL) 
OP-OPFH (l.CX>l61.I 
Cl-Cl.OGE (l.OGU\.l 
OP-OPEN(l.OCHSlJ 
Cl.Q.OSE (1.00-UlL) 

OP-OPEN 11.0G-l.SU 
ct..cLOSE(l.00-\.Sl.) 

USER•1:t 
USERt13 
USERtU 
USERt13 
l/Sel\tl• 
UGEIU1S 
USERt13 
IJSER#13 
USER#la 
USl!Rf1' 
llSERlfS 
USSR#11 
USER '13 
IJSER .,, 
I/SER f13 
llSERIU 
USERfl3 
llSERt12 

00043 
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ca~~'3:66-c?v~o826~$MP-V~"~~lt>.'t'ED* Document 70-2 3!R~/11/2006 Page ii cl 40 

.Vt.fl.2006 5;DC. pm Evant History Report PaQ& ~ of .f 

CSI HOOB2.."2770 Datao i1/01/2000 to 0111512006 EmplO)'oell An 
Nonltorfrc Sywtum AULOSA ev.ntCi.o.M Ref'Ortlng Group l<H 

- Zone E- Dto•~ption I eo ..... nl M-11111\fo 

Cst H001252770 Silo tlamo ElREPPIO lECHNOLOGIES U.C Addrcoo 7551RAOEW.RK DR RENO, NV 89521· Altll 
l/5/lOOll 7:69:63 em 1013 96 
11512006 I0;0.>49 pm IC12 Q7 
fJ6/2000 4: 11:47 .,. 1013 llG 
1/GllOOO 11 :06>42 pm IC12 97 
111!20)611:00:17 ... 1013 &e 
111i1006 9:33:313 pm 1C13 97 
111/Z006 8:34:18"" 1013 96 
1111Z006 5:24:33 "°' 1C13 97 
1Jl/2006 7:48:35 am 1013 98 
llW2.006 1:07:47 pm 1C12 97 
111ill2006 e:1a:05 .. , 1013 86 
111Cl"<OOG 11: 1a:oa am 4113 
111l1/200611:18:0G .... 

11100006 3:%7:13""' 
1llW20063!17:t:S pm 
11tl1/20063:27:13 pm "210 
1/10/200$4:15:"4 pm 
1110120004:15:44""' 
Vll1/20064:18:«i pm "211 
1111>21XlH:23:2.J pm 1C 97 
1/10/200S 4.:23:29 pm 102 llO 
1/lll'200$~21 pm 104 97 
1111120068.1)1:00 am tos 116 
1111/2006 N5:47 pm 104 97 
1Ml2006 a.'02:18..,, 108 es 
1112/2008 ID:»:28 pm 104 V1 
1nl/20088:04:Z4 om 106 96 
1113'2005 r"':n pm fC4 97 
1/1:il200611.15:60 pm 104 116 
1/1l/Zaoe 9.'37:02 pm 104 87 
1/13/l006 8,'37:02 pm 104 9S 
1113/200B 11:37:oa pm 104 97 
V14/20!le 11:1s:21 am 103 96 
1114/lOOO 3:20:44 pm 1C3 87 
111612We z::e:za .., 103 116 
1/1S/200B 2:35:26 pm 1C3 97 

CSI HOll8262771> 

OP-OPEN (LOG-LS!.) USERf13 
Cl.-CLOSE (I.OCH.SL) USERf12 
OP-OPEN (lOG-LSQ USER<13 
CL-CLOSE (1.00-l.S\..) USER#12 
OP-OPEN ILOGUlll USERf13 
CVCl.OSE ILOG-t.61.) US!Offf13 
OP'OPEN (lOG.tStJ USERf13 
CL-CLOSE (1.00-l.Sl) USERl13 
01'-0PEN ~LJ USERf13 
Cl..CC.OSE (l.OG<.SL) USERf12 
OP.QPEN (l.OGUL) llSERf13 
OA-C<lal Callod Al>T 
ALTQI llORACAIJJNQ FORSemnCE TOO'.YW.OEWORK oRD 
ER~TIWfiFER!DTOFSD 
TE$T:AU. 
0110Q<I 1627 OllOOG 1727 
OU'llca on Test CAT:2 
lASTiiET:011006162'71l 
TEST:AU. 
QA.Qear from TO<I CAT:2 
C~OSE (l.OGUl.l Ill 1123 
O!'OPSI (LCl<HSU w.sTERCODE 
CIM.0$E ILOCHSLJ USERll4 
OP-OPEN (LOG-LSU USER'6 

c~sc CLo<H.SLl USERll4 
OP-OPEii (LQO-!.Slj USERl6 
a..cLOIE (LOG-I.SL) USER"4 
OP-OPSI (LOGUU USEll16 
CL.OL08E (LCJG.iSL) USERf4 
OP-OPEN (l.OG-LSL) USERIM ct.= (LOG-t.51' USERIM 
OP-OPEN (L0()-1.SlJ IJSER"4 
Ct-CLOSE (l.OG-l.SlJ USERIM 
OP-OPSI (LOGoL$I.) USERl3 
CUll.QSC (l.00-1.St) IJSERf3 
CP.oP91 (l.OG-l.8IJ USER"" 
CL-cl.OSE (l.OG-1.St.) USER"3 

P'llO 4 of 4 

00044 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-2 Filed 09/11 /2006 Pagel of 40 
FD-302 (Rev_ 10-6-95) 

- I . 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/23/2006 

Sloan Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility Security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number (775) 337-
6771, provided the attached document relating to text messages 
received on h:Ls cellular phone from December 25, 2005, and January 
17, 2006. 

lnvesligation on 02/14/2006 at Reno, Nevada 

ide # 295A-LV-39368 

by SA Michael A. West:maw~ 
This document contains neithe< mommendations nor: ncl"'ions of the FBI. 
ii and its contents are no: to be distributed outside your agency. 

Date fatated 02/23/2006 

000-45 
Seot. 11' 06 

It is the property of the FBr and is loaned to your ftgc:ncy; 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-2 Filed 09/11 /2006 Page B of 40 

I~;::=-===!~~"':=~=~=-==~:==--=== ===~= ::!~~~'= 
· :;~ Dennis Brenda is havn surgery on 2Dth .. We will leave aflr that. !st week feb l/17/2006 5:'16 PM 

:;@] Dennis This Is gong ;~get lJllly .. U btr transfur u phone 2 u.. l/17/2006 4:'16 PM 

~@] Dennis Good luck .. HI! has threatnd me 4 last time .. Whn u cnntact gov agency notify me .. Thnx l/17/2006 1:45 PM 

~~ Dennis Did u get bonus? l/17/2006 1:06 PM 

~ru Dennis Ok .. Nite l/16/2006 7:04 PM 

~~ Dennis Jst send me txt whn u contactgov .. Thnx l/16/2006 6:52 PM 

~~ Dennis I have movd '"'""He wi nevr get what he wants .. Jale amd patty fucked him! l/16/2006 4:26 PM 
~~ Dennis \A'heo i told wam andjoel whati was goimg 2 say .. Jo~ cvrd his ears! 1/16/2006 4:18 PM 
~~ Dennis Patty and jal" wff drive hlw down! l/16/2006 4:04 PM 

~~ Dennis I cantbe!ve ~ •• would aiw he wo\lld allow me 2say whati know .. He is so errogant! l/16/2006 4:02 PM 
~~Dennis I am hear tlu:justte deptlaughinl l/16/2006 4:00 PM 

:\:~ Dennis He was acrused of robbn 1 millon people life savngs l/16/2006 3:59 PM 

~fil Denrls I nave quit a bit aflr 8 rtarsl I would like 2 hear poor warren tel the us gnv he has been derraudfi l/16(1006 3:56 PM 
:(ifil Dennis I wU sure have sum nfu 4 them! l/16(1006 3:53 PM 

~fil Dennis Do whatu must.. l/16/2006 3:52 PM 

~fil Denrls He ant do what he did 2me •• Minorty shareholdr lie. l/lbf2006 3:51 PM 

~fil Dennis Disable brend" emaU acx:t..My emai .. Etreppid4!tiotmai.C:Om l/16/2006 3:49 PM 
~§ Dennis Wei mayb he shld liavd ttiougt b 4 he fucked mel l/16{'1!l06 3:47 PM 

~fil Dennis Oisgwarh or p•tty an do l/16/2006 3:44 PM 
'!5'' -mis SorviOona: at pepprml .. Lovd his disgusel l/lbf20063:15 PM 

ns 

~~ vemis 
~~Dennis 
:@Dennis 

~J OeMs 
~J Dennis 

~J Denris 
~j Dennis 

~J Dennis 
~J Dennis 
~)Jesse 
:@I Jesse 

~I Jesse 
~I oennis 

~I Dennis 

~I Dennis 
:-=1 
~ Demis 
:@ Dennis 

~Dennis 
~ Denr;s 

~ C>ennis 

~ C>emls 

~ Denhs 
~- 758134776 

~. /58134776 

No movn zis sc10n as house goes,. 
Askd 4 video tape a dassic! 

Hope al is wel with u •. Movn 2 bay area .. B safe 
N his usual atre .. Tec shirt amd tnrn sweat pants 

Went 2 ur-. game sat nite .. Saw Joel at el dorado.Dn.nk! Lke a man stret bum! 

A 6-0 yr old gu•rd threw him out! 
He really thnk he specal form! 

He was n • sb.1pd disguse .• Hidn belmd a plant! 
Caught him ot pepprmil •• Not 2 devr! 
Dishwarhero hais been fuHwn me 

No wos eating lundi looked like he was drunk hair was mess 
Looks ~ke beeri Qambling an night 

At µeppermiR demis here looks: bad 
Bsafe 
Did u get bomus 

I hope a! is wel .. Miss u friendship! 
Ur deakig wlthanti c:hrist! 

Etrpld has min<>is and he Is goi119 2 rut off money and meclcal! That is no mend! 

That what rrierds r 'I! 

5or'l' 4 ths .. I nm always u fi'lend. 

Al he does is threats 

I am at atty wil cal whm done 

Tomrw whn u o>me n 
Hogy van a jo c1rvos? 

Vidam karasony .. 

l/16{'1!l06 3: 13 PM 

l/16/2006 3: 12 PM 
l/16/2006 3:06 PM 
l/16/2006 3:05 PM 

l/16/2006 3:04 PM 

l/16/2006 3:01 PM 

l/16/2006 3:00 PM 

l/lb/2006 2: 59 PM 
l/lli/2006 2: 57 PM 
1/16/7006 2:56 PM 
l/15/2006 2:15 PM 

l/15/2006 12: 19 PM 

l/15/2006 12: 13 PM 

l/ 13/2006 6: 35 PM 

l/13j'1:J06 6:3.l PM 

l/13/2006 6:31 PM 

l/l2/2006 4:01 PM 

l/11/2006 7:47 PM 

l/11/2006 7:44 PM 

l/11/20067:15 PM 

l/ll/2006 4:01 PM 

l/ll/2006 12:35 PM 

l/10/2006 9:06 PM 

12/25/2005 12: 18 PM 

12/25/'2fl05 12:16 PM 

00046 
Sept. 11' 06 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* 
FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95) 

Document 70-2 Filed 09/1112006 Page 9 of 40 

- I -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/23/2006 

Sloan Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 Trademark'Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number {775) 337-
6771, provided the attached log generated by XXCopy for files 
copied from the Source Code Server folder F:\eTDevelopment\[Server
BackupsJ\ on December 21, 2005, at 15:08:45 hours. 

Tnvestigation on 02/14/2006 at Reno, Nevada 

iile # 295A-LV-39368 j 
by SA Michael A. West:ma~ 
This document conlains: neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 
ii and its contents are no1 to he distributed oulSide your agency. 

Date dictated 02/23/2006 

0004 7 
Sept. 11' 06 

II is the property of the FBI and is loaned lo your ~ency; 
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xxcopy-errors3.txt 

============:::=====:=========:=================================================== 
XXCOPY ver 2.92.6 2005-12-21 15:08:45 windows Ver 5.2.3790 

command Line = x:<copy F:\eTDevelopment\[Server-Backups]\*.• Y:\ /e /c /h /r /k /y 
/pb /oNC:\xxcopy-errors.txt 

switch Parameters 
/AO /BO /C /CA /Cl!O /CCY /CK /CR3 /DO /DLO /E /ECO /EDO /ERO /FO /FMO /FFO 
/FL /FTO /FW /H /IO /IN*.* /KS /LO /NO /NPO /NXO /NIO /NW /NCO 
/oNC:\xxcopy-errors.txt /oDl /oEO /oFl /oIO /oPO /oso /oxo /PO /PBlM /PBH 
/PCO /PDO /PN /Po() /PZO /QO /QFO /QBO /QSO /R /S /SPO /SGO /SXO SZ:- /TO 
/TROD /TSO /TDO /lTAO /TCAO /TCCO /TCW /TMO /UO /VO /WO /WD /Y /ZO /ZED /ZSO 
/ZXO 

source base directory= "F:\eTDevelopment\[Server-Backups]\" 
Destination directory = "Y:\" 
Fi 1 e name temp 1 atE! = "*. *" 
Directories processed = 4 
Total data in bytE>s = 518,274,175,933 
Elapsed time in sec. = 18,644 
Action speed (MB/min) = 1668 
Fil es copied = 23 
Directories created = 3 
Lo~ File created = c:\xxcopy-errors.txt 
Ex1 t code = O (No error, successful opera ti on) 

Page 1 

00048 
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. I -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 03 /13 /2006 

Sloan Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility Security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number (775) 337-
6771, provided the attached copy of Dennis Lee Montgomery's Office 
of Personnel Management, Security Clearance Application, Standard 
Form 86, maintained on file by eTreppid Technologies, LLC. 

Investigation on 02/14/2006 at Reno, Nevada 

.ile # 295A-LV-39368 Date dictated 03/13/2006 

by_~S_A~M_i_·c~h_a_e_l~A_.~•-.,_e_s_t~:_m_a_w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ftfttti f 00049 
~eni- 11' 0 6 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to ymi~rft)~ 
it and ils contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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vuioe ot Personnel. Wl.ll._•lffilll~cALED* Document 70-2 
QmmJ~lft1Y-cmo£l~M¥GtcA'"' -;ft-

Filed M'11V20011" f'ii199 12 of 40 
O 3. No. 3206-0007 

Date, 2006/01/23 Time' 15:12,19 
:;;tandard Form B6, Sep. 95 

I'GOMERY 
,NIS, LEE 

Personal Information 
Nizne MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS, LEE 

Place Of Birth MENA, PR 
County 

UlUTED STATES 

Height 5-_7 I/eight 155 

2. Other Nam.es. trsed 

sex Male 

Rair Color BROWN lfye Color BROWN 

NO Have you ever used or been known by another name? 

JI. Citizenship 
Current Citizenship U.S. Citizen 
Mother•s Maiden Nome GIBSON 

BETTY, JEAN 
·.Citizenship Type Born i:n .the u,s. 

NO Are you now or were :rou a dual citizen of the u~s. and another country? 

4 • Where You Rave Li vecl 
FROlr TO 

1. 1999/11/01 PRES 

Person Kho Knows You 
TREPP 

· .RARREN, UNKNOWN 

NO l'.f! this residence addleess hard to find? 

2. 1986/03/01 . 1999/11/01 

i; .. Where. You Went To School 
ltO Haire you attended school beyond Junior High· School within the last 10 years? 
"l~S !lave you attended scbc:>ol beyond high school? {If all ~ducatio:R occurred 

more than 10 years ag(), list moat recent education beyond high school 
•·egardless of date.) · 
J;"ROM :1'0 'ITPE/At>DR!i:SS 

l. 1971/09/03 1973/05/01 College/uniyersity/Military college 
Oe~ree/Diploma/Other GROSSMONT COLLEGE 
AS nroMEDICAL ·T&C!! ee'oo GROSSMONT COLLEGE DR 
Aw&rd D&te 1973/06/0l EL CAJON, CA 92020 

. 6.. Your· Employmeu t Ac ti vi l:ies 
FROlr TO TYPE OF EMPLOnmNT 

1. 1998/11/0l. PP.RS Self-employment 
Company Nllll>.e ETREPPID TECHNOLOGIES 

Company Address ?55 TRADEMARK DR 
RENO, NV 89521 

Vedcfyiug Individual TREPP 
WARREN, UNKNOWN 
56ZS FORET CIRCLE DR 
REHO, l!V 89521 
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--·-··--··~·" PC *SEALED* Oocumerit 70-2 SF h• ••• • 
D-lifil,§ 'C\>,,~?63-PMP-V -------------------"P-"a..,_e"-'~2 Ca~"'Your E!nployment Acti Les (Continued) 

10\lal) 
Phone 

1992/01/01 
Compe.ny liame 

Company Addreu 

Verifying Indivi"dua.l 

NO Were you in the Federal Civil service prior to the lase 10 years? 

(Do not list any l'ederal Civil Service previously entered in this 

7. p.,ople 'Nho r:now rc-u Well 
FROM ro 

1. 1991/01/01 PRES 

Rome Addreaa 

De.y Phone 

2. 1991/03/0l PRES SCHULTZ 

Ilay Phone 

'1991/01/01 PRES 

l!C1llle Adc!res II 

Day Phone 

8 • Your Spouse 
What is your curren.t marital· ste.tust Married 

STA't'US/DATES NAMES/LOCATION / 

. l • Married llON'I'OOMERY 
llRENDA, ICATl!LEllN 

.-. POll LA MESA, CA 
Karri~ BL CAJON, CA 

.............. M.ai'-en TATE 
• BRENDA, KATHLEEN 

NO rs·your current spouse's address different from yours? 

module.) 

N' Has your current spouse, to your knowledge, ever used another name (other 
than 11\aiden name)? 

l~ountry(ie•) of Citizenship. UNITED STATES 

9. Your R&lo.tives 
RELA'l'IONSIUP 

a.nd Associates 
· lfAME/PLACB OF !lIRTll 

Mot:her 
MON'I'OOMERY 
BE:'l'TY' JE:AN 

....-. . POV UNITED STATES 
~saociate y-ou listed deceased? 

·, CUrren t Addres·s 

00051 
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~~--ciji€l0263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-2 
C~ Your Relatives and As lates (Continued) 

Country(ies) of Citizenship UNITED STATES 

Father 
MONTGOMERY 
DAVID, THEODORE 

POB UNITED STATES 
NO Is the family/associate you listed deceased? 

Current Address 

Country(ies) of Citizenship UNITED STATES 

3. Brother 
MONTGOMERY 
DAVID; THOMAS 

l'OB UNITED STATES 
·No Is the family/associate you listed deceased? 

Current Address 

Country(ies) of Citizenship UNITED STATES 

4- Sister 

NO Is the 

MONTGOMERY 
SANDY, JEAN 

POB UNITED STATES 
family/associate you listed deceased? 

· Current Address 

Country(ies) of Citizenship UNITED STATES 

sister 
MC!J'!OOMBRY 
SHARON, ANN 

POB·UNITBD STATES 
NO .ls the family/associate you Hs.ted deceased? 

Current Mdru·s --

Country(iea} of Citi•enship UNITED STATES 

6. sister 
MONTGOMERY 
DEBBIE, JEAN 

••••••• POB UNITED STATES 
"1<S Is the familyrassociate you listed deceased? 
colintr:y(ies) of Citizenship UNITED STATBS 

'l. Child (adopted also) 
MOllT(J()MERY 
BRIAN, THOMAS 

l'OB UNITED STATES 
NO Is the family/associate you. listed deceased? 

Current Address~ 

. Country(ies) of Citizenship UNITED STATES 

a. Child (adopted also) 

~the 

MC!!TGOMERY 
STEVEN, LEEE: 

POB UNITED STATES 
family/associate you listed deceased? 

Ef'aed" ;1··q92 972914of40 2 
Page: J 
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MVNTGOMERY 263-PMP-VPC *SEALED Sl 
Ca~~VL~~ -,-~~~~~~~~~~-'--~~~~~~Pa=-=e~:~4 

9. You1· Relatives and As•ociates (Continued) 

Current Address~ 

Country(ies) of Ci~izenship UNITED STATES 
9. Child (adopted also) 

MONTGOMERY 
KATHLEEN, ANN 

._ POil UNITED STATES 
NO Is the - fa1i\IIYTassociate you listed deceased? 

Current Address ~ 

Country(ies) of Citi~enship UNITED STATES 

10. Citizenship of Your Relatives and Associates. 
R&:r.ATIONSHIP MAMR 

11. Your Military l!ist;ory 
NO Have you ever served in the military? (If yes, provide in chronological 

order your military history: begin with the most recent period and include 
Reserves, National Guard, Merchant Marines, and Foreign Military· service.) 

12. Your Foreign Activities - Property 
NO Do -you have any foreign property, business connections, or financial 

interests? 

13. Your Foreign Activities - !,mplol""Qlt 
NO Are you now or have you ever been employed by or acted as a consultant 

for a to.reign govenllnent, firm, or agency? 

:;. . Your ~oreign Activities - Contact with Foreign Government 
;ave you ever had any contact with a foreign government, its 
establishments (embassies or.consulates), or its representativea, whether 
inside or outside th•~ u;s., other than-on official u.s. Government 
business? (Does not· include routine visa applications and border crossing 
contacts.) . 

is. Your Foreign Activit~es - Passport 
l'fO In the last 7 years, have you had an active passport that was issued by a 

foreign government? 

lG. Foreign Countries You lI&ve Visited 
Yi~B Have you traveled outside the united states on other than official U.S. 

Government orders in the last 7 years?_ (Travel as a dependent or contractor 
must be listed.) Do not repeat travel covered in l\\Odules 4, 5, and 6. 
~ROMf COuNTRY TO PlllU>OSE 

-'.i7. Your Military :Record 

Pleasure 
Pleasure 

NO Have you ever received ot:her than an honorable discharge from the military? 

18. Your Selective Service Reeord 
No lire you a male born after December 31, 1959? 

000:13 
sept. ll' 06 
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c-W1~~£J0263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-2 sftiled 92q 1 '?@Of §79e '6 of 40 
Page: 5 

l.9. Your Medical Record ----------------
NO In the last 7 years, have you 

(psychiatrist, psychologist, 
another health care provider 

~ 0. Your Employment Record 

consulted a mental health professional 
counselor, etc.} or have you consulted with 
about a mental health related condition? 

NO Has any of the following happened to you in the past 7 years? 

- Fired from job 

- Quit a job after being told you'd be fired 

- J'.,eft a job by motual agreement following allegations of 

misconduct 

- Left a job by mutual agreement following allegations of 

unsatisfactory performance 

- Left a job fer ether reason under unfavorable cirCU111stances 

21. Your Police Record - Felony Off8l18ea 
NO Have you ever been charged with or convicted of any felony offense? 

(Include ·those under the Uniform Code of Military Justice.). For .this item, 
report information regardless of whether the record in your .case has been 
•sealed•· o.r otherwi6e stricken from the record. The single exception to 
this requirement is for certain convictions under the Federal Controlled 
Substances Act for.which the court issued an expungement order under the 
authority of 21 v.s.c. 844. or 18 v.s.c. 3607. 

· .I Your -Polic.e Record· ·· Firearma/Bxploaives Offenses 
Have you ever been charged with or convicted of a firearms or explosives 

offense? For this item, report. information regardless of whether the 
record in your case has been •sealed• or otherwise stricken from the court 
record. The single exception to this requirement is for certain 
convictions under the· Federal" ·controlled Substances Act for which the court 
issued an expungement order under the authority of 21 v.s.c. 844 or 18 

·u.s.c. 3607. 

23. Your Police Record • Pending Chargea 
NO Are there currently any charges pendin9 against you for any criU\inal · 

offense? For this it:em, report information regardless of whether the 
rec:::ord'in your case ha.8 been •sealed• or otherwise stricken from the 
record. The single exception to this requirement is for certain 
convictions under the Federal Controlled Substances Act for which the court 
issued an expungement order under the authority of 21 v.s.c. 844 or 18 
u.s.c. 3607. 

::4. Your Police Record - lllcohol/Drug Offenses 
iro Have you ever been charged w.ith or convicted of any offense (s) related. to 

a.lcohol or drugs? Fez· this item, report information regardless of whether 
the record in your case has been •sealed' or otherwise stricken from the 
record. The single exception to this requirement is for certain 
convictions under the Federal controlled Substances Act for which the court 
issued an expun9ement 'order under the authority of 21 v.s.c. 844 or 10 
u.s.c. 3607. . 

,-~~~~~---~~--~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ 

' 
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2 5. Your Police Record. - l .tary Court 
NO In the last 7 years, ha.Ve you been subject to court martial or other 

disciplinary proceedings under the Uniform Code of Military Justice? 
(include non-judicial, Captain's mast, etc.) For this item, report 
information regardless Of whether the re"cord in your case has been uaealed" 
or otherwise stricken from the record. The single exception to this 
requirement is for certain convictions under the Federal Controlled 
Substances Act for which the court issued an expungement order under the 
authority of 21 U.S.C. 644 or 18 U.s.c. 3607. 

26. Your Police Record - Other Offenses 
NO rn. the last 7 yearn, have you been arrested for, charged with, or 

convicted of any offense(s) not listed in modules 21, 22, 23, 24, or 25? 
(Leave out traffic fines of leas than $150 unless the violation was alcohol 

·or drug related.} For this item, report information regardless of whether 
the record in your case haa been •sealed• or otherwise stricken from the 
record. The singl,e exception ta this requirement is ·for certain 
convictions under the Federal Controlled Substances l\.ct for which the court 
issued an expungement order under the authority of 21 U.S.C. 844 or 18 
u.s.c. 3607. 

27. Your Ua" of tll"ll~ DruSJ• and Drug Activity•Ill.,go.1 tJH of Drugs . 
NO since the age of 16 or in the last 7 years, whichever is shorter, have 

you illego.lly used any controlled substance, for exampl.,, marijuana, 
cocaine, crack cocaiI\e, hashish, narcotics. (opi\1!11, morphine, codeine, 
heroin, "tc.), a...,hetamines, depressants (barbiturates, methaqualone, 
tranquilh;ers, etc.), hallucinogenics (LSD, PCP,. etc.), or prescription 
d;rugs? · 

28. Your Use of Illegal Drugs and Drug Activity-Use in Seusitive Positions 
:NO Have you EVER illegally used a controlled substance while employed as a 

law enforcement offJ.cer, prosecutor, or courtroom official; while 
possessing a securit:y ·c;learance; or while in a position directly and 
i1M1ediately affectin.g public safety? · 

2s. Your use of Illegal Drug11 and Drug Aetivity-Drug Aetivity 
NO !n the last 7 years, have you been involved in the illegal purchase, 

manufacture, traffic:Hng, production, transfer, shipping, receiving, or 
sale of any narcotic,, depressant, stimulant, hallucinogen, or· cannabis for 
y0ur OW!! intended pr<>fit or that of another? · 

JO. Your Use of Alcohol . 
: N'O In the last 7 1•ears ha.s your use of alcoholic beverages (such as liquor, 

beer, vine} resulted in any alcohol-related treatment or coun~eltng (such 
as for alcohol abu~e or alcoholism)? Do not repeat information reported in 
BPSQ Module 19 (Section 21 from the SF86), 

i11. Your Investigation R.eQord - Investigat.f.ons/Clearancea Granted 
MO Has the United States Clovernment ever investigated your background and/or 

granted you a security clearance? (If you can• t l'.ecall the investigating 
·agency and/or the secttrity clearance received< enter (Y)es and follow 
instructions in the he,lp text for the fields on the next screen. If you 
can't recall whether yau•ve been investigated or cleared, enter (N)o.) 

i2. Your Investigation Record - Cle...rance A.c>tiona 
N() To your knowledge have you ever had a clearance or access authorization 

denied, suspended, or revoked, or !lave you ever been debarred from 
government employment? (Note: lUl administrative downgrade or termination of 
a security clearance iu not a revocation.) 
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DE~~ tE1£io26;;, PMI~ *SEALED* . Document 70-2 
C[j§~ Ur financial Record 3ankruptcy 

S~\~d ---~~!918 of40 
Page: 7 

NO In the last 7 years, ha..,.: you filed a petition under 
bankruptcy code (to include Chapter 13)? 

Your Financial Record - Wage Garnisbments 

any chapter of the 

{) In the last 7 years, have you had your wages garnished for any reason? 

35. Your Financial Record - Repossessions 
NO In the last 7 years, have you had any property repossessed for any reason? 

3 G. :rour E'iiiancial Rec:ord - Tax Lien 
NO In the last 7 years, have you had a lien placed against your property for 

failing to pay ta>:es or other debts? 

37. Your Financial Record• Unpaid Judgements 
NO In the last 7 years, have you had any judgements against you that have 

not been paid? 

JS. Your Financial Delinquencies - 180 Day• 
NO In the last. 7 years,. have you been over 180 days delinquent on any debt (s)? 

39. Your Finanei&l Dell.nquonciea - 90 D&Y• 
NO Are you currently oYer 90 days delinquent on any debt(s)? 

to. Public Record Civil court Actions 
YJ!:S In the last 7 years, have you been a party to any public record ci.vil 

court actions not.listed eleewbere·on this form? 
DATii: NA.TURB/RESllLT OF ACTION 

1. 1998/03/01 SUED FOR' BREACH OF CONTRACT 
LOST SUIT 

Court Nue SACRAME!ITO M\1NICIPAI, COURT 
county 

Address SACRAMENTO, CA 9581' 
Party (ies) to Thia Action 
3Nli:T - JAMES CAMERON - J\ND OTHERS 

(l, You~ Association Record - Membership 
NO Have you ever been an officer or a member or made a contribution to an 

organization dedicated to.the violent overthrow of the United States 
Gove:nunent and which engages in illegal activities to that end, knowing 
that the organizatiotl engages in such activ·itiea with the specific intent 
to further such activities? 

42. YOur Association kecord - Activities 
110 Have you ever knowingly engaged in any acts or activities designed to 

<>verthrow the United .States Government by force? 

4~eueral Remarks 
uo no you have any additional remarks to enter in your application? 

C:&ltTXFICA'UON BY Pll:RSON COMPLETING FORM 
My statements on this form, and any attachments to.it, are true, complete, 
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and are made in 
good faith. r understand that a knowing and willful false statement on 
this form can be punished by fine or imprisonment or both. 
(S:ee section 1001 of title 16, United States Code) . 

. · '!'llle MOirn:lOMERY 
DENNIS, LEE 
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Signature (Sign in ink) Pate 
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. _D~~P-VPC *SFAI ED* . Document 70-2 
!il<iti6lOliQ£-~'1~6d;eck' Secu· ., Informatwn 
Date• 2006/01/23 

~PSQ version 2. 2 
Time: 15: 12 :22 

~"lNTGOMERY 

ins, LEE 
current Spouse 

C 0 • S U B J E C T REPORT 

MONTGOMERY 
BRENDA, KATHLEEN 

POB LA MESA, CA 
MARRIAGE 1975/07/05 EL CAJON, CA 

Maiden TATE 
........ BRENDA, KATHLEEN 

SFS6 

NO Is your current spouse 1 s address different from yours? 
NO Has your current spouse, to your knowledge, ever used another name {other 

than maiden name)? 

Country(ie•) Of Citizenship UNITED STATES 
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(S.5Sl:l~~l(j>p0©!163-PMP-VPC *SEALED* 
"R.'evisedSeptember 1995 . 
tJ.S. Office of Personnel Mana9..:tnent 
5 CFR Parts 731, 732, and 736 

ITED STATES 01! AMERICA 
,i.thorization for ReleaHe of Information 

Document 70-2 Filed 09/1112006 
Form approv• 
0.M.B. No. ~.__...;>-0007 

NSN 7540-00-634-4036 
86-111 

Carefully read this authorization to release information about you, then sign 
and date it in ink. 

I ·Authorize any investigator; special agent, or other duly accredited 
representative of the authorized Federal agency conducting my background 
investigation, to obtain any information relating to my activities from 
individuals, schools, re.sidential management agents, employers, criminal 
justice agencies, credit bureaus, consumer reporting agencies_, collection 
agencies, retail business establishments, or other sources of information. 
This information may inc}.ude, but is not: limited to, 111y academic, 
residential, achievement, performance, attendance, disciplinary, employment 
history, criminal history record information, and financial and credit 
in.format.ion- I authorize the Fed.eral agency conducting my investigation to 
disclose the record of my background investigation to the requesting agency 
for the purpose of making a dete~ination of suitability or eligibility for a 
security clearance. 

l Understand that, for financial or lending institutions, medical 
institutions, hospitals, health care professionals, and other sources of 
infonnation, a separate· specific release will be needed, and I may be 
contacted for such a release at a later date. Where a separate release is 
reqoested for information relating to mental health treatment or counseling, 
the release will contain ~ list of the specific questions, relevant to the 
job description, ""hich the~ doctor or therapist will be asked. · 

.·I Further AUthorize any investigator, special agent, or other duly accredited 
~P.pre8entative of the U.S;· Office of Perso1U1el Management, the Federal Bureau 

Investigation, the riepartme{lt of Defense, the Defense Security Service, 
any other authorized Federal agency, to request criminal record 

:>rmation about me from criminal jus.tice agencies for the purpose of 
~ .... i:ermining my eligibility fcir access to classified info~tion and/or for 
assignment to, or retention in, a sensitive National Security position, in 

, a.ccordance with s u.s.c. 9l.Ol. I understand that I may request a copy of 
such records as may be available to me under the law . 

. I Authorize custodians of records and other sources of information pertaining 
to me to release such information upon reciuest of the investigator, special 
agent, or other duly accredited rep~esentative of any FederAl agency 
authorized above regardless of any ~revious agreement to the contrary. 

I Understand that the information released by records custodians and sources 
·Of information ls tor official use by the Federal GoYerntnent only for the 

_ipt.1rposes piovided in· this Standard Form 86, and tha.t.--i.t- may be, r-edi.eclased by 
1~l1e Government only as authorized by law. 

Gopie-s of this authorization that show my signature are as valid as the 
original release signed by me. This ·authorization is valid fat' five (S} 
years from the date signed or upon the termination of my affiliation with the 
Federal Government, whichever is sooner. Read, sign, and date the Medical 
R.elease page if you answered •res• to the question posed :in Module 19 "Your 
Me1iic.1l Record 11 

• 

Signature !Sign in ink) (~1111111111~~~~~- Date 

Page 21 of 40 
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:;tanaard Form 86 "P VPC *SEALED* 
0ase>Sd:J6<i:Pt<Glli2£3.~ ,., -
lJ.S. Office of Persormel Mana_ ;nt 
5 CFR Parts 731, 732, a::id 736 

TED STATES OF AMERICA 

Documentl\C&"'2appr~~d 0911112006 
O.M.B. No. 6-0007 
NSN 7540-00...,,.J4-4036 
86-111 

lHORlZATXON POR RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION 

(Carefully read this authorization to release information about you, then 
sign and date it in ink.} 

Instructions f oX Completing this Release 

This is a release for the investigator to ask your health practitioner{s) the 
three q1.1estions below concerning your mental health consultations. Your 
signature will allow the practitioner(a} to answe.r only theae qUestions. 

I am seeking assignment' to or retention in a position with the Federal 
government which requ_ires access to claasi'fied national security information 
or special nuclear information or matetial .. Ae part of the clearance 
process, r hereby authorize the investigator, special agerit, or duly 
accredited representative of the authorized Federal agency conducting my 

· background inves.tigation, to obtain the following information relating to nty 
mental health con·sultatione: 

Does the person under investigation have a condition or treatment· 
that could impair his/her judgement or reliability, partic11larly in 
the context of safeguarding classified national security information 
or special nuclear information or material? 

·1f so, please describe the nature of the condition and the extent and 
·duration of the io:tpairro.ent or treattttent.: 

what is the prognosis? 

'r ~·nderstand the inforniati·:in released pursuarit to this release is for use by 
Federal Government only for purposes provided in the Standard Fonn 86 and 

-: it may be redisclosed by the Government only as authori2:ed by law. 

\..upies of this authorization that show my signature are as valid as the 
original release signed by rue. This authorization is valid for 1 year from 
t.he da.te signed or upon te1mination of my affiliation with the Federal 
Government, whichever is s·ooner. 

Signature (Sign in ink). 

Nam.e MONTGOMERY 
DBNUIS f L!~E 

O'ther Names tr9ed NONB 
Address 

2 Date 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-2 Filed 09/1112006 Page 23 of 40 
FD-302 (Rev 10-6-95) 

- I -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dale of transcriplion 03/20/2006 

Sloan Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility Security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number (775) 337-
6771, provided one DVD disk containing Dennis Montgomery's email 
files located on eTreppid Technologies computers. 

ThiB disk was placed in the lA section of the case file. 

lnv_estigation on 02/14/2006 a1 Reno, Nevada 

ile# 295A-LV-39368 Dale dictated 03/20/2006 

by ~~S_A~M_i_c_h~a~e~l--'-A~·~i~<e~s~t~:m::.:.::a~~~;l--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--AQ-A-<Ql.}6l 
______ __l!1_i!_il_o5~r!:Jen1 con.tillrJ.s.~~her recoJil_m_e_ndatjQ.O_s_!19_L_~onc!usions 9_f Jht.f~t _It_ js _ _the prop_t;'.f.f.Y_.2L 1he __ EBL!!i14_is lo_aned to y§f!~c:ht:J~ l l ' Q 6 

it a.nd Its contents are nor_ to be distributed outside your agency 
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. I -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of lranscription 02/23/2006 

Warren Trepp, Chief Executive Officer, eTreppid 
Technology, LI .. C., 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone 
(775) 337-6771, provided the attached listing of ADT alarm code 
user names and user numbers. 

Investigation on 02/14/2006 at Reno, Nevada 
~~-'-----'~-~~~ 

iii•# 295A-LV-39368 Date dictated 02/23/2006 

by SA Michael A. West: ma 

. Sent. 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II is the property of the FBf end is loaned to your <tgency; 
it and its contents are nol to he distributed outside your agency. 
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Keypad: 

I) Enter Setup Code: 0465 
2) Enter 8 

Vista 100 
ADT 

Alarm Setup 
03/13/03 

3) Enter Location Code (3 digits) 
4) Enter Code (4 digits) 1 - Can change all codes. 2 - Everything but 

change master code. (To delete, enter master code again.) 

Installation to 03111/03 
Code #000 Unused 
Code #001 Unused 
Code #002 Unused 
Code #003 Unused 
Code #004 Unused 
Code #005 Unused 
Code#006 Unused 
Code tt007 
Code #008 Unused 
Code #009 Unused 
Code #010 Unused 
Code #011 Warren 
Code #012 Sloan 
Code #013 Dennis 
Code #014 Patty 
Code #015 Cindy 
Code #016 Mike 

3586 
1515 
3537 
4993 
4336 
0911 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-2 Filed 09/1112006 Page 26 of 40 
FD-~02 (R1.T. JO-G-95) 

- I -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/23/2006 

Warren Trepp, Chief Executive Officer, eTreppid 
Technology, Ll~C., 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone 
(775) 337-6771, was interviewed at the Reno Resident Agency of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation by Special Agents John Piser III 
and Michael A. West, regarding the theft of trade secrets and 
classified inJ'ormation from eTreppid Technology, LLC. 

Trepp considers eTreppid's trade secrets to be various 
software programs relating to data compression and pattern 
recognition to include the following: 

1. Lossless or Lossy Compression - A propriety 
algorithm used to compress audio or video data which 
is superior to the industry standard. 

2. Multi-Pass Re-Compression - A propriety process to 
re-compressed already compressed data. 

3. Pattern Recognition - A propriety process to 
identify a known image against a video stream to 
locate a known image. 

4. Change Detection - A propriety software designed to 
identify changes in topography or landscape over a 
period of time. 

5. Anomaly Detection - A propriety process to locate an 
jmage not nonnaJJy fonpd in a gi1ren 1rideo stream ( 

·--£rame-;--- -- ····-----------·-- ------·- - -··- -

eTreppid has earned in excess of ten million dollars in 
revenues since 1998 from various government and commercial 
contracts. Trepp anticipates that eTreppid's development efforts 
will result in other multi-million dollar contracts. 

Trepp advised that Chief Technical Officer Dennis Lee 
Montgomery filed ten Patent Assignment applications with the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office during the period of November 
2000 to November 2001 for patents pertaining to various 
technologies d•:veloped by Montgomery while an employee at eTreppi_d 
and on each pai:ent Montgomery assigned full and exclusive rights, 
title, and int•=rest of these technologies to eTreppid. 

Trepp advised that eTreppid has taken reasonable steps to 
keep its information and development efforts secret by requiring 

investigation on 02/14/2006 ac Reno, Nevada 
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Programmers or Software Developers to use unique user names and 
passwords to log onto eTreppid computers with limited access to 
prevent unauthorized duplication, modification, or deletion of 
Source Codes. Software Developers store their work or Source Code 
on a hard drive installed in their workstation and on a Source Code 
Server, a high capacity data storage device, which uses Redundant 
Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) storage to maintain and ensure 
reliable accessibility to the Source Code files produced by all 
Software Developers. The Source Code Server is backed up.by the 
Internet Security Accelerator (ISA) Server which also uses RAID 
storage to maintain and ensure reliable accessibility to the Source 
Code files. Only two eTreppid employees, Montgomery and Director 
of Research and Development Sloan Venables, had the access rights 
to duplicate, modify, or delete Source Code files maintained on the 
Source Code and ISA Servers. 

Trepp advised that Montgomery was responsible for and 
regularly maintained a separate backup copy of the Source Code 
Server data on eTreppid equipment located in a work area occupied 
by Montgomery in the eTreppid warehouse. 

As an additional security measure, Trepp required 
Montgomery ta :prp1rjde bjm with periodic copies of eTreppid's 
current Source Code files on compact disks or hard drives over the 
past seven years which Trepp stored in a secure off-site location. 

Trepp advised that eTreppid's facility is physically 
secured by door locks, access control devices, and a monitored 
alarm system. eTreppid also maintains a video surveillance system 
that records sixteen surveillance cameras covering internal and 
external views of eTreppid's facility. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/23/2006 

Special Agent Paul Haraldsen, Air Force Office of Special 
Investigations, Pentagon, Washington, D.C., telephone number (703) 
908-9441, provided a compact disk containing the following 
documents regarding agreements and legal filings regarding eTreppid 
Technology, LL.C, and Dennis Lee Montgomery. 

These documents include the following: 

Contribution Agreement between Intrepid Technologies, 
LLC, and Dennis Lee Montgomery, signed and dated 
September 28, 1998. 

Amended and Restated Operating Agreement of eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC, Dated and Adopted Effective as of 
November 1, 2001. 

Ten U.S .. Patent and Trademark Office web page printout 
representing Dennis Lee Montgomery's patent assignments 
to eTreppid Technologies, LLC. 

Correspondence between Eric A. Pulver, Esq., Logan & 
Pulver, 225 South Arlington Avenue, Suite A, Reno, 
Nevada, from Douglas J. Frye, 24955 Pacific Coast 
Highway, Suite A201, Mabilu, California. 

Declaration of Warren Trepp,in support of eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC, Ex-Parte Application for a Temporary 
Restraining Order and Order to show cause RE Preliminary 
Injunction against Dennis Montgomery, filed January 19, 
2006. 

Declaration of Venkata Kalluri in support of eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC, Ex-Parte Application for a Temporary 
Restraining Order and Order to show cause RE Preliminary 
Injunction against Dennis Montgomery, filed January 19, 
2006. 

Declaration of Barjinder Bal in support of eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC, Ex-Parte Application for a Temporary 
Restraining Order and Order to show cause RE Preliminary 

Investigation on 
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Injunction against Dennis Montgomery, filed January 19, 
2006. 

2 

Declaration of Sloan Venables in support of eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC, Ex-Parte Application for a Temporary 
Restraining Order and Order to show cause RE Preliminary 
Injunction against Dennis Montgomery, filed January 19, 
2006. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 02/23/2006 

On February 22, 2006, Warren Trepp, Chief Executive 
Officer, eTreppid Technologies, LLC, 775 Trademark Drive, Reno, 
Nevada, provided Special Agent Michael A. West with the attached 
copy of a Consent to Search Agreement between eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC, and Special Agent Paul Haraldsen, Air Force 
Office of Special Investigation. 

Trepp provided a signed copy of this agreement to SA 
Haraldsen. 

-'nvestigatiOn on 02/22/2006 ,, Reno, Nevada 

Fik # 295A-LV-39368 
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I, WARREN TREPP, Chief Executive Officer, eTreppid Technologies, LLC, 
whose address is 775 Trademark Drive, Reuo, NV, state that, PAUL HARALDSEN was 
identified to me as a Special Agent of the Air Force Office of Special Investigations. Mr. 
Haraldsen informed me that his office and the Federal Bureau oflnvestigations are 
conducting an investigation into the alleged theft and deletion of eTreppid's intellectual 
property, including proprietary source code (the "Investigation"). 

I agree to provide SA Haraldsen, the Air Force Office of Special Investigations, 
the Department of Defense Computer Forensic Laboratory, the FBI and third parties SA 
Haraldsen or his supervisors designate, all of which shall be bound by this instrument to 
the extent permitted by law, from time to time, the revocable authority to receive, possess 
and analyze eTreppid's computer media under my control, subject to the following: in 
any case where such possession and analysis would involve individuals other than 
members or employees of the Department of Defense or the Department of Justice 
(including the FBI), such access will be subject to my prior written approval of such third 
parties; all access granted to the subject computer media granted by this instrument shall 
be solely in connection with the Investigation and for no other purpose and may be 
revoked by me at any time, in which event all such computer media provided shall be 
promptly returned to eTreppid unless retention by the government is otherwise authorized 
by law; it is understood that eTreppid is exclusively maintaining all its rights to its 
intellectual property and proprietary source code and all other computer media provided 
as well as all derivative rights to all work product of any analysis or recovery efforts 
perforrned by means of this instrument ("Work Product"); it is also understood that the 
Department of Defense will, upon eTreppid's request, provide eTreppid with a copy of 
the Work Product; it is also understood that all persons obtaining access to eTreppid's 
intellectual property by means of this instrument witl be informed of the terms of this 
instrument and will be bound to maintain the confidentja!jty of and not djsclose to any 
other person or imtity not covered by this instrument eTreppid's intellectual property, 
including proprietary source code or other "computer media" and the Work Product, 
without eTreppid's prior written consent, unless required by operation oflaw. 

Additionally, with my prior consent, the investigators, may take copies ofletters, 
papers, materials, articles, or other property they identify and consider to be evidence of 
the aforementioned offense, for use as evidence in any criminal prosecution of Dennis 
Montgomery, and for no other purpose unless otherwise authorized by law. 

lam giving my consent voluntarily and of my own free will, without having been 
subjected to any coercion, unlawful influence or unlawful inducement and without any 
promise of reward, benefit, or immunity having been made to me. 

(Completed and signed on the following page) 
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Except as expressly provided herein, neither Warren Trepp nor eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC are waiving any rights of any nature. 

Acknowledged and agreed to the_ day of February, 2006, at Reno, Nevada. 

2 

eTREPPID TECHNOLOGIES, LLC. 
a Nevada limited liability company 

By:~~~~~~~~~
Warren Trepp, Chairman 

AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL 
INVESTIGTIONS 

Paul Haraldsen 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of lranscription 03/13/2006 

Warren Trepp, Chief Executive Officer, eTreppid 
Technology, LJ,C., 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone 
(775) 337-6771, provided the attached copy of a Defense Security 
Services (DSS) Incident Report for Dennis Lee Montgomery. 

Trepp advised that DSS was made aware of security 
violations relating to Montgomery on January 20, 2006. 

Trepp reviewed information contained in Montgomery's 
original Standard Form 86 discovered that Montgomery failed to list 
employment at 3Net Systems, Inc. Trepp located a court case on the 
Internet in which Montgomery was named in court documents filed in 
Superior Court of Sacramento County, No. CV536169 as an employee of 
3Net Systems in 1993. 

Trepp further advised that DSS suspended Montgomery's 
access to classified information on January 20, 2006. 

Investigation on 03/01/2006 r.t Reno , Nevada 
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by SA Michael A. West: maw4 
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-7J Incident Report 

MONTGOMERY, DENNIS LEE 

Op&n 
lnVO$tlgaUon: NIA 

Place of B!rth: Arkansas 
Cltlzenshlp:U.S. Citizen 

Marftal Status: NIA 

PSQ Sent Date: NIA 
Incident Report:2006 01 20 

Polygraph: N/A 

O.S,S. CO,.JT,/tc..;-(-:JA'/ D1iiot/ 
6oJ.-b]'{- ?Pt,b 

Foreign Relafion:[WA 

se1ect An Ex1st1119 I . 
Incident: 2006 01 20. follow-up ~ 

*Incident status: 0 lnlUal 

•Date of lneldent:j2006 01 20 

®Follow-up OFlnal 

II 
Action: G!1 Suspend Mc:ess · Suspension Start. Date: 2006 01 20 

*Select CAF:j DISCO 
. , 

•incident Criteria: 

0 AHeglance to Iha United States 

0 Foreign Influence 
~ Flnanclal Considerations 

CJ Aleohol Consumption 
~ Security Violations 

0 Outside Activities 

0 Foreign Preference 0 Drug lnvo!Vfmtnt 0 Mlsiise of lnfonnatlon 
Technology Systems 

511 Sexual Beh1vlor 

~ Ptrsonal Conduet 

~ Emotional, Mental and 
Peraonanty Dleord9rs 

~ Ctimlnil Conduct 
,'. 

Incident Report : 

Status 
lnlUal 

Fol!OW•UP 

Date · .Description 
2006 01 20 Oennls Montgomeiy's employment with eTreppld Technologies, LLC has been 

tennlntaed effec:llve 20 Jan 2006. The reason for said termination are these 
actions aJle9ed to have been taken by Demi$ Montgomery; 1) deleting the 
company's proprfelaly computer source code from the company's riomputero 
syotems, 2) remCNing backups Of such ~ oode from the company 
premises,.ancl 3) removing company computer hardware containing said 
backups from the company premises. Mr. Mcn\Qmgery no longer has access to 
the company premises. Alarm code$ and keys have been changed. 

2000 02 28 1) Dennis MoOtgomery dld ~ repcrt fuff-Uma employment on SF66 application. 
He wori<ed ~ 3Net Systoms 111lheearly90's and concealed this l:Yf saying he 
\Wf1ced for Pacllie Conwlting during this time pellod. 2) Dennis Manlgomery Is 
susp$Clad of gMng Classified material (computer vicieo files) to one or more 
foreign nationals who work fer eTrapplcl. 3) emails on Dannis Monfyomei)"s 
computer reveal that he had elicll sexual activities wfth high priced prostitutes In 
Las Vegas. 4) further searches reveal m0re sexual misconduct In that Dennis 
Morilgomery. was Involved Ip a ~ex~al harrassme11\ lawsuit.against him when he 
wol1<pd for 3Net Syst&ms: http:{/onflne.ceb.com/calcases/CM/31 CA4!1206.htm 

•Uraclasslfled lle$criptlon of Incident: (Only required for tnltlal ana Follow-up Incident Status) 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 03/09/2006 

Sloan Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number (775) 337-
6771, was interviewed by special Agent (SA) Michael A. West 
regarding items or names used at eTreppid Technologies, LLC. 

Venables advised that Dennis Lee Montgomery used the 
letters "XYZ" on everything related to a "Special Access" program 
operated by another government agency. 

Venables recalled seeing the letters "DEO" as a folder 
name on the R.11ID Unit maintained by Montgomery that is now missing. 
Venables advised that Montgomery never told him what "DEO" stood 
for or what was in the folder. 

Vena.bles was not certain of the letters "DSU" but 
believed they stood for Driver Software Utilities. 

Venables advised that "Gianna" was a former employee of 
eTreppid and g·irlfriend of Montgomery. "Michael" was a former 
employee who left eTreppid in 2001. 

Venables advised that he never knew Montgomery to 
purchase computer hardware with his own money and eTreppid 
maintains records of hardware purchases. 

·ovestigation on 03/02/2006 " Reno, , Nevada 

flle# 295A-LV-39368 · ~ 

by SA Michael A. West:ma 

Date dictated 03/09/2006 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 03/09/2006 

Sloan Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility Security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number (775) 337-
6771, provided the following information to Special Agent (SA) 
Michael A. West: 

Venables advised that during the week of February 27, 
2006, he was instructed by Jay Dixon, Defense Security Service, 
Phoenix, Arizona, to search every computer at eTreppid 
Technologies, LLC, for classified data. 

Venables advised that he conducted the search with input 
from another DSS technical employee (not further identified) and 
located what appeared to be classified data on computer 
workstations used by Yung Mai and Zheng Sun. Venables advised that 
DSS technical 'employee who instructed Venables to delete the 
information. 

Venables advised that neither Mai or Sun knew the data 
was on their ha.rd drives and the data was located deep in sub 
folder. 

Venables subsequently contacted Dixon who advised that 
deleting the information was a mistake and instructed to secure the 
two hard drives in a GSA approved container. 

Venables removed the two hard drives and placed them in a 
safe with other classified material. 

rnvestigation on 03/02/2006 at Reno, Nevada 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 03/09/2006 

Slo<m Sterling Venables, Director of Research and 
Development and Facility security Officer, eTreppid Technology, 
LLC, 755 TradE~mark'Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number (775) 337-
6771, was interviewed by Special Agent (SA) Michael A. West 
regarding items or names used at eTreppid Technologies, LLC. 

Venables advised the name "DEVSERVER" is the name of the 
server used at: eTreppid Technologies to maintain all software used 
by programmers at eTreppid Technologies to develop Source Code. 

'nvestigation on 03/03/2006 at Reno, Nevada 
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FEDERAL l!UREAU OF TNVESTIGATION 

Datt or lronmiption .JJJ / 13 / 2 0 0 6 

Gerald Gedrimas (Protect Identity), Manager, Double R 
Self-Storage, BBB Maestro Drive, Reno, Nevada, telephone number 
(775) 853-4466, was interviewed by Special Agent Michael A. West 
regarding storage units rented by Dennis Lee Montgomery. 

Gedrimas advised that Dennis Montgomery rents storage 
unit numbers 136, 140, 141, 142, and 143. 

Gedr.imas ·advised that Montgomery is given a passcode 
which opens th•~ access gate and disarms the alarm to each unit that 
Montgomery has access. Gedrimas further advised that the access 
control system records the date and time of the customer enters the 
facility and the date and time they open and close each of their 
units. 

Gedrimas provided reports generated by the access control 
system for storage unit number 136, 140, 141, 142, and 143, which 
are attached to and considered a part of this report. 

Gedri.mas further advised that on March 2, 2006, 
·, .. _/ Montgomery paid the rental fee on storage unit number 132 which was 

rented by Istva.n Burgyan. Gedrimas provided a report generated by 
the access control system for storage unit number 132 which is also 
attached to and considered a part of this report. 

03i03/~0CJ6 ., Reno, Nevada 
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8271 E. G<hfing Dr. Sconsdal~ AZ 85160 (480) 991-1259 

'""'"'""' :l 

Unit Activity By Unit Number- 0132 
·-~-· 

....... ~~ ... ~.,~~~:r.-=-~-. 
~···~~- a1 

Time Remote II Description 
= 

Friday, March OJ, 200C' 
B:01:00 AM 2· Exll Are• 01l2 
7:55:00 AM 16· Door crosei 0132 
7:53:00AM 16· Door Open Ol32 
7:4S:OOAM 1- Enter Arua 0132 

Sunday, February 26, 2006 
5:?.2:00PM 2- Exit Area 0132 
8:21:00 PM 16· Door Close 0132 
8:10·00 PM 18- Door Open 0132 
e:oa:oo PM 1- Enter Area 0132 

Saturday, FebrUIIIJ' 11, 2006 
12:41:00 PM 2· ExltArea 0132 
12:39:00 PM 16- Door Clos• 0132 
12:35:00PM 16- Door Open 0132 
12:34:00 PM 1- Enter Area 0132 

Monday, January 30, 2006 
9:03:00AM 2· Exll Area 0132 
9:02:00AM 16- Door Close 0132 
9:01:0DAM 16. Dooro~en 0132 
9:00:00AM 1· EntE1rA11i1i1 0132 

'-·-----' 8:50:00AM 2- Exit Area 0132 
8:49:00 AM 16- Door Close 0132 
.S:4B:OOAM 16· Door Open 0132 
8:45:00AM 1 • Enter Area 0132 

Tuesday, Jr:t11uary 2~. 2006 
8:36:00 PM 2· Ex'~Araa 013'-
8:35:0D PM 16- Door CJou 0132 
8:29:00 PM 15· Door Open 0132 
8:2S:OOPM 1· Enter Area 0132 
3:16:00 PM 2· E•lt/llea 0132 
3:14:00PM 18- Door Close 0131. 
2:23:00 PM 16- Door Open 0132 
?.:22:00 PM 1· Enter Area 0132 
2:07:00 PM 2· ExltArfla 0132 
2:0<:00 PM 16- OoorClose 0132 
1 :52:00 PM 16· Door Open 0132 
1:51:00PM 1- Errter Area 0132 
12:40:00 PM 2· Exfl. Area 0132 
12:39:00 PM 18- Door Close 01!2 
12:29:00 PM 16- Door Open 0132 

12:18:00 PM 1. enter""" 0132 

11 :13:00 AM 2. Exit Area 0132 
11:11;00AM 16· Coor Close 0132 
11:11:00AM 1~ Ooor Open 0132 

"'-_..' 11:10:00 AM 1· Enter Area 0132 

l'rlriaJ•, Mnrc/1 03, 1M6 

i1.u1. n11•1111.1a 

Data 
"''" 

____ ,.....,...,,,,,~ 
Tenant 

ISTVAN BU!<GYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 

ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 

ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 

ISlVAA BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 
IS"IVAN BURGYAN 

\S1VAN SURGYAN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 
\S1VAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
\SlVAN 0URGYAN 

ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN tlURGVAN 
ISTVAN BURG'!'AN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGVAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURG"l'AN 
\S1VAN BURGYAN 

IS1VAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BLJRGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGVAN 
ISTVAN Bl.IRGYAN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGVAN 
IS"IVAN BURGYAN 

00077 
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PreferrM T~c/1110/ogy, /He 8271 E. Ge/tfing Dr. ScotLrtfal~ A7. 8J260 (480) 991-12.<9 

Unit Activity By Unit Number - 0132 
.,.,..,....._.~,,.....,.,_.... 

____ ...,..II 

,._... 

'linll! Remote# Descr!J!.tum 
A 

Sunday, Ja11uary 22, 1006 
7:02:00 ~M 2· E:xitAree 0132 
7:01:00 PM 16- Door Closa: 0132 
6:58:00 PM 16- Door Open 0132 
8:58:00 PM 1- Enter Area 0132 
12:32:00 PM 2- Exl! Arau 0132 
12:31:00 PM 16- boor Close 0132 
12:2S:DO PM 16- Ooor open 0132 
12·.zs:oo PM 1· Enter Are& 0132 

Saturday, January 21, 2006 
7:02:00 PM 2- Exit Area 0132 
7:01:00 PM 16· Ooor Clo•e 0132 
7:00:00 PM 16· Door Open 0132 
8:59:00 PM 1- Enter A.r.a 0132 
3:47:00 PM 2- E>d!Area 0132 
3:46:00 PM 16- Door C1ose 0132 
3:38;00 PM 16- Door Open 0132 
3:38:00 PM 1- EnterArH 0132 
1:13:00 PM 2· Ex11Area 0132 
1:12:00 PM 18- Door Close 0132 
1:0B:OO PM 18- Door Open 0132 ... _~_,, 
1:04:00 PM 1- Enter Area 0132 
B:02;00AM 2- Extt Area 0132 
8:00:00AM 16· Door Close 0132 
r:e9:00AM 16- Door Open 0132 
7:5B:OOAM 1. Enter Area 0132 

Friday, .January 20, 2006 
!0:30:00 AM 2- Exl!An>a 0132 
10:28:00 AM 16- OoorClosa 0132 
10:25~00 AM 16- Door Open 0132 
10:24:00AM 1- Enler Area 0132 

Thur.<day, Janu11ry 19, 2 006 
11:06:00 AM 2· Exit Area 0132 
11 :04:00 AM 16- Door Close 0132 
11:03:00 AM 16- Door Open 0132 
11:02:00 AM 1· Enter Aroa 0132 

Wedne$day, Januaiy J 8, 2006 
12:05:00 PM 2· ExJt Aroa 0132 
12:04:00 PM 16- Door Close 0132 
12:02:00 PM 15- Door Open 0132 
12:02:00 PM 1 • Enter Area 0132 

'"-·-··' 

Fritftry, Mtrrcf1 03, 2006 

J>ata Tenant 

ISTVAN SURGYAN 
IS'TVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 

ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN llURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN SIJRGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 

ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 

ISTVAN BURtW AN 
IS'TVAN 8URGYAN 
IS'TVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN B~GYAN 

ISlVAN BURGYAN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
IS'TVAN SURGYAN 

ISTVAN SURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 

_._ ..... "(j'Qci7 8 
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·· ..... ~ 

Prc.fe.tted Technology, Tnc. 8Z71 E. Geldi"g Dr. Scousdnl~ AZ 85260 (480) 991-1259 

Unit Activity .By Unit Number- 0132 

~ ' 1:•:;:11 ·;;:;::;;:-::::::·::•~•":;'::,""';:':-:• :"';'':::,"'';":' ""':'""':"~':'~':;;':•z::-::• :::• :• :•:•:" :;:· :· ;;;;;• :·:-::•~•:•~•;:-;;,-;-:-:::-"•::-':' ~·';"':·"'·:"n':'~·:·-:'"'':um•:•~•:•~t1 ~' n•• "'7r.'N9"_.,,., 

Time Rcm(1tc # Descriptifm 

Tuesday, January 10, 2006 
3:4B:OO PM 2· ~ldlArea 

3:45:00 PM 1s. Door Close 
3:32:00 PM 16- OoorOpen 
3:31:00 PM 16- Door Close 
3:31:00 PM 16· Door Open 
3:30:00 PM 1· E:ntarA~a 

3:29:00 PM 1- Enter Are• 

Fritl.11..-;. Mar~lr ()3, 2006 

0132 
0132 
0132 
0132 
0132 
0132 
0132 

Data Tellant , 

\$1\IAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN DURGYAN 
ISTVAN BURGYAN 
IS1VAN BURGYAN 
ISTVAN SURGYAN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 
ISlVAN BURGYAN 

Total R~cords: 8.f 

/'a1;d ofJ 0 00 7 9 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-3 Filed 0911112006 Page 2 of 40 

'· .. _ _.,· 

....... _ .. ,, 

Pr.f.,rctf Tuhnology, Inc. 8271 E. G<ldlng Dr. Scntt<dale, AZ 85260 (!RO) 991-1259 

u~il"A~ii~i!J".iJ"y'u~iiN;;mher(!l36) ... ·--·~····· """'·'""' · lf~ 
,~ ...... ~·"!"!"""".._._...,.,,.,.......,......,,,,.,,....,,~.-.. ~•~ .. ~1A~O~aJZN0~11.=o .~,,..._,,,_..__..,.. ___ , ___ ~WA----"I'~-._._.., 

Time Remote# 

Friday, February 03, 2006 
11:49;00 AM 0-

Tua.rday, January JO, 2006 
3:46:00 PM 16-

n1:00 PM 16-

1'19:00 PM 16· 
1 :10:00 PM 16· 

Thursday, January 05, 2006 
9:2.2:00AM 16· 
9:18:00 AM 18-

Thursday, December 08, 2005 
3:54:00 PM 18-
3:40:00 PM 16· 

Srmday, November 27, 2005 
4:02:00 PM 16· 
2:55:00 PM 16-

2:56:00 PM 16-
i2:59:00 PM 15· 
12-:59:00 PM 16-

9:21;00AM 19-

Description 

Use< logged Off Site 0138 

Door Close 0136 

DoorOpeo 0136 

Door Close 0136 

Door Open 0136 

Door Close 0136 
OoorOpan 0136 

Door Close 0138 

Dooc Open 0136 

Door Close 0136 
Door Alarm 0136 
Ooor C{osa 0135 

Door Alarm 0135 
Door Close 0136 

Door Alarm 0136 

Data Tenant 
.. e ;, 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMel<Y 
OeNNIS MONrGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTOOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

Total Records: 15 

Pag'1 n/1 00080 
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Prcf•rred Tuh11c/ogy, lnc. 8271 F.. G•ldl11g Dr. Scortsdnle, AZ 85260 (~80) 991-1259 
~'"'"""C$4 -+/i.,,Jl\""'""1~·,.,,..,.M!tl,I . 4.W £.A$\llf4IL""'"""'.]C:~'~~·.,-"""'""""11m~I!!~ 

____ / Unit Activity By Unit Numberc!!!_~ ..J.r,, 

Time Remote # 

Friday, March OJ, 2006 
8:00:00 AM 16· 
7:58:00 AM 16-
7:52:00 AM 16-
7:49:00 AM 16-

Tue.rday, Fehn1ary 28, 2006 
9;43:00 AM 16· 
9:36:00 AM 16· 

S1mday. February 26, 21106 
8:19:00 PM 16· 
8:18:00 PM 16-

Monday, February 20, 2006 
2:00:00 PM 16· 
1 :S9:00 PM 16· 

Thur.<day, February J 6, 2006 
2:00;00 PM 16-
1:59:00 PM 16-

Saturday, February I/, 2006 
9:34:00 Ml 16-
9:33:00 AM 16-

Thur.rday, February 09, 2006 
12:06:00 PM 16· 
12:00:00 PM 16· 

Monday, February 06, 2006 
9:21:00AM 16· 
9:14:00 AM 16-

Sunday, February05, 2006 
10:31:00AM 16-
10:09:00 AM 16-

Frlday, February 03, 2006 
12:17:00 PM 18-
1 O:SO:OO AM 16· 

Thunday, February 02, 2006 
4 :33:00 PM 1 B-
4 :03:00 PM 16· 

Wednesday, February OJ, 2006 
10:19:00AM 16-
10:18:00 AM 16· 

Tue.rday, January 31, 2006 
3:13:00 PM 16· 
2·55:00 PM 16-

Friday, Mar<lt 0.1, 100~ 

boor Close " 
Door Open / 
Door Close 
Door Opon 

Door Close 
Door Open l 

DoorClosa 
Ooor()pen,.· 

Coor Close 
Door Open I 

Door Close 
Door Open; 

DoorCloce 
Door Open/ 

Door Close 
Door Open / 

Door Close 
Door Open,-

Door Close 
Door Open I' 

Door Close 
Door Open_, 

Door Close 
Door Open _,.J 

Coor Close 

OoorOpen l 

Ooor Cl~e 
Door Open I 

0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

1Jata Tenant 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS "10NTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

Pagoinf( 00081 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-3 Filed 09/11 /2006 Page 4 of 40 

Preferred T~chnoloKJ., Inc. 827/ II. Gelding Dr. ScottJdnle, AZ 85260 (~SQ) 99J./2S9 
14,t,;,. · C ..,....,_, __ ~•l!"'!t::'!:" Lil.I I . J Ji; I t#Aii I 4 ~ JI l.P IP'"ill hi~--·~·~· .~>"0-#,,~l ... _,..,i4~>~il~C ~; l~44lt~0 ... 0-"'~Ai---·~'I-

Unit Activity ~By Unit Nuntber- 0140 
(_ ),£.•- MOl411 4. e .... <~~tnlf,JO\lO . ' .. tz. Li; n.UMIKJJG za: P4 aatc:U:li ilNGISJf,LG) MJilZ i<Nlbtil~ZC:UM 

Time Remote# 
- -----·· t 

Tuesday, January 24, 2006 
12:28'00 PM 16-
12:22 oo PM 16· 
11:06:00 AM 16-
10:45:00 AM f 6-

Monday, January 23, 2006 
1N1:00AM 16· 
11:30:00 AM 16-
9:20:00 AM 16-
a:ss·ooAM 16-

Saturday, January 21, 2006 
1:05:00 PM 16-
1:05:00 PM 16· 

Friday, January 20, 2006 
9:3S:OOAM 16-
9:24:00AM 16-

Tuesday, January 17, 2006 
10:34:00AM 16-
10;34 :co l\M 18-

1'uesday, January JO, 2006 
3:47:00 PM 16· 
3:36:00 PM 16· 
1:17:00 PM 16· 
1:04:00 PM 16-
10:41:00 AM 16-
10:39:00AM 16-

Monday, January 09, 2006 
11:37:00AM 18-
11:36;00AM 16· 
10:3Z:OO AM 16-
10:32:00AM 16· 
10:31:00AM 16-
10:29:00AM 16-

Tuesday, January OJ, 2006 
9:<4:00 AM 1B-
9:44:00 AM 16-

Wedne.~day, December 28, 200S 

9:11:00 AM 16-
9:04:00AM 16· 

Fridrzy, /,larch OJ, 1006 

Description 
' 

Door Crose 
Door Open /.· 

Door Close 
Door Open/ 

Door Close 
Deer Open/·· 

Ooor Close 
OoorO~en / 

Door Close 
DoorOpan / 

Door Clo~ 
Door Open I 

Door Clo .. 
Door Open I 

Door Close 
DoorOpen I 
Door Close 
Door Open( 
Door Close 
OoorOpcn / 

Door Close 
Door Open J 

Door Close 
DoorOpan, 
Door Close 
Door Open J 

Door Close 
Door Open/ 

Door Close 

Door Open l 

0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 
0140 

0140 
01•0 

0140 
0140 

Data Tenant 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
OENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MOITTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MOITTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMSRY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

Page2of' 00082 
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Pref~,.,.~d Tecl111o~gy1 J11c.. 8)11 E. Gt/di•~ Dr. Scottsdale, AZ 85)60 (480) 991-1159 

Unit Activity By Unit Number- 0140 
__ .............,,,,,.,,_ t .$4[ ........... """,,..,.,,,,,...,_,.,~~·it .t ...... _ ..... 1.4<1.t.N~liQqiiCtWll:tOl;alGlllJ liiWW au:e t µ;: R ,...,...,,..,....~~ 

Time R.enrote If. 
' 

Tuesday, December 2 7, 2005 
1:0~:00 PM 16-

1:0200PM 1e. 

12:46:00 PM 16· 
12:43:00 PM 16· 

Thursday, December 22, 2005 
10:15:00 AM 16· 
10:15:00 AM 16· 

10:14:00 AM 16· 
10:09:00 AM 10· 

Wedne.sday, December 21. 2005 
2:50:00 PM 15. 

2:47:00 PM 16· 
2:0S:OO PM 16· 
2:06:00 PM 1e· 
1:41:00 PM 16· 
1:40:00 PM 16-
1:39:00 PM 16-
1:38:00 PM 16-
1:05:00 PM 16-
1:02:00 PM 16· 
11:31:00AM 16· 
11:30:00 AM 16-

Sunday, December 04, 2005 
11:27:00 AM , 6-

11:26:00 AM 16-

Saturday. /)ecember OJ. 2005 
1:02:00 PM 16· 
1:32:00.PM 1e. 

Sunday. November 2 7, 2005 
9:36:00 AM 16· 
9!35:00AM 16· 

Thursday, No1>ember 24. 2 005 
4:13:00 PM 16-
4:12:00PM 16-
4:12:00 PM 16-
4:09:00 PM 16· 

Monday, Nnveml>er 21, 2005 
9:4B:OO AM 16-
9:47:00AM 16· 

Monday, November J 4, 2005 
10:14:00 AM 16-

10:13:00AM 16-

Friday, March lt?1 20fUi 

Description 

Door Close 
Door Open ... 
Door Closci 

Door Open-"' 

Door Close 
Door Open/ 
Door Close 
Door Open/ 

Door Close 
DaorOpenl'' 
Door Close. 
Door Open/ 
Door Close 
Door Open / 
OootC\ose 
Coor Open/ 
Door Close 
Door Open/ 
Coor Close 
Door Opeti / 

Ocor Close 
OoorOperV 

OoorClose 
Door Open/ 

Ooorctosa 

Door Opan,.. 

Door Close 
Door Open/ 
Door Clo!e 
Door Open/. 

Door Close 
Door Open,,-

Door Close 

Door Open ,,i 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

OMO 
0140 

OMO 
0140 

0140 
0140 
0140 

0140 

0140 
0140 

0\40 
0140 

0140 
01 .. a 
0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 
0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

0140 

.. 
Data Tenant 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGO!.IERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
Dl!NNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

OENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENN IS MONTGOMEl1Y 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

Png•3of4 00083 
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"-.. _./ 

"-.. _./ 

Pref~rcd T~chno/ogy, Inc. 8211 E. G~lrling Dr. Sc<1tt1dn.lt, AZ 85260 

Unit Activity ,By Unit Nuniher - 0140 
-.-............ ....,...911 "·'--" ~. 

Time Rl!lttnte # 
Saturday, November 12, 200.5 

e:36;00 PM 16-
6:35:00 PM 16-
2:53:00 PM 16-
2;52;00PM 18-
12:14:00 PM 16-
12:13;00 PM 18-
6:04:00 AM 16-
6:04:00AM 16-

Thursday, November 10, 2005 
2:00:00PM 18-
2:00:00 PM 16-

Sunday, November 06, 200.5 
11:57:00AM 16-
11:48:00 AM 18-

Satril'day. November 0.5, 2005 
9:57:00>.M 16· 
9:5G:OOAM 18· 

Thursday, November OJ, 1005 
10;40:00AM 16-
10:39:00AM 16· 

Tuesday, November 01, 2005 
2;14:00 PM 16-
2:13:00 PM 16-
2:12:00 PM 16-
2:11:00 PM 16-

Friday, March rJ3, 2006 

1 • c ~ ~~ ,., "" 

DescrifI.ticn 

Door Close 0140 
Door Open ,.r· 01"40 

Door Close 0140 
DoorOpoV 0140 
Door Close 0140 
Door Open/ 0140 
Door Close 0140 
Door Open/ 0140 

Door Close 0140 
Door Open/ 0140 

0001 Close 0140 
Door Open/ 0140 

Door Close 0140 
OootOpan/ 0140 

OocrClosa 0140 
OoorOpen/·· 0140 

Door Close 0140 
DoorOpan / 0140 
Door Close 0140 
OoorOpen 

/ 
0140 

-•11 I ' "- 1111 I~ ' "" " ,,. ~ ~ ~_,,,...... 

Data Tenant 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENN IS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENN IS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOM5RY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

Total Records: 112 

Page~of4 00084 
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·· ..... 

Preferred Twmclcgy, Inc. 8'71 E. rJ•llfint /Jr. Scott;dnle, AZ 8S260 (~80) 99J-.12S9 

··--~..-,--"'""""''""""""""' ""· <OObdhfuM«. ' ''""'' ' "0 S"""-""~""'""'"'""~-- ,,., ' ..... -~··-
Unit Activity By Unit Numberi w 0141/ 

--
Time Remote # 

Friday, February 03, 2006 
11:49:00 AM O· 

Tuesday, January U. 2006 
12:22:00 PM 16-
12:21 :00 PM 18-

Sattirday, January 14, 2006 
12:10:00 PM 16-
12:09:00 PM 16· 
11 :35:00 AM 16· 
11:30:00 AM 16-

Tuesday, January 10, 2006 
1:16:00 PM 18-

1:14:00 PM 16-

Monday, January 09, 2006 
11:35:00 AM 16-
11 :32:00 AM 15-

9:19:00 AM 16-
9:16:00 AM 16-

Thunday, January 05, 2006 
1 :05:00 PM 18· 
1:04:00 PM 16-
9:22:00 AM 16-
9:22:00 AM 16-

Wednesday, January 04, 2006 
4:10:00 PM 16-
4:08:00 PM 16· 

Friday, Decembe,. 23, 2005 
1:24:00 PM 16-
1:21:00 PM 16· 

Thursday, December 22, 2005 
12:10:00 PM 16-
12:07'00 PM 16-

Wcdne.tday, December 2 !, 2005 
2:26:00 PM 16-
2:07:00 PM 18-

Tuesday, December 20, 2005 
5:22:00 l'M 18-

5:20:00 PM 16-

Sunday, December 18, 2005 
11 :18:00 AM 16-
11 :05:00 AM 18-

Fritf~v. M•rch 03, 2006 

Descrip_tion. 

User Logged Off Site 

Coor Close 
Door Open/ 

Door Closa 

Door Open( 
Door Close 
Door Open/· 

Door Close 
Door Open,,. 

Door Close 
Door Open,. 
OoorClose 
Door Open t' 

OoorClo6'! 
Door Open/ 
Door Close 
Dooropen / 

Door Clo•• 
Door Open/ 

Door Close 
Door Open f 

Door Clase. 
Door Open I 

OcorClose 
Door Open. 

I 

Door Close 

OoorOpQr./ 

Door Clo•• 
DoorOpen _.; 

0141 

0141 
0141 

0141 
0141 
0141 
0141 

0141 

ow 

0141 

0141 
0141 
0141 

0141 
0141 
0~41 

0141 

0141 
0141 

0141 
0141 

0141 
0141 

0141 
0141 

0141 
0141 

0141 
0141 

Data Tenant 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMEl<Y 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

l'agdo/2 00085 
Sept. 11' 06 
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Prtftrtcd Tcchnol'1ey, Inc. 8271 E. (Jtlding Dr. SCbttsdnl•, AZ 85260 (~80) 991-1259 

Unit Activity By Unit Number- 0141 
ti'<> !M. '" I .. £."'1v='f•-·=··=·· ~··-<M•~·~ .. ~-~"'"'~-~ .... 'llN:':lf~.tibCMO~tL.~. ~omi#Q>~-~-~·~---~·~--~-""~"'~'·'"''"'· "'"'IO~Z4"'""'~@.~o.ma c~.,_....,. ___ , ... ,"""' ·=· . ===. 

Time Remote II 
Thur.<day, December 08, 2005 

3:63:00 PM 16· 

3:45:00 PM 18-
Door Close 
Door Open 

,. 

'. 

0141 

0141 

Data Tc11allt 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERr 

Total Records: 31 

/'agclo/200086 
Sept. 11' 06 
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............ -

Pre/med Teclmalogy, Inc. 8271 E. Gelding Dr. Sootl<da/I!, AZ 85260 (480) 991-1259 
'"" .u '-·-~,.....,,.....,~"If"~...,,,,, ""'' ,,. .... _ ; oan. "'*' y-G-""'l'1";z) r.•••'-~---~~..,_ 

Unit Activity By Unit Numbe(f!!_!~_,, 
,.,.,.,..., ___ ,_~,~·~·<--; "~il_,, _______ y"W~~AM_O_o --·Ml---·-·--''" 1 o 44 >'4•--•l!I_......., __ _.,..._.. .. ,.,., 

11mc Remote# 
Monday, February 20, 2006 

1 :4B:OO PM 16-

1:46:00 PM 16-

Friday. February 03. 2006 
11 :49:00 AM o. 

Tuesday, January 24, 2006 
12:21:00 PM 16-

12:20·00 PM 1 B-

Tuesday, Ja11uary I 0, 2006 
1:1e:oo PM 1a-
1:1a:oo PM 16· 

Monday, .January 09. 2006 
11:3B:OOAM 16· 
11:37:00AM 16-

Tuesday, December 20, 2005 
5:20:00 PM 16-
5:20:00 PM 16-

Sunday, December 18, 2005 
11 :05:00 AM 16· 

11 :04:00 AM 18-

Monday, November 28, 2005 
10:0B:OO AM 16· 

10:08:00 AM 16-

Saturday, November 12, 2005 
2:54:00 PM 16· 
2:53:00 PM 16· 

Prldny, Mnrc/1 0.1, 2006 

Description 

Door Close 
Door Open.,,,, 

U•er Logged Off Site 

Door ctose 
Door Open,· 

Door Close 
Door Open/ 

Door Close 
Door Open/ 

Door C2ose 
DoorOpon/ 

DaerC!osG 

Door Open/ 

Coor Close 
Door Open/ 

Door Close 
Door Opan / 

0142 

0142 

0142 

0142 

0142 

0142 

0142 

OH2 
0142 

0142 
0142 

0142 

0142 

0142 

0142 

0142 
0142 

Data Tenant 
. ·- - -···--·--·· . 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENl>llS M0"1TGOMERY 

DENN IS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

Tatal Records: I 7 

Page I o/10 0 0 8 7 
Sept. 11' 06 
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l'rofmed TtclrnnloJIY, Joe. 8J7I IJ. Gt/ding D•. Scott.rdole, AZ 85160 (t80) 991-1159 

Unit Activity By Unit Numbe - 0143 
-~~·~--.. ~-,.........,....~~-· ...... """ .... ' ". ~·-.. ·-----~---~·--·~ 

Time Renu•te II 
Friday, March 03. 2006 

8:01:00 AM 2-
7:49:00AM 1· 

Tuesday, Februa1y 28, 2006 
9:~4:00 AM 2· 
9:35:00AM 1-

Sunday. February 26, 2006 
6:22:00 PM 2· 
8:09:00 PM 1· 

Monday, February 20. 2006 
2:01:0' PM 2· 
1:59:00 PM 1-
1:52:00 PM 2· 
1:50:00 PM 16· 
1:50:00 PM 16-
1:4a:oo PM 16-
1:46:00 PM 16· 
1:45:00 PM 1-

Thur.<day, February 16, 2006 
2:01:00 PM 2· 
1:59:00 PM 1-

Saturday, February JI, 2 006 
9:35:00 AM 2· 
9:33:00 AM 1· 

'I'hursday, Feh1'1ary 09, 2006 
12:07:00 PM 2· 
11:59:00 AM 1. 

Monday, Feb111ary 06, 2006 
9:22:00 AM 2-
9:14:00AM 1· 

Sunday, February 05, 2006 
10:3~:00 AM 2· 
10:28:00AM 16· 
10:25:00 AM 1 e-
10:06:00 AM 1· 

Saturday, February 04, 2006 
9:54:00 AM 2-
9:53:00AM 16· 
9:50:00 AM 16· 
9:49:00AM 1· 

Fritlay, March 01, 2006 

Descriptlo11 

Exit Area 
Enter Area 

Exll Ar•• 
Enter Area 

CxitArea 
Ent&r Area 

Exh Aree 
Enter Area 

ExhArH 
DoorClose / 
Oooropen ./ 
Door Close 
Door Open ... " 
Enter Area 

Exit Ar .. 
Enter Areci 

ExftArea 
Enter Area 

Eidt Area 

Enter Area 

E~tArea 

Enter Area 

Ex!1Aroe 
Door Close 

Door Op••/ 
Enter Area 

Exit Area 
Door Close 
DoorOper>' 
Enter Area 

0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 
0143 
0143 
0143 
0143 
0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 
0143 
0143 

0143 
0143 
0143 
0143 

Data Te11ant 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENN rs MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
OENNFS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

OENNlS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 
DENNIS MONTGOMERY 

Pogtl of5 0 0 0 8 8 
Sept. 11' 06 
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A~. r'ORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTJ~IONS 
REPORT OF INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY 

'~ .. ~xn.o·F iNVEsu~~TIVE..-.C.'r1.vrrv 12. pucE 
23 JAN 2006 ~i'rcppid LLC, Reno NV 

4, REMARI\$ 

Paae 11 of 40 

On 23 Jan 2006, SAs HARALDSEN and SMITH interviewed VENABLES at eTreppid LLC. In addition to reiterating tl>e 
infonnation from his declaration, VEANABLES related the following information: 

He has known SUBJECT since December 1999 and had both a professional and personal relationship with him. He believed 
SUBJECT was "nuts and a t;razy compulsive liar." SUBJECT was unwilling to share his work with others and kept employees in 
the dark about company pr(!jects. SUBJECT was abusive to subordinates and created an atmosphere of fear. SUBJECT created 
fictitious stories about TREPP and claimed that he (SUBJECT) was the actual majority owner of the company. SUBJECT would 
threaten subordinates and instruct them to not engage with TREPP. Consequently, problems or issues within the company were not 
elevated to TREPP. 

VENABLES questioned SUBJECT's technical capabilities. His suspicion was reinforced when he discovered SUBJECT's 
workstation did not have the necessary applications installed to develop source code. VENABLES found this peculiar since this was 
purportedly SUBJECT's primary responsibility as the Chief Technical Officer. Additionally, VENABLES designed the dual Zeon 
processors used by SUBJECT to operate as a cluster. However, when SUBJECT changed the operating system to Windows XP this 
required the computers to work as independent systems. VENABLES said SUBJECT'S actions were irrational and divergent since it 
caused the network of computers to operate inefficiently. 

The workstation containing c:Treppid's source code was typically located in the company's warehouse. On 21Dec05, VENABLES 
noticed the workstation and H.AID box controller housing eight drives was missing. The monitor and keyboard, however, were still 
present. VENABLES asked SUBJECT if he knew the whereabouts of the workstation and raid box. SUBJECT said without any 
further explanation "I took the workstation home. 11 On 3 Jan 06~ when VENABLES returned from vacation he discovered that the 
SRCSERVER and ISASER\i'ER had been accessed. The monitors displayed a "command prompt window" indicating an executable 
command had taken place. 'When VENABLES questioned SUBJECT about this, SUBJECT said he was "cleaning up old stuff." 
During the week of 3-6 JAN 06, VENABLES questioned SUBJECT nwnerous times about the workstation and raid box controller. 
Each time SUBJECT stated "!am bringing back the workstation." However SUBJECT never did. On 10 JAN 06, when 
VENABLES arrived at work he discovered SUBJECT and TREPP in the warehouse arguing. SUBJECT stonned out of the 
building. TREPP instructed VENABLES to call SUBJECT and encourage him to return. VENABLES contacted SUBJECT and 
SUBJECT said, "He fucked rne out of millions and is not going to get away with it." SUBJECT said he would think about returning. 
T ·• In T ,..,.. ,....,.~~,......... • • • ,, , . 
VENABLES confirmed he and SUBJECT were the only ones with administra!-Orpassword necessary to access the SRCSERVER 
and ISA SERVER to accomphsh the task of deleting source code. VENABLES denied deleting the source code. VENABLES said 
that only the individual programmers and SUBJECT had the passwords necessary to delete the source code from the individual 
workstations. VENABLES f\irther said the passwords on the workstations were established and set by SUBJECT. VENABLES said 
he established his own password on his workstation; therefore his information was not deleted. Additionally, SUBJECT had the 
building alann codes for all of the company employees. SUBJECT possessed the necessary accesses and passwords to access the 
surveillance cameras within the facility and could have deieted the last four months worth of video recordings. 

VENABLES said he would attempt to obtain the workstation motherboard and raid box: controller serial numbers that SUBJECT 
told VENABLES that he took home . 

... 

&, ®ni>llo1m l3'i 
SA PAUL l. HARALDSEN and SA THOMAS A. SMIIB 

•• lRNATURE 

' /J.1u1,, 

tHIS tioC.UMENT q()J>lfAlNS NStfjai RECOMMENQATIONS NOB CONCLUSIONS Pf AFOSl •. rr IS rtte PROPERTY OF THS 
AF.osi Afii0.1~ ~0At1tii Tcr vouR Ati:Ncv; Tills ciodOMiiNr 1s 110T ro aE fieLEAs.eo ours10E v.ooR Aci~~-o 8 9 
AFO.Sll'ORM 40, JUL 9i ({JFJ PRJMoot;SiliiDN MAY BE usw I PAGl!..1 °"eot. I HA~ 
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REMARKS (Continu1tdl 

VEN.A.BLES explained he was the Facility Security Officer for eTreppid. Ile did not beconie aware of any SECRET hard drives 
located in the facility until he inadvertently discovered SUBJECT possessing two hard drives in the warehouse. This dis;overy 
occurred sometime in Nov 2005. Prior to this incident, ORA Y and SUBJECT did not inform him that they bad brought classified 
material into tr.e facility. 'Therefore, he did not provide day-to-day security for these hard drives. The hard drives were stored in a 
safe in a room secured with a cipher lock.GRAY and SUBJECT had the combination to the safe. Again. VENABLES emphasized 
he never saw the hard drives until accidentally discovering SUBJECT using them. He was unaware of how many were in the 
facility. Once he was made aware that the hard drives were into the facility, he ?/Ould routinely see SUBJECT use them for his 
work. VENABLES was unaware of which specific computer system SUBJECT was using, but surmised it probably was one in the 
warehouse routinely used by SUBJECT. The facility did not have formal approval to process classified information on any 
computer system. VENABLES explained that GRAY claimed SUBJECT was not properly storing the hard drives in the approved 
safe. VENABLES confronted SUBJECT about this and SUBJECT said, "fuck her, she's making stuff up again." VENABLES 
informed TR EPP of the conversation and TREPP said he would speak to SUBJECT. Between I 0-13 JAN 06, VENABLES and 
GRAY conducted a search of the company in an attempt to account for nine SECRET hard drives. This was his first knowledge 
that there was supposed to be nine SECRET hard drives in the facility. The search revealed six copies of the original SECRET 
nine hard drives and two SECRET video tapes. They were unable to locate the original nine SECRET hard drives. VENABLES 
said he and GR.<\ Y began a security inquiry to determine the facts surrounding the disappearance of the original hard drives 

VENABLES was aware SUBJECT had several storage units around the Reno, NV area. He behoved that SUBJECT would often 
change the units as well. :He was wiaware of the specific locations of these storage units. 

' -

AFOSI FORM 40, JUL 92 fContin,'Jatlon $h~•tJ (EFJ 
S 
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Alk rORCE OFFICE OF SPECll!>.L INVESTIGATIONS 
REPORT OF INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY 

1. OATE OF IN\/E'.STIGA TIVE ACTlVlrf 12. Pl.ACE 13. Fil! NUMSER 
19·23 JAN 2006 Telephonic and Personal Interviews ·Personal mterview at Hilton, Reno NV 

•. R£MA~s 

Between 19-23 Jan 2006, WARREN TR.EPP, Chief Executive Officer, eTreppid Limited Liability Corporation, Reno, NV, related 
the following information: 

SUBJECT illegaUy deleted :md removed the company's source code used for data compression, object tracking and anomaly 
Q.etection. TREPP initially became aware that the source code was missing on 9-10 January 2006 when employees complained about 
their inability to operate their computer systems. TREPP asked Sloan VENABLES, eTreppid Facility Security Officer (FSO) about 
the problem and was told that company's source data was deleted from the source server, a system known as lSA and all of 
eTreppids's work stations. TREPP said VENABLES and SUBJECT were the only eTreppid employees to have exclusive access to 
the source and ISA servers as well as all ofeTreppid's individual work stations. Additionally, the company had a separate stand
alone back-up system located in eTreppid's warehouse which contained the source code. This system is also missing. SUBJECT had 
exclusive access to this stand alone back-up system. TR.EPP said without the source code (intellectual property) the company would 
go out of business. He was unable to estimate the value of the source code/intellectual property. 

TREPP believed that SUBJEC:T removed and deleted the source code from the source server, the ISA system and all workstations 
for the following reasons: J) VENABLES informed TREPP that he had asked SUBJECT where the back-vp system was and 
SUBJECT told VENABLES 1hat he bad taken it home; 2) VENABLES informed TREPP that SUBJECT told him that TREPP will, 
"Have to pay big bucks to get what he wants" 3) An employee named JAMES BAUDER, graphics designer said he carried sealed 
boxes out of the company for SUBJECT during this time period; and 4) VENABLES was on vacation during the time period that 

.. the source code was discovered to have been deleted. VENABLES denied removing the source code from the source and the ISA 
servers. Furthermore, in an effort to prove TREPP's assumption that SUBJECT bad removed the stand-alone computer Back-up 
system from the warehouse, TREPP had VENABLES review the internal security monitoring cameras in hopes of learning who took 
the system. Unfortunately, soi:neone deleted the last four months of video. 

On 9 JAN 06, TREPP confronted SUBJECT about the source code and was told by SUBJECT that the code could be located on the 
753 removable hard drives located in the company. TREPP asked SUJBECT why he was "doing this", to which SUBJECT said, "I 
did not do a thing." TREPP also asked SUBJECT why he deleted the files. SUBJECT said "I didn't!" TREPP then asked who did 
and SUBJECT replied "GRAY." TREPP said "GRAY" was a reference to Ms PA TIY GRAY, eTreppid Business Manager. 
SUBJECT stormed out of the c:ompany and was followed by TREPP into the company's oarkin2 lot. TREPP olead with SUBJECT 
to Jet n1m ne1p n1m. "1 said, 1 ou arc not going to screw me, and just try to bring me down!" and drove off. Conversations 
between TR.EPP and SUBJECT on the lOth of January were the same as those addressed on the 9th of January, still without 
resolution. 

TREPP was told by VENABLES that it would have taken about two weeks to delete the source code from the source and ISA 
servers. Coincidentally, VEN)~BLES was on vacation between 22 Dec 05 - 3 Jan 06. TREPP believed the source code was deleted 
from the servers during VENABLES' vacation. TREPP also believed that the source code was deleted from the company's 
individual work stations during the weekend of7/8 January 2006. TR.EPP also said, sometime prior to VENABLES' vacation, 
VENABLES was told by SUBJECT to stay at home and enjoy the holidays. However, on one either the 21st or 22nd of December, 
VENABLES came t<> work and found SUBJECT working on the source and ISA servers. VENABLES asked SUBJECT what he 
was doing, and SUBJECT said "clelllling up some files." 

SUBJECT was required to provide copies of the source code to TREPP on an annual basis and did so for seven years. A review of 
the backup copies, consisting of CDs, DVDs and hard drives, by TREPP revealed the data on these media devices was worthless and 
did not contain the da_ta SUBJECT was required to provide. 

TREPP instructed his employees to analyze all of the company's 753 hard drives in an attempt to locate the code. The two-day 
analysis determined l1.e cod~ W.l!LS not on any of these hard drives as claimed by SUBJECT. 

, .. 

Ji, ®fltitJ,n'rEO ~y 

SA PAULL. HARALDSEN and SA THOMAS A. SMl1ll 

1-· .... Gff~TW\t 

" l »o 0 r , _,_,,_ 
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On 28 September 1998 SUBJECT was hired by eTreppid to become the CTO, he was paid $1,300, 000 for the data compression 
source code which be dev1!loped prior to his employment with eTreppid. Initially, SUJBECT was a 50% owner of eTreppid. 
However, during the coun:e of his ownership SUBJECT required some liquidity and sold a two percent interest in his stock for 
$1.5 million. This stock was sold to two ofTREPP's associates for $750,000 each. With the sale of the stock and other capital 
call dilutions SIJBJECT b1!Came a 30°/o stakeholder in the company. TREPP was unaware of any reason why SUBJECT would 
have maliciously deleted (~e source code. TREPP was aware that SUBJECT was having financial difficulties. Since Jan 1999, 
TREPP loaned SUBJECT a total ofSl,3791 759 to assist him with his financial Qurden. With the accrued and unpaid interest of 
$125,211 the total owed b'i SUBJECT was $1.5 million. On 7 or 8 Dec 2005 SUBJECT asked to borrow an additional $270,000. 
When asked what it was f;,, SUBJECT told TREPP that it was "to pay down casino and other debts." Additionally, TREl'P 
discovered SUBJECT also owed $300,000 to various casinos. 

During the period of 1999-2005 inclusive, SUBJECT earned the following annual salaries: 

1999-2000 - s 132,000 

2001. $176,000 

2002 - $192,000 

2003-2005 - S300,000 

On 20 Jan 06, Mr. Douglas. J. Frye, General Counsel for eTreppid filed a temporary restraining order in the Second District 
Judicial Court of Nevada Washoe County, requesting SUJBECT return the source code to eTreppid. TREPP said eTreppid 
attorneys told him that SUBJECT told the judge "eTreppid had shared classified information with foreign nationals." These same 
attorneys told TREPP that ~:UBJECT made the comment "I don't have any source files, I have the source files in my bead" to the 
judge. TREPP was unawan! of any instance where a foreign national employee was exposed to classified information. 

TREPP asked GRAY about it and she said she believed SUBJECT was asking foreign national employees to work on portions of 
data from the SECRET hard drives. TREPP was unaware of specifics and suggested GRAY would have additional details. 
Additionally, TREPP said when GRAY and SLOAN conducted an inventory of classified holdings; they were unable to locate 
nine SECRET hard drives provided by the govenunent and two SECRET video tapes made by eTreppid. He again said that GRAY 
and SLOAN would have additional infonnation. 

During the week of 16-20 Jan 06, Neil Azzinaro, Las Vegas, NV, a mutual friend of both SUBJECT and TREPP said SUBJECT 
~ called him and said that he v1as looking for a US citizen, not an institution or corporation to start a new company and would 

require$ IO Million. 

On 18 Jan 06, SUBJECT's employment was te1minated from eTreppid. 

nn(\Q') 
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Arrr fORCE·DFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESrJGTfflONS 
REPOflT OF lNVesTIGAT.IVE ACTIVITY 

., .. ,DAtt.o'f lliNESTIGATIVi::·;.;cnVl'rY 1·2. Pl.ACE 
73 JAN 2006 eTreppid. LLC, Reno NV 

13. AlE NUMBER 

4. REMAA~& 

On 23 JAN 2006. TREPP provide a copy of a statement from Mr. Jerry SNYDER, eTreppid attorney, dated 23 JAN 2006. 
concerning SVBJECT's statements at the TRO hearing. 

A review of the statement revealed that Mr Snyder recalled that SUBJECT made the following remarks to the judge during the TRO 
hearing: 

I. SUJBECT said he did not have possession of eTreppid source code. 

2. SUBJECT said he owned all intellectual property interests in eTreppid's pattern recognition and anomaly detection software and 
had not transferred interest to cTreppid. 

3. SUBJECT stated that eTr1~ppid was allowing foreign nationals without the appropriate security clearances to work on the subject 
software. 
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On 23 Jan 2006, a review of the Declaration of SLOAN VENABLES, dated 19 Jan 2006 was conducted and revealed the following 
information: 

On 21Dec05, VENABLES discovered that a workstation containing a RAID storage box used to backup eTreppid source code was 
missing. SUBJECT told VENABLES that he (SUBJEcn took the workstation home. On 3 Jan 06, SUBJECT was observed by 
VENABLES working on the SRC (source) and ISA servers. SUBJECT told VENABLES he was "cleaning stuff up" and this 
included deleting files. On 3 Jan 06, VENABLES and other employees determined that the source code was deleted from the SRC 
source server and the ISA se1ver. On the 9 JAN, he and the other employees discovered the source code was removed fron1 the 
workstations also. VENABLES and SUBJECT were the only two people with the administrator password necessary to accomplish 
this action. On 10 Jan 06, SllBJECT told VENABLES that ifTREPP wanted the source code "he needs to give me big money." 
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,, D~'.q::p1JN\.'ESnaATIVEAC-Tr\nTv 2. PLACE 3. FILE NUMPER 
24 JAN 2006 , eTreppid, LLC, Reno, NV 

"·• As.!.W~ 
. SA Paul HARALDSEN and SA Thomas SMITH, AFOS! interviewed Patricia L. GRAY, Female, Asian, 
~RAY is currently employed by ETREPPID Technologies. LLC (ETREPPID) as the Vice President, Product 
Development, 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, NV. 

GRAY stated that she has been employed by ETREPPID for approximately three years and four months. She indicated that she has 
known SUBJECT for a little more than six years; three of those years were prior to employment with ETREPPID, as she had done 
some work with ETREPPID when she was employed by INTEL CORPORATION. GRAY stated that she came to work for 
ETREPPID because she beJi,,ved that she could help bring its products to the marketplace. 

GRAY stated that she had been recording tapes on hard drive disks (HDDs) since March of2005 and the original recordings were 
wiclassified from Fort Bragg. NC. GRAY believes that when GPS coordinates were displayed on images recorded on HDDs that 
would make the content of the HDD classified. GRAY said that the recordings she perfonned at Nellis AFB, NV were classified 
SECRET, but no higher. 

GRAY stated that on 3 and 4 Nov 2005, she generated data on three (3) HDDs at Nellis AFB, NV, markecf them SECRET, double
wrapped them and sent them via FEDEX Invoice# 3-182-50372 to ETREPPID addressed to SUBJECT. SUBJECT signed for the 
delivery at 1541 hours on 5 Nov 2005. On 07 Nov 2005, when GRAY returned to Reno, NV she confirmed with SUBJECT that he 
had received the data containcxi in the package. 

GRAY stated that on 9, 10 and 11Nov2005, she generated data on three (5) HDDs at Nellis AFB, NV, marked them SECRET, 
double-wrapped and sent them via FED EX Invoice # 3-194-79312 to ETREPPID addressed to SUBJECT. SUBJECT signed for the 
delivery at 1502 hours on 12 Nov 2005. On 14 Nov 2005, when GRAY returned to Reno, NV she confirmed with SUBJECT that he 
had received the da~a contained in the package on the previous Saturday. 

GRAY stated that ON 17 and 18 Nov 2005, she generated data on three (3) HDDs, two (2) of which contained unclassified data and 
one (1) that contained classified data at Nellis AFB, NV, marked them SECRET, double wrapped them and sent them via FED EX 
Invoice# 3-207-28841 to ETREPPID addressed to herself. Altan BORA, employee of ETREPPID signed for the delivery at 1147 
hours on 21 Nov 2005. GRAY stated that on 21 Nov 2005, she arrived for work sllortly after noon and delivered the unopened 

s ac1 1ties. 

GRAY related that on 06 Dec 2005 she checked to see if the HDDs that she had shipped from Nellis AFB were stored in the NSA 
approved safe at ETREPPID's corporate office. GRAY found that the HDDs were not in the safe and notified TREPP who, in tum, 
informed SUBJECT to return d1e HDDs to the safe. GRAY again checked the safe on 07 Dec 2005 and found that the HDDs were 
not there. GRAY said that she asked SUBJECT about the location of the HDDs and SUBJECT told her that the HDDs were all in 
the file cabinet in the warehouse. GRAY informed SUBJECT that this was not the correct location to store the HDDs and informed 
TR.EPP of the incident. 

On 08 Dec 2005, GRAY e-mailed SUBJECT, copying TREPP on the e·mail to remind SUBJECT that all classified material should 
be stored in one safe so that she and SUBJECT would both have the combination and access. GRAY said that as a result of this e
mail all original nine (9) origmal HDDs and tapes were placed in the safe. 

GRAY said that on 12 Dec 2005~ TREPP asked.her to generate some test tapes from the classified HDDs for internal testing. 
TREPP requested that four ( 4) DV tapes be made, two (2) for SUBJECT and two (2) for TREPP so a "blind test" could be 
performed. GRAY siated that she retrieved the one of the HDDs from the safe that had classified content generated on 5 Nov 2005 
and started work on making the ·:apes. 
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GRAY related that on 13 Dec 2005, she went to retrieve another HDD to generate test tapes and all of the HDDs were not stored in 
tbe safe. GRAY infonned TREPP that the HDDs were not properly stored and TREPP had SUBJECT return the HDDs to the safe. 
GRA Yaiso related that while generating test tapes, SUBJECT came into her work area and placed a new label on one of the IlDDs 
that she was using to generate test tapes. GRAY said that SUBJECT told her he was condensing the HDDs that were used at Nellis 
Af"Bbecause some were cnly partially full. As per TREPP, GRA Yalso gave SUBJECT two (2) test tapes. GRAY changed the 

-Safe's upper drawer con1bination and placed TREPP's two (2) copies of test tapes and original HDDs were secured in the safe's 
b<Jttom drawer of v.,hich both GRAY and SUBJECT had the combination. 

GRAY related that on 15 Dec 2005, all the HDDs were missing from the safe. When GRA ¥approached SUBJECT aboct the 
HDDs he told her he want(:d to store the HDDs in the file cabinet in the warehouse for his convenience. GRA Ytold SUBJECT he 
could not store classified in the warehouse and was risking his clearance. GRAY said SUBJECT replied, "I don't care about my 
clearance. They'll always give me my·ciearance because they want me to do the work." GRA. Y told TREPP and he agreed that 
the classified material needed to be restricted. TREPP had SUBJECT return the classified HDDs and tapes to the safe. GRAY said 
TE.EPP then asked her to rnove all of the classified material to the top drawer of the safe and not give SUBJECT the combination. 

GRAY said that on 18 Dec 2005, SUBJECT tried to contact her via text message and eventually was contacted by TREPP who 
instructed her to give the safe combination to SUBJECT. GRAY related to TREPP that she had concerns that SUBJECT would 
make copies of the classified content and that he would have access to the two (2) tapes that GRAY had segregated for the blind 
test, GRAY said that TREPP instructed her to give SUBJECT the combination so SUBJECT could work and on Monday TREPP 
and her would talk with SUBJECT and re-secure all the HDDs and tapes on Monday when GRAY returned to the office. 

GRAY said that on 21 Dec 2005, at approximately 1030 hours, she had a closed door meeting with TREPP where she told TREPP 
that she had reason to believe SUBJECT had not written significant software for the company and observed what may have been 
classified imagerf displaying coordinates that may have been images of Iraq on Zehang SUN's unclassified system, who does not 
have a clearance, network drives. ORA Y said that earlier she had tried to copy what appeared to be classified content on SUN's 
shared folder, but as she ww: trying to copy it to her computer it was deleted. ORA Ybelieves that SUBJECT deleted it because he 
has access t~ all of the engineer's folders. GRAY also informed TREPP that she had fairly complete information that led her to 
believe SUN had worked on a classified project involving ocean images. GRAY said that TREPP recommend that she look at 
source code archive disks that SUBJECT gave him to help her with the infom1ation she was seeking. GRAY stated that soon after 
her meeting with TREPP she received a call from Jesse ANDERSON. GRAY said that ANDERSON, who was on vacation, asked 
her what was going on in the building, said that he had just received a call from SUBJECT who told him that TREPP and GRAY 
were "ganging up on him" aud asked ANDERSON if there was any source code resident on bis computer. GRAY told him that she 
didn't know what he was talking about and her conversations with TREPP was none of his business. GRAY said that almost . -. . . . -- . . . . . 

. , ., 
call from SUBJECT who told him that TREPP and GRA Ywere "ganging up on him" and accusing VENABLES of"sfuff'. GRAY 
believes that her conversation with TREP at 1030 hours v.·as either overheard or somehow monitored. GRAY informed TRr"!PP of 
her conversations with ANDERSON and VENABLES and of her belief that their conversation had been monitored. GRAY said 
VENABLES cS.Ued at app:ro,;imately 1530 hours on the office intercom and inquired as to why SUBJECT was leaving the building 
with hard drives. GRAY said that she told TREPP about VENABLES call and she and TREPP went to the warehouse. GRAY said 
that she saw TREPP and SUBJECT have a conversation while she and then both SUBJECT and TREPP went to TREPP's office. 

GRAY said that on 8 Jan 2001i, TENE1TI informed her that SUBJECT had deleted all the source code from all of the engineer's 
systems between Christmas and New Year's. GRAY said that on 9 January 2006 that she found 7 HDDs (copies of the original 9 
HDDs that were condensed to 7) in SUBJECT's file cabinet in the warehouse. GRAY stated that sbe also checked the safe and 
found 7 HDDs (copies of the original 9 HDDs that had been condensed to 7), but none of the original HDDs were in the safe. Jn 
addition, GRAY related that 2 of the 4 test tapes made for the blind test were missing from the safe. GRAY stated that betwoen 9 
Jan artd 13 Jan 20~6 she continued to attempt to ascertain the location of the original 9 HDDs and the 2 tesr tapes to no avail 

GRAY also added that she believes SUBJECT processed classified information on an unclassified stand-alone system that was not 
part ofETREPPID's computer domain. 

On 23 Jan 2006, GRAY saiA that she checked one of the HDDs that SUBJECT generated labeled, "Nellis Images WIP 12/8/05" 
containing a recent version oflarget/motion software and test imagery. GRAY asked Yongmian ZHANG, Asian/M"ale

- lo describe test sequences he had been using. ZHANG's description matched test sequences in two 
directories on the ,.Nellis Imag1!s WIP 12/8/0511 HDD containing detection software. One sequence contain classified material, but 
she could not show it to ZHANG because he does not have a clearance. GRAY said that since she cannot show ZHANG the 
image, she cannot be sure that lhe test sequence he had access to and the imagery on the "Nellis Images WIP 12/8/05" HDD are 
one and the same. 
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. SA Paul HARALDSEN and SA Thomas SMITH, AFOSI interviewed Jesse ANDERSON, Male/White······ 
······~NDERSON is currently employed by ETREPP!D Technologies, LLC (ETREPPID) as a Web Developer 

located at 755 Trademark Drive, Reno, NV. 

ANDERSON said that he has been an employee of ETREPPID for approximately five (5) years and has had both a personal and 
professional relationship with SUBJECT during that time. ANDERSON stated that he, SUBJECT and other employees had seen 
each other socially on numerous occasions. ANDERSON characterized SUBJECT's recent demeanor as "unstable, needs to be 
hospitalized and needs psychological help." 

ANDERSON stated that on 22 or 23 Dec 2005 SUBJECT called him and asked if he had any source code resident on his computer 
and ANDERSON said, "No." ANDERSON said that this call took place when he was on vacation during the time period starting on 
21 Dec 2005 and ending on 28 Dec 2005. ANDERSON said that he called Patricia L. GRAY and asked her, "Dennis (SUBJECT) 
just called me and asked if! h:td any source code on my computer. what's going on?" ANDERSON said that he could not recall 
GR.A Y'sresponse. 

ANDERSON said that on 28 or 29 Dec 2005, Lalith TENNETI, M/lndian employee of 
ETREPPID as a software engineer, informed him that ETREPPID source code was missing from his ETR.EPPID computer. 

ANDERSON said that Jale TREPP (JTREPP), Warren TREPP's wife, called him on 7 Jan 2006. JTREPP told him that GRA Yhad 
called her and said that he might have some information as to SUBJECT'S activities atETREPPID. ANDERSON agreed to meet 
JTREPP at a Barnes & Noble store located at 5555 South Virginia Street. Reno NV 89502. ANDERSON related to JTREPP that 
SUBJECT \Vas using open sow·ce code to develop ETREPPID's source code, not writing software. does not possess adequate 
technical abilities, and was dishonest. ANDERSON also informed ITREPP that SUBJECT said that he owned 51 % of the company, 
TREPP was just an investor and that GRAY was going away for some time. JTREPP and ANDERSON agreed that ANDERSON 
should meet and discuss these i'isues with TREPP. 

ANDERSON stated that on 8 Jan 2006, he met TREPP at the Tamarack Junction Restaurant Casino located at 13101 South Virginia 
Street, Reno. NV 89511. ANDERSON said that he voiced his concerns to TREPP as to SUBJECT's continued claims that he was the 
m JorJ Y s are o er in e company , a ots o cas "invested in the company arid that TREPP was only an investor. 
ANDERSON also informed TREPP that SUBJECT was using open source to develop ETREPPID source code, that SUBJECT was 
dishonest, that SUBJECT said GRAY would be going away for some time and that as long as five years ago he had suspicions that 
SUBJECT was less technically mmpetent than he led people to believe. ANDERSON said that TREPP asked him to contact 
VENABLES and TENNETI so TREPP could be further informed of SUBJECT's activities as they related to ETREPPID. 

ANDERSON said that on 10 Jan 2006, while he was at ETREPPID's office SUBJECT said to him that, "You'rean asshole" and, 
"We'll meet again". ANDERSON asked SUBJECT, "ls that a threat?" and SUBJECT replied, "No". ANDERSON stated that he had 
suspicions that his phone conversations and his conversations at work may have been monitored as he could not understand how 
SUBJECT knew that he had talk:d to 'i'REPP about bis concerns regarding SUBJECT. ANDERSON fears that SUBJECT may harm 
him in some way and believes that the SUBJECT has the capacity to do so. 

ANDERSON related that on !I a.nd 12 Jan 2006, he was asked by TREPP to look at all of ETREPPID's computers and talk with 
employees to ascertain if there was any source code resident on ETREPPID's computers. ANDERSON stated that ETREPPID 
source code had been deleted from all of the computers. ANDERSON stated that a program known as "Wipe N Clean" was resident 
on all ofETREPPID's progranuner's computers and that program had been resident on the computers prior to the deletion and 
removal ofETREPPID source code. "Wipe N Clean" is a program used to permanently delete data from computers. ANDERSON 
stated that a portion of ETREPPnJ source code was resident on his computer and had not been deleted. ANDERSON stated that 
approximately three years ago"SUBJECT required all ETREPPID personnel, that were working with portions ofETREPP!D source 
code_ save the source code in a file named Current Source and that STJBJECT had acces.C> to thi.s file. Cl 
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ANDERSON said that on 15 Jan 2006, he saw SUBJECT at the Peppem1ill Hotel Casino located at 2707 South Virginia Street, 
Reno, NV 89502. ANDERSON was at the casino to have lunch with his girlfriend's family. ANDERSON said that while he was 
waiting on line for lunch service he observed SUBJECT playing blackjack at one of the casino's blackjack tables. ANDERSON 
said that SUBJECT looked like he had been playing cards all night as SUBJECT look tired, intoxicated, although he did not have a 
drink glass in front of him and his hair was a mess. ANDERSON said that SUBJECT looked up and said to him, "Get the fuck out 
of here!" and asked a casino security guard to 1nake ANDERSON move. The security guard asked ANDERSON to move and 
ANDERSON refused infonning the security guard that he was just watching the_ game on TV and waiting in line for lunch. 
SUBJECT again asked the security guard to move ANDERSON and this time ANDERSON complied so SUBJECT would "not 
cause a scene" v;hi!c ANDERSON was havini; lunch with his girlfriend's family. 

ANDERSON said that he had suspicions that SUBJECT was using open source code to develop ETREPPID source code for 
almost two years. ANDERSON said that he confronted SUBJECT about ETREPPID's use of open source code to develo;i its 
source code when he was al Fort Bragg, NC conducting some training. SUBJECT told him that the "govenunent knew about it" 
and that TREPP knew about it and TREPP was "0.K with it". 

ANDERSON stated that he never saw or touched classified HDDs at ETREPPID's offices, nor did he possess the combinations to 
the company's safes. ANDERSON stated that he had nothing to with the deletion of ETREPPID source code from ETREPPID 
computers. 

ANDERSON also provided that approximately four months ago SUBJECT gave him electronic TIF files (images), of what 
ANDERSON said he believed to be the ocean, and directed him to divide the TIF images into lk x lk pixels. ANDERSON said 
that he complied and said those images were still resident on his computer. 

In addition, ANDERSON said that sometime in 2003, upon the direction of SUBJECT, during demonstrations of ETREPPID's 
Automatic Target Recognition (A TR) product ANDERSON was told to monitor his computer screen that displayed a video. 
SUBJECT instructed ANDERSON to strike the "A" key oo his computer's keyboard each time the bazooka came into view on the 
video screen. ANDERSON said that be did this for approximately forty (40) separate demonstrations. ANDERSON stated that 
sometime in October or November of 20051 he learned from GRAY that representatives from the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS) '"ere coming to see the ATRproduct and that this visit was in relation to a contract ANDERSON said that to his 
knowledge his prior particip.•tion in the ATRproduct was limited to bazooka demonstrations and he did not want to participate if 
ETREPPID was going to be paid by the DHS. ANDERSON told SUBJECT that he did not want to participate when DHS airived 
and he did not. ANDERSON said that subsequent to that date SUBJECT no longer talked to him at work and ceased all social 
contact with him . 
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On 25 JAN 2006, Mr. JAMES BAUDER, Graphics Designer, eTreppid, LLC, Reno NV, was interviewed by SA HARALDSEN and 
SA SMITH to determine his knowledge regarding SUBJECT removing a computer system from eTreppid. 

BAUDER said he worked for eTreppid since April 2000 and was hired by SUBJECT. His relationship with SUBJECT was strictly 
professional. He characterized SUBJECT as eccentric with minimal personal skills. Because of BAUDER 's size, a large man, 
SUBJECT would often ask him to move heavy "stuff." 

On Friday, 23 Dec, 2005, SUBJECT asked BAUDER to move about six boxes from SUBJECT's office and office closet to the back 
warehouse door. BAUDER accomplished this task. He said the box flaps were closed therefore he was unable to detennine the 
boxes' contents. BAUDER observed SUBJECT load at least two of the boxes into his (SUBJECT's) truck. BAUDER thought this 
was a little peculiar since he never witnessed SUBJECT remove anything from the facility. 

BAUDER said about one yeac ago, SUBJECT requested he purchase some open source code called M!CATOGE XPLA YER. This 
purchase was an online purchISe using BAUDER's PayPal account. The cost of the source code was about$ lOO. BAUDER said 
that SUBJECT claimed he did not have a PayPal acco1D1t and required the open source code for work. BAUDER subsequently 
provided a copy of the PayPal receipt to SA HARALDSEN. 

BAUDER said he assisted SUBJECT with some work regarding "images of the ocean." He said SUBJECT instructed him to place 
I:· symbols on the images. BAUDER was unaware of why he was accompllshing this task, but surmised it had to do with "terrorist 
: boats." SUBJECT never explained why _this work was being perfonned or for whom. 

Sometime in JAN 2006, BAUDER assisted the eTreppid employees with a search of the facility to determine if they could locate any 
media containing the company's source code. While conducting this search BAUDER observed Patricia GRAY, holding two hard 
drives with red stickers on them. He said these hard drives were found in a warehouse filing cabinet used by SUBJECT. He said he 
looked in the cabinet drawer S.."ld saw additional hard drives in the drawer. He was uncertain how many hard drives were in the 
cabinet drawer. When he tried to assist GRAY, she explained that BAUDER he did not have the appropriate clearance level to take 
possession of the hard drives. 

u 1unner said that during the summer of 2003 SUBJECT made a peculiar request of BAUDER. SUBJECT invited 
BAUDER to his office. When BAUDER arrived, SUBJECT shut the office door and closed the blinds. SUBJECT instructed 
BAUDER to "hit the space bar on his (meaning SUBJECT's) keyboard" whenever BAUDER heard an audible tone on his phone. 
BAUDER explained that SUBJECT was demonstrating a "bazooka" test to some unidentified customers. SUBJECT would hold a 
simulated bazooka and walk into the field behind the company. While SUBJECT held the bazooka a camera was trained on 
SUBJECT. This ca1nera was connected to a laptop computer in the company warehouse and the customers were observing the 
laptop display. As the camera was trained on the bazooka, SUBJECT would send BAUDER an audible tone to BAUDER's phone. 
When BAUDER heard the ton<: he hit the space bar. He was uncertain what "hitting the space bar did" but suspected it highlighted 
the bazooka on the laptop display. The demonstration lasted about 5-10 minutes. SUBJECT explained that this was for 
demonstration purposes only and not tO worry about it BAUDER knew better than to pursue this line of questioning because if you 
questioned SUBJECT you were: "eventually fired." BUADER believed SUBJECT was using "trickery" during this demonstration. 

,~. ~oNli!JcT<fl !iY 
SA PAULL. HARALDSEN and SA THOMAS A. SMirn 
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Alk FORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL .INVESTIGl\,TION.S 
. REPCirtr OF iNVEstlGATIVE ACT!ViTY . 

4. ilfl.IA!ii• 
On 25 JAN 2006, SA HARALDSEN reviewed the copy of the PayPal receipt provided BAUDER. 

The review disclosed that the receipt was identified by the following data: 

"Web Accept Payment Sent fD nwnber OXM900!5NS3987849 
Original transaction date 30 Nov 2004, 
Payment to XIAO CAN YANG, for the amount of99.00 
Item Title: Micatoge XPlayer 
Item Number: Source Code License 
Time: 0719:07 PST 
Shipping Address: 

liiil-
United States 

'. 

·(!. <::ollli~p.n;Jj Iii 
SA PAUL L HARALD SEN 
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1, t>An'.df INVE'STIGAT1VE Acrri11,.Y 1·~~ PLACE 
24 JAN 2006 eTreppid, LLC, Reno, Nevada 

I '· AU NUMPEO 

-4• R™API~& 

On 24 JAN 06, VENABLES was interviewed by SA HARALDSEN to determine if any recording devices were located on SUN's 
computer system. VEAN.-'\BLES said he inspected the three computer systems used by SUN and each of the systems contained, 
USB ports, removable hard c~ives, CD burners and a floppy disk drive. VENABELS believed that if SUN wanted lo copy and 
remove data from his computer system he could have done so without detection. 

ru~E 

< ~ .\JJ01a•··· 
ii. ~~lil.t\1tEO ~ 

SA PAULL HARALDSEN 
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Alk FORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTlGJi:TIONS 
REPORT OF INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY 

1, r)~~Pf JN\IE'STIGA.1'1\IE ACTIVl'fY ,2. PLACE 
25 JAN 2006 eTreppid, LLC, Reno NV 

13. FILE NUMBER 

.c, ~Aflk~ 

ON 25 JAN 2006, VENABLES was interviewed by SA HARALDSEN and SA SMITH to determine what classified data if any 
resided on SUN's computer system. VENABLES related the following: 

He reviewed SUN's current computer hard drive to determine its contents. He discovered two ocean images identified as images 5 
and 6 and thumb nails generated from the original images. He copied the images onto a DVD and provided the DVD to SA 
HARALIJSEN. Ile did not discover any other images on the hard drive. These images were deleted from SUN's hard drive. 

He also reviewed a hard drive labeled" ZEHANG-MATIIl~AB 04127105" which was found in the company's warehouse. This hard 
drive was discovered during 1be search conducted 10 - 13 JAN 06, for hard drives containing source code. This hard drive was 
previously assigned to SUN. V ANABLES believed SUBJECT eventually took possession of the hard drive and placed it in the 
warehouse. The review determined the drive was a copy of another drive and it was created during the hours of 0800-1200 on 27 
April 2005. The review disclosed a file containing over 13,000 bit map iinages of aerial photography of buildings. people and 
vehicJes taken fron1 an "ACFf". The images also reflected the time the photograph was taken as well as the coordinates. 

Five examples of tl1e photographs were printed by VENABLES and provided to SA HARALDSEN. Additionally, he prin1ed the 
index of the bit map files. 

'. 
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1 •. o~.TJ::qf lNVEsn~AllVE ACTt\'llY 12~ PUCE 
24 JAN 2006 eTreppid, LLC. Reno NV 

I J, Fil£ Nl.JMQEEI 

4..- REMAAl-:S 

VENABLES provided SA HARALDSEN wiili SUN's removable hard drive. Additionally, VENABLES provided a DVD with me 
partial sea images and and in1ages five and six from the second set of sea images identified previously by TR.EPP. The images were 
copied fro1n SUN's hard drive. 

VENABLES and SA HARALDSEN conducted a review of SUN's hard drive. The review disclosed a folder identified as 
"SOCOM". A review of this folder dislcosed contained bit maps. 

A sampling of the bit maps "as conducted by VENABLES and SA HARALDSEN. The sampling disclosed aerial still pictures of 
desert environment containing people, buildings, vehicles etc. The pictures also displayed the coordinates, dates and other from the 
camera taking the picture. 

VENABLES at the request of SA HARALD SEN printed out a sampling of tl1e pictures. 

-. ' 
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AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATION.S 
RJ;'.PORT OF iNVESTIGATIVEACTlviTY 

1. _t>A._n: ~"F 1Nva;nqA "iM AcT1Vtr\i 1-~~ P14CE 
25 JAN 2006 eTreppld, LLC, Reno NV 

, 3. F!LENUMBE~ 

4, Rl!MUKS 

On 25 JAN 2006, TREPP explained that since the company did not possess any classified information prior to Nov 2005, than all 
aerial photography images on company hard drives prior to this date must be uncl:issified. He was specifically referencing SUN's 
hard drive labeled "ZEHANG-MATilLAB 04/27/05" which was discovered and reviewed by VENABLES . 

... 
s, <!:Qi;C>Vpl'El> ljV 

SA PAULL. HARAWSEN . \ 
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Case 3:06-cv-00263-PMP-VPC *SEALED* Document 70-3 

Here is the latest information from Reno: 

The preliminary inquiry into the nine mi.ssing SECRET hard drives has 
revealed the following: 

• Company was on contract with SOCOM and had a DD Form 254 
authorizing access to classified information at another location. 

• A company employee transferred SECRET media from Nellis AFB to the 
company's office in Reno. 

• Company was not approved for storage of classified information 

• Company was in possession of SECRET media since Mar 2005 

• Company was not adequately controlling or protecting SECRET media. 
CTO was storing SECRET hard drives in a steel filing cabinet in the 
company's warehouse. 

• Company's FSO was not aware of the SECRET material until Nov 05 
when he accidentally discovered it in CTO's possession 

• CTO was using an unclassified computer system to process SECRET 
material 

• CTO is suspected of providing SECRET material to foreign nationals. An 
Ori.~inttl ClttSsifieaHon t'rtili"tt:n•it) re, ie" i<' rcqttired to detemtine if 
information on a foreign national's computer was classified. This foreign 
national no longer has access to the hard drive. 

• CTO made unauthorized copies of SECRET hard drives. The copies CTO 
made are accounted for, but the original hard drives are missing. 

Ancillary to the preliminary inquiry, it was determined that the CTO deleted source code 
(intellectual property belonging to the company) from the company servers. The CTO 
was one of two employees with the appropriate level of access to delete the source code. 
The second employee was on vacation in Europe when the source code was deleted 
Additionally; the CTO removed from the company a computer system containing the 
source code. The C'TO admitted to a company employee that he removed the computer 
containing the source code and that he brought it to his residence. CEO claimed without 
the source code the company will be dissolved. 

I have a meeting with the Reno FBI today to discuss the aforementioned issues. 
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

REPORT BY: SA PAULL. HARALDSEN FILE NR: 

PERIOD OF REPORT: 19 Jan- 13 Feb 2006 DATE OF REPORT: 14 Feb 2006 

MATTERS INVESTIGATED: Alleged Theft ofintellectual Property from eTreppid 
Technologies, Limited Liability Company, 775 Trademark Drive, Reno, NV, 89521 -
Violation of 18 U.S.C section I 832 (Economic Espionage) 

SUBJECT: DENNIS LEE MONTGOMERY, Male 

IMPACT: The Theft of the intellectual property prohibited the U.S. Government from 
awarding eTreppid Technologies a contract to develop technologies to be used for 
prosecuting the Global War on Terrorism 

STATUS: Pending 

OCTAVIO BAEZ, JR Commander 
AFOSI Region 7, 

DIS I RIBO I ION: 
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2-1. CLASSIFIED PROGRAM PARAGRAPH 
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1-1. (U) SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION: Chief Executive Officer of eTreppid 
LLC, Reno, NV, claimed SUBJECT stole and deleted eTreppid's intellectual 
property (Source Code) during the period of21 Dec 2005 - 8 January 2006. 
Interviews of company employees revealed: 

SUBJECT was observed removing Source Code from eTreppid's servers 
and individual workstations; 

SUBJECT told an employee he took a workstation containing the backup 
Source Code to his residence; 

SUBJECT on numerous occasions told this same employee he was going 
to return the workstation, but never did; 

SUBJECT told the Facility Security Officer "he (referencing the CEO) 
needs to give me' big money if he wants it (a reference to the Source Code)"; 

Only two employees - SUBJECT and FSO, had the appropriate passwords 
to delete the Source Code from the servers, and the FSO was in Europe on 
vacation when the deletion occurred. 

00109 
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2-2. (U) INVESTIGATION REQUEST: On 19 Jan 2006, an investigation was 
initiated into the alleged theft and deletion of intellectual property (Source Code) by 
SUBJECT from eTreppid Technologies, LLC, Reno, NV. 

3-1. (U) NARRATIVE 

A. Interview of: WARREN TREPP, Chief Executive Officer, eTreppid, LLC 
Date/Place: 19-23 JAN 2006/Telephonic, Hilton Hotel and eTreppid LLC 
lnterview,!r: SA PAULL. HARALDSEN 
Asst Interviewer: SA THOMAS A. SMITH 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: Attachment I 

TREPP claimed SUBJECT unlawfully deleted and stole the company's Intellectual 
Property, specifically its Source Code used for data compression, object tracking and 
anomaly detection. TREPP initially became aware of the missing Source Code on either 
9 or! 0 January 2006 when his employees complained about their inability to operate their 
computer systems. TREPP asked SLOAN VENABLES, eTreppid Facility Security 
Officer (FSO) about the problem and was told that company's Source Code was deleted 
from the source server (subsequently identified as SRCSERVER), a system known as the 
ISA server (subsequently identified as ISASERVER) and all of eTreppids's workstations. 
TREPP said VENABLES and SUBJECT were the only eTreppid employees to have 
exclusive access and the appropriate passwords to delete the Source Code from the 
SRCSERVER, ISASERVER and all of eTreppid's individual workstations. TREPP said 
the company also had a back up of the Source Code on a separate stand-alone 
workstation located in eTreppid's warehouse. However, this system is also missing. 
SUBJECT had exclusive access to this workstation. TREPP said without the Source Code 
the company wou.ld go out of business. He was unable to eshma!e the monetary value of 
the Source Code, but said eTreppid was losing $10,000 daily because ofnon
productivity. 

TREPP believed SUBJECT removed and deleted the Source Code from the 
SRCSERVER/ISASERVER and all workstations for the following reasons: 

1) VENABLES informed TREPP that SUBJECT admitted taking the backup 
computer system home; 

2) VENABLES was on vacation during the period when the Source Code was 
deleted. VENABLES denied removing the Source Code from the 
SRCSERVER/ISASERVER and workstations. 

3) VENABLES informed TREPP that SUBJECT told him "He (TREPP) will have to 
pay big bucks to get what he wants;" 

4) An employee named JAMES BAUDER, graphics designer, eTreppid, told TREPP 
he carried sealed boxes out of the company for SUBJECT during this time period. 

00110 
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In an effort to substantiate TREPPS suspicions about SUBJECT, TREPP 
instructed VENABLES to review the internal security monitoring cameras to 
determine if"it captured MONGOMERY (SUBJECT) removing the workstation. 
However, TREPP said someone deleted the last four months of video. TREPP said 
SUBJECT had access to the video recordings and TREPP suspected SUBJECT 
deleted these video recordings. 

On 9 JAN 06, TREPP confronted SUBJECT and was told by SUBJECT that the 
Source Code could be located on the 753 removable hard drives located at the company. 
TREPP asked SUJBECT why he was "doing this," to which SUBJECT said, "I did not do 
a thing." TREPP also asked SUBJECT why he deleted the files. SUBJECT said, "I 
didn't!" TREPP then asked who did and SUBJECT replied, "GRAY." TREPP said 
"GRAY" was a rderence to Ms PA TIY GRAY, eTreppid Business Manager. SUBJECT 
stormed out of the company and was followed by TREPP into the company's parking lot. 
TREPP plead with SUBJECT to let him help him. SUBJECT said, "You are not going to 
screw me. Just try to bring me down!" and drove off Conversations between TREPP and 
SUBJECT on the I 0th of January were the same as those addressed on the 9th of January. 
TREPP was unable to provide any "rationale" reason why SUBJECT would have 
maliciously removed and deleted the Source Code 

TREPP instructed his employees to conduct an analysis of each of the company's 
753 hard drives in an effort to locate the Source Code. The two-day analysis failed to 
locate the Source Code. 

TREPP was told by VENABLES that it would have taken about two weeks to 
delete the Source Code from the SRCSERVEER and ISASERVER. TREPP believed the 
Source COde was deleted from the servers durmg VENABLES' vacat10n. !REPP said 
VENABLES was on vacation between 22 Dec 05 - 3 Jan 06. TREPP also believed that 
the Source Code was deleted from the company's individual workstations during the 
weekend of7/8 January 2006. TREPP based this on the fact that the company's alarm 
log reflected user# 13 (SUBJECT's user number) disabled the facility alarm at 09:06: 17 
on Saturday 7 January 2006 and activated the alarm 21:33:36. On SWlday, 8 January 
2006, USER NUMBER.13 again deactivated the alarm at 08:34: 18 and activated the 
alarm at 17:24:33. TREPP provided a copy of the alann code printout (Attachementl) 
reflecting the aforementioned information for the period of 26 Dec - 12 Jan 2006. 

TREPP was told by VENABLES that on either the 21st or 22nd of December 
2005, VENABLES was told by SUBJECT to stay at home and enjoy the holidays. 
However, VENABLES came to work and found SUBJECT working on the 
SRCSERVER and ISASERVER. VENABLES asked SUBJECT what he was doing, and 
SUBJECT said, "Cleaning up some files." 
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TREPP said on an annual basis SUBJECT was required to provide copies of the 
Source Code to TREPP and did so for seven years. A review of the backup copies, 
consisting of CDs, DVDs and hard drives, by TREPP revealed the data on these media 
devices was worthless and did not contain the data SUBJECT was required to provide. 

TREPP provided the following biographical and historical information regarding 
SUBJECT: 

On 28 September 1998 SUBJECT was hired by eTreppid to become the Chief 
Technology Officer. SUBJECT was paid $1,300,000 and made a 50% partner in 
eTreppid in exchange for the data compression Source Code that he developed prior to 
his employment with eTreppid. During SUBJECT'S ownership - SUBJECT required 
some liquidity and sold a two percent of stock in the company for $1.5 million. This 
stock was sold to two ofTREPP's associates for $750,000 each. With the sale of the 
stock and other capital call dilutions SUBJECT reduced his stake in the company to 30%. 
TREPP was aware that SUBJECT was having financial difficulties and since Jan 1999, 
TREPP loaned SUBJECT a total of about $1.5 million to assist him with his financial 
burden. On 7 or & Dec 2005, SUBJECT asked to borrow an additional $270,000. When 
asked what the additional money was for, SUBJECT told TREPP that it was "to pay 
down casino and other debts." TREPP said he discovered through informal sources that 
SUBJECT owed $300,000 to various casinos. 

During th<: period of 1999-2005 SUBJECT earned the following annual salaries: 

1999-2000 - $132,000 
2002 - $192,000 

2001 -$176,000 
2003-2005 - $300,000 

TREPP said that on 20 Jan 06, Mr. Douglas J. Frye, General Counsel for el'repp1d 
filed a temporary restraining order in the Second District Judicial Court of Nevada, Reno, 
NV, Washoe County, requesting SUJBECT return the Source Code to eTreppid. 

TREPP said he was told by his attorneys that during the hearing SUBJECT 
informed the judge "eTreppid had shared classified information with foreign nationals." 
These same attorneys also told TREPP that SUBJECT made the comment "I don't have 
any source files, I have the source files in my head." 

TREPP was unaware of any instance where a foreign national employee had 
access to classified information. 

(S) TREPP said he asked GRAY about the SUBJECT's allegation regarding 
foreign Oittionals having access to classified information. GRAY informed TREPP that 
she suspected SUBJECT might have asked foreign national employees to work on 
classified aspects of the data from the United State Special Operations Command 
Predator videos. TREPP said if that was the case, a foreign national might have had 
access to SECRET predator images. TREPP was unaware of any specifics and suggested 
speaking with GRAY. Additionally, TREPP said when GRAY and SLOAN conducted an 
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inventory of classified holdings; they were unable to locate nine SECRET hard drives of 
predator video images and two SECRET videotapes (copied from the nine hard drives) 
made by eTreppid. He again said that GRAY and SLOAN would have additional 
information. 

(The allegation of foreign national's having access· to classified information was 
independently addressed in AFOSJ Report of Investigation-----~ 

TREPP said that sometime during the week of 16-20 Jan 06, Neil Azzinaro, Las 
Vegas, NV, a mutual friend of both SUBJECT and TREPP, called TREPP and informed 
him that SUBJECT said that he was looking for a US citizen, not an institution or 
corporation to start a new company and would require $10 Million. TREPP suspected 
SUBJECT was attempting to market and ultimately sell the stolen Source Code or partner 
with a financier to establish a new company. 

SUBJECT was not permitted on company property after 10 Jan 06 and on 18 Jan 
06, SUBJECT' s employment was officially terminated from eTreppid. 

B. (U) Interview of: TREPP 
Date/Place: eTreppid/23 JAN 2006 
Asst Interviewer: SA Smith 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: Attachments 2-19 

TREPP provided a compact disc with electronic copies of the following relevant 
documents: 

I. CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT- between INTREPID (subsequently renamed as 
e1 repp1d} and SUBJECT and Brenda K. Montgomery (SUBJEC1"s wife}, dated 
28 Sep 1998. Attachment 2 

Agreement reflects payment of $1.3 million and transfer of 50% 
membership interest of INTREPID to SUBJECT and the MONTGOMERY 
Family Trust in exchange for SUBJECT's contributed assets identified as 
software compression technology. Furthermore, this agreement identified 
contributed assets to mean" ... and include, collectively, all the following assets, 
together with all of the Contributor's (SUBJECT's) rights, title and interest, 
therein, tangible and intangible, present or future, including, but not limited to, all 
developmcmt, distribution and exploitation rights, or to any proceeds derived there 
from." 

TREPP said the contribution agreement is the legal document wherein SUBJECT 
relinquishc:d his rights to all technology - current and future- derived from the 
software compression technology, which SUBJECT provided, to eTreppid in 
exchange for financial compensation and partnership in the company. 
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-
2. AMENDED AND RESTATED OPERATING AGREEMENT OF ETREPPID 

TECHNLOGIES LLC, A NEVADA LIM/TE LIABILITY COMPANY - DA TED 
AND ADOPTED EFFECTIVE AS OF NOVEMBER 1 2002. Attachment 3 

TREPP stated that according to paragraph 6.5 and 6. 7 of this agreement, 
signed by SUBJECT, SUBJECT agreed that "the services of Dennis 
Montgomery .... so long as he is in serving as a Committee Member and/or Chief 
Technology Officer pursuant to this agreement, shall be exclusive to the LLC, and 
he shall devote substantially all of his full time and attention and efforts to the 
Business and affairs of the LLC." 

Additionally, SUBJECT agreed in the Operating Agreement, that while he 
was the CTO, he would not "compete with the LLC .... (1) By developing, 
licensing or exploiting in any manner any software programs or other technology 
which is competitive with the technology or the business of the LLC." 

3. ETREPPJD TECHNOLOGJES PATENT ASSIGNMENT APPLICATION 
DETAILS. Attachments 4-13 

SUBJECT filed Ten Patent Assignment applications with the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office during the period of Nov 2000 - Nov 2001. 
The patents pertained to various technologies developed while SUBJECT was an 
employee at eTreppid, each patent assigned the "full and exclusive rights, title and 
interest of these technologies" to eTreppid. 

• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, Method and Apparatus for 
ncoding Information Using Multiple Passes and Decoding in a Single 

Pass, fil~d 29 November 200, serial No. 091727,096. Attachment 4 
• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, Method and Apparatus for 

Streaming Data Using Rotating Cryptographic Keys, filed 29 Mar 200 I, 
serial No. 09/823,278. Attachment 5 

• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, Optical Encoding of Audio 
Data, filed 31Oct2001, serial No. 10/033,537. Attachment 6 

• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, Method and Apparatus for 
Determining Pal/ems within Adjacent Blocks of Data, filed 31 October 
2001, serial no. 091999,776 Attachment 7 

• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, System and Method/or 
Generating Alert Conditions in a Surveillance System, filed 21 November 
2001, serial no. 091991,490 Attachment 8 

• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, System and Method for 
Managing Memory in a Surveillance System, filed 21 November 2001, 
serial No. 09/991,487. Attachment 9 

• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, Method and Apparatus for 
Detecting and Reacting to Occurrence of an Event, filed 21 November 
2001, serial No. 091990, 868. Attachment IO 
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• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, Method and System.for 
Size Adaptation and Storage Minimization, Source Noise Correction and 
Source Watermarking of Digital Data Frames, filed 21 Nov 2001, serial 
No. 09/991,528. Attachment 11 

• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, Data Gathering in Games 
of Chance, filed 21November2001, Serial No. 09/991,531. Attachment 
12 

• Assignment of U.S. Origin Patent Application, Method and Apparatus.for 
Storing Digital Video content Provided.from a Plurality of Cameras, filed 
21Nov2001, serial no. 09/991,527. Attachment 13 

TREPP said these ten patent assignments demonstrate and emphasize SUBJECT's 
knowledge and awareness that all technologies developed while an eTreppid 
employee became the intellectual property of the company, not SUBJECT. 

4. EMPLOYEE DECLARATIONS SUPPORTING A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER MOTION FOR A PRLEINM!NARY INJUCTION AGAINST SUBJECT
filed in the Second Judicial District Court of the State of Nevada in and for the 
County of Washoe, 19 January 2006. Attachments 14-17 

• Four-page declaration and multiple page attachment by TREPP, date 
stamped 19 Jan 2006. Attachment 14 

• Two-page declaration by BARJ!NDER BAL, eTreppid programmer, date 
stamped 19 Jan 2006. Attachment 15 

• Three page declaration by VENKATA KALLURI, eTreppid programmer, 
date stamped 19 Jan 2006. Attachment 16 

• Eive page declaration by ''ENA BI ES, date 5'tamped 19 Tau 2006 
Attachment 17 

A review of these declarations is reflected in paragraph 3-1 D-G below. 

5. In addition to the documents on the referenced CD, TREPP provided a copy of an 
eTreppid two page employee sick and annual leave printout (Attachment 18) for 
the period of 1-31 December 05. TREPP said this printout reflected VENABLES 
was on vacation during the period of22 - 30 Dec 05, the time period in which 
TREPP suspected SUBJECT deleted the Source Code from the company servers. 

6. TREPP also provided a copy of a statement from Mr. SNYDER (Attachment 19) 
dated 23 JAN 2006, concerning SUBJECT's statements made at the Temporary 
Restraining Order hearing on the 19 Jan 2006. 

A review of the SNYDER statement is provided in paragraph 3-1 C. below. 
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c. (U) Review of SNYDER statement 
Date/Place: eTreppid/23 JAN 2006 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: Attachment 19 

A review of a statement by SNYDER, concerning SUBJECTs statements made at 
the Temporary Restraining Order hearing was conducted and revealed: 

SNYDER recalled that SUBJECT made the following remarks to the judge during 
the TRO hearing: 

1. SUBJECT said he did not have possession of eTreppid Source Code. 

2. SUBJECT said he owned all intellectual property interests in eTreppid's pattern 
recognition and anomaly detection software and had not transferred interest to 
eTreppid. 

3. SUBJECT stated that eTreppid was allowing foreign nationals without the 
appropriate security clearances to work on the subject software. 

D. (U) Review of TREPP Declaration: 
Date/Place': eTreppid LLC/23 JAN 2006 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: Attachment 14 

A review ofTREPP's declaration disclosed similar information as provided in the 
interview ofTREPP in paragraph 3-1 A above. The declaration did reflect that TREPP 
said without the eTreppid Source Code, the eTreppid programmers couldn't perform their 
ordmary dutles. As a result, e I repp1d 1s currently losing over $10,000 per day on wages 
and other administrative costs in order to retain key personnel even though they are idle. 

E. (U) Review of BAL Declaration: 
Date/Place: eTreppid LLC/23 JAN 2006 
Associated Exhibit Number: 15 

A review of the declaration disclosed that on 19 or 20 Dec 2005, BAL observed 
SUBJECT deleting certain (NFI) eTreppid Source Code files from BAL's workstation. 
SUBJECT told BAL he was doing so for security reasons. On 2 JAN 2006, BAL 
discovered that all of the eTreppid Source Code on his workstation's hard drive was 
deleted. 
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. (U) Review of KALLURl Declaration: 
Date!Placc: eTreppid LLC/23 JAN 2006 
Associated Exhibit Number: 16 

Filed 09/11 /2006 Page 39 of 40 

A review of the declaration disclosed KALL URI noticed that during Dec 2005, 
right before the Christmas holiday, eTreppid Source Code was deleted from his 
workstation hard drive. KALLURl contacted SUBJECT and was told by SUBJECT he 
was backing up eTreppid Source Code. Sometime during the workweek of 3-6 January 
2006, KALLURI discovered that the eTreppid Source Code was also missing from the 
share directory (subsequently identified a~ the SRCSERVER) as well. 

G. (U) Review of VENABLES Declaration 
Date/Plac(:: eTreppid LLC/23 JAN 2006 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: Attachment 17 

A review of VENABLES' declaration disclosed that on 21Dec05, VENABLES 
discovered that a workstation containing a Redundant Array of Independent Drives 
(RAID) storage box used to backup eTreppid Source Code was missing from the 
company warehouse. SUBJECT told VENABLES that he (SUBJECT) took the 
workstation and RAID box home. Upon return from his vacation on 3 Jan 06, 
VENABLES discovered that the eTreppid Source Code was deleted from the company 

· ISASERVER and SRCSERVER. When confronted by VENABLES, SUBJECT said he 
was "cleaning stuff up" and this included deleting files that "weren't needed" from the 
SRCSERVER. On the 9 JAN, VENABLES and the other employees discovered the 
eTreppid Source Code was missing from the eTreppid workstations. VENABLES and 
SUBJECT were the only two people with the administrator password necessary to 
accomplish the deletion of the Source Code from the SRCSERVER and ISASERVER. 
On I 0 Jan 06, SUBJ EC I told VENABLES "he needs to give me big money Ii he wants 
it." VENABLES said this comment was made in the context ofTREPP's search for the 
Source Code 

H. (U) Interview of: VENABLES 
Date/Place: eTreppid/23 Jan 2006 
Asst Interviewer: SA Smith 
Associated Exhibit Number: Attachment 20 

In addition to reiterating the information from his declaration, VEANABLES 
related the following information: 

He has known SUBJECT since December 1999 and had both a professional and 
personal relationship with him. He believed SUBJECT was "nuts and a crazy 
compulsive liar." SUBJECT was unwilling to share his work with others and kept 
employees in the dark about company projects. 
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SUBJECT was verbally abusive to subordinates and created an atmosphere of 
fear. SUBJECT created fictitious stories about TREPP and claimed that he (SUBJECT) 
was the actual majority owner of the company. VENABLES only learned that TREPP 
was actually the majority owner of eTreppid after SUBJECT was fired. SUBJECT would 
threaten subordinates and instruct them avoid engaging with TREPP. Consequently, 
problems or issues within the company were not elevated to TREPP. 

VENABLES questioned SUBJECT's technical capabilities. His suspicion was 
reinforced when he discovered SUBJECT's workstation did not have the necessary 
applications installed to develop Source Code. Specifically SUBJECT's computer did not 
a compiler (applkation necessary to convert Source Code from human readable code to 
machine readable code). VENABLES found this peculiar since this was purportedly 
SUBJECT's primary responsibility as the Chief Technical Officer. Additionally, 
VENABLES designed the dual Zeon processors used by SUBJECT to operate as a cluster 
(multiple computers working in harmony as one powerful super computer). 
Unexplainably, SUBJECT changed the cluster's operating system to Windows XP, which 
then reconfigured the computers to operate as independent systems. VENABLES said 
SUBJECT's actions were irrational and divergent since it caused the cluster network to 
operate inefficiently. 

A workstation containing a backup copy of eTreppid's Source Code was located 
in the company's warehouse. However, on 21Dec05, VENABLES noticed the 
workstation and RAID box controller housing eight drives was missing. The monitor and 
keyboard were still present in their normal location. VENABLES asked SUBJECT if he 
knew the whereabouts of the workstation and raid box. SUBJECT said without any 
further explanation"! took the workstation home." On 3 Jan 06, when VENABLES 
returned from vacation he discovered that the SRCSERVER and ISASERVER had been 
accessed. Each ol the server's momtors displayed a "command prompt window" 
indicating an executable command had taken place. When VENABLES questioned 
SUBJECT about this, SUBJECT said he was "cleaning up old stuff." During the week of 
3-6 JAN 06, VENABLES questioned SUBJECT numerous times about the workstation 
and raid box controller. , Each time SUBJECT stated "! am bringing back the 
workstation." However SUBJECT never did. 

On I 0 JAf.I 06, when VENABLES arrived at work he discovered SUBJECT and 
TREPP in the warehouse arguing. SUBJECT stormed out of the building. TREPP 
instructed VENABLES to call SUBJECT and encourage him to return. VENABLES 
contacted SUBJECT and SUBJECT said, "He fucked me out of millions and is not going 
to get away with it." SUBJECT told VENABLES"! will think about returning. 
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VENABLES confirmed he and SUBJECT were the only employees with the 
administrator password necessary to access the SRCSERVER and JSASERVER, 
therefore they w1~re the only two employees who could have deleted the Source Code. 
VENABLES denied deleting the Source Code. 

VENABLES said that only the individual programmers and SUBJECT had the 
passwords necessary to delete the Source Code from the individual workstations. 
VENABLES further said the passwords on the workstations were established and set by 
SUBJECT. VENABLES said he established his own password on his workstation; 
therefore his information was not deleted. Additionally, SUBJECT had the building 
alarm codes for all of the company employees. VENABLES said SUBJECT possessed 
the necessary accesses and passwords to access the surveillance cameras within the 
facility and could have deleted the last four months worth of video recordings. 

VENABLES said he would attempt to obtain the workstation motherboard and 
RAID controller serial numbers for the equipment SUBJECT took home. 

VENABLES was aware SUBJECT had several storage units around the Reno, 
NV area. He believed that SUBJECT often used different storage unit locations. He was 
unaware of the specific locations of these storage units. 

VENABLES provided a copy ofSUBJECT's signed CLASSIFIED 
INFORMTION DNONDISCLOSURE AGREEEMNET (Attachment 20), Standard Form 
312, and signed by SUBJECT on 16 Sep 2003. 

I. {U) Interview of: GRAY 
Date/Place: eTreppid/24 JAN 2006 
Asst Interviewer: SA Smith 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: 

GRAY stated that she has been employed by cTreppid for approximately three 
years and four months. She indicated that she has known SUBJECT for a little more than 
six years; three of those years were prior to employment with ETREPPID, as she had 
done some work with eTreppid when she was employed by INTEL CORPORATION. 
GRAY stated that she came to work for eTreppid because she believed that she could 
help bring its products to the marketplace. 

GRAY stated eTreppid was awarded a contract from US Special Operations 
Command, Fort Bragg, NC, to develop Automatic Target Recognition. The contract was 
awarded on 12 March 2003 and required the company to have access to SECRET 
material at other contractor and government locations. 

On 1 Aug~st 2005, US SOCOM amended the Department of Defense Contract 
Security Classification Specification, DD Form 254, permitting eTreppid to have storage 
and Automated Information System processing at the facility. 
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During the period of 9-18 Nov 2005, ORA Y recorded SECRET predator video 
images onto nine eTreppid hard drives. The video images were recorded at the predator 
operations center, Nellis AFB, NV. Upon completion of the recordings, ORA Y was 
instructed by contractor personnel (NFI) to mark the hard drives with a SECRET sticker, 
which she did. GRAY subsequently mailed the hard drives to eTreppid. The hard drives 
were stored at eTreppid in a GSA approved safe in a room secured by a cipher lock. 

GRAY related that on 06 Dec 2005 she discovered that the nine SECRET hard 
drives were not in the GSA approved safe at eTreppid's office. ORA Y said she and 
SUBJECT were the only two employees with the safe combination; therefore she 
suspected SUBJECT had the SECRET hard drives. She notified TREPP who, in turn, 
informed SUBJECT to return the hard drives to the safe. ORA Y again checked the sate 
on 7 Dec 2005 and fowid that the hard drives were once again missing. ORA Y asked 
SUBJECT about the location of the SECRET hard drives and SUBJECT told her that 
they were all in the file cabinet in the warehouse. ORA Y informed SUBJECT that this 
was not the correct location to store the hard drives and informed TREPP of the incident. 
GR.A. Y was uncertain if SUBJECT returned the SECRET hard drives to the safe. 

On 8 Dec 2005, GRAY e-mailed SUBJECT, copying TREPP on the e-mail to 
remind SUBJECT that all classified material should be stored in one safe. GRAY said 
that as a result of this e-inail all original nine original SECRET hard drives were returned 
to the safe. 

GRAY said that on 12 Dec 2005, TREPP asked her to generate some test tapes for 
internal testing from the nine SECRET hard drives. TREPP requested that four DV tapes 
be made, two for SUBJECT and two for TREPP. TREPP wanted the two tapes so he 
could perform a "bhnd test." GRAY retneved one of the nme SECREI hard dnves used 
for classified recording and started making copies for TREPP. 

GRAY related that on 13 Dec 2005, when she went to retrieve another hard drive she 
discovered that once again the nine SECRET hard drives were missing. GRAY informed 
TREPP that the nine SECRET hard drives were not properly stored. TREPP had 
SUBJECT return the hard drives to the safe. GRAY also related that while generating 
test tapes, S OBJECT came into her work area and placed a new label on one of the hard 
drives that she was using to generate test tapes. GRAY said that SUBJECT told her he 
was condensing the original nine SECRET hard drives that were used at Nellis AFB 
because some were only partially full. As per TREPP, GRAY also gave SUBJECT two 
SECRET test tapes. 

GRAY changed the safe's upper drawer combination and placed TREPP's two copies of 
test tapes into this drawer. The original nine SECRET hard drives were secured in the 
safe's bottom drawer, to which both ORA Y and SUBJECT had the combination. 
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GRAY related that on 15 Dec 2005, she discovered that all of the SECRET hard 
drives were once again missing from the safe. When GRAY approached SUBJECT 
about the SECRET hard drives he told her he wanted to store the hard drives in the file 
cabinet in the warehouse for his convenience. GRAY told SUBJECT he could not store 
the SECRET hard drives in the warehouse and was risking losing his clearance. GRAY 
said SUBJECT n:plied, "!don't care about my clearance: They'll always give me my 
clearance because they want me to do the work." GRAY informed TREPP about the 
incident and he determined that the classified material needed to be restricted. TREPP 
had SUBJECT return the SECRET hard drives and tapes to the safe. GRAY said TREPP 
then asked her to move all of the classified material to the top drawer of the safe and not 
give SUBJECT the combination. GRAY complied. 

GRAY said that on 18 Dec 2005, SUBJECT tried to contact her via text message, 
but she did not respond. Eventually she was contacted by TREPP who instructed her to 
give the top drawer safe combination to SUBJECT. GRAY related to TREPP that she 
had concerns that SUBJECT would make copies of the classified material he would have 
access to the two SECRET tapes that GRAY had segregated for the blind test. ORA Y 
said that TREPP instructed her to give SUBJECT the combination so SUBJECT could 
perform work. TREPP told her to change the combination when she returned from the 
weekend. ORA Y said that TREPP said he would speak with SUBJECT and have him re
secure the SECRET hard drives and tapes when she returned on 19 Dec 2005. 

ORA Y said that on 21 Dec 2005, at approximately I 030 hours, she had a closed 
door meeting with TREPP where she told TREPP that she had reason to believe 
SUBJECT had not written significant software for the company. She also speculated 
that she observed what may have been classified imagery on a computer used by Zehang 
SUN, programmer, eTreppid, who is a Chinese National. ORA Y said the images 
appeared to be pn:dator aenai images taken m Iraq from the predator and displayed the 
geo-coordinates. She said that she was told Mr. Lance Lombardo, Program Manager, US 
SOCOM, that any images reflecting the geo-coordinates were classified SECRET. 
ORA Y said she tried to copy what appeared to be the classified content from SUN's 
shared folder. But, as she was trying to copy it to her computer the file was deleted. 
GRAY believed that SUBJECT deleted it because SUBJECT learned of her conversation 
with TREPP and because SUBJECT was allowed access to all of the engineer's folders. 
ORA Y also informed TREPP that she had fairly complete information that led her to 
believe SUN had worked on a classified project involving ocean images. 

These oceim images were later determined by the U.S Government to be 
unclassified. 
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GRAY stated that soon after her meeting with TREPP she received a call from 
JESSE ANDERSON, programmer, eTreppid asking her what was going on in the 
building. ANDERSON told GRAY that he had just received a call from SUBJECT who 
told him that TREPP and GRAY were "ganging up on him." ANDERSON also told 
GRAY that SUBJECT asked if any Source Code was resident on ANDERSON's 
computer. GRAY told him that she didn't know what he was talking about and her 
conversations with TREPP were private. ORA Y said that almost immediately after her 
conversation with ANDERSON, VENABLES called her on the office intercom and said 
he just received call from SUBJECT who told him that TREPP and GRAY were 
"ganging up on him" and accusing VENABLES of"stuff' (NF!). 

ORA Y believed that her conversation with TREPP earlier in the day was either 
overheard or somehow monitored. GRAY informed TREPP of her conversations with 
ANDERSON and VENABLES and of her belief that their conversation had been 
monitored. GRAY said VENABLES called at approximately 1530 hours on the office 
intercom and inquired as to why SUBJECT was leaving the building with hard drives. 
ORA Y told TREPP about VENABLES call. She and TREPP went to the company's 
warehouse and ORA Y observed TREPP and SUBJECT engage in a conversation. She 
was not privy to the conversation. 

ORA Y said that on 8 Jan 2006, LAUTH TENNETI, software engineer, eTreppid 
told GRAY that eTreppid's Source Code was deleted from all of the engineer's systems 
between Christmas 2005 and New Year's 2006. 

GRAY said that on 9 January 2006 she found 7 hard drives, which were copies of 
the original nine SECRET hard drives, in SUBJECT's file cabinet in the warehouse. 
GRAY stated an inspection of the safe revealed another 7 hard drives, also copies of the 
ongmaJ nme SECREI hard dnves. GRAY said a search of elrepp1d's facihty failed to 
locate the original nine SECRET hard drives. GRAY said that she knows the original 9 
SECRET hard drive disks were missing because the hard drives at ETREPPID offices are 
not the original ones which she "personally placed descriptive labels on" in Nov 2005. 
Furthermore, GRAY related that the nine missing SECRET hard drives had actual 
Predator missions on them. In addition to the nine missing SECRET hard drives, GRAY 
related that 2 of th·~ 4 SECRET test tapes made for the blind test were missing from the 
safe. ORA Y stated that between 9 Jan and 13 Jan 2006 she and the rest of the company's 
employees searched the company for the nine original SECRET hard drives and two 
SECRET test tape:; but were unable to locate them. GRAY was unable to explain the 
disappearance of the hard drives but knows she does not have them and the only other 
person with access to the missing original nine SECRET hard drives was SUBJECT. 

GRAY also added that she believes SUBJECT processed classified information 
on an unclassified stand~alone system that was not part of eTreppid's computer 
network/domain. She suspected this, because SUBJECT had to use a computer system to 
make copies of the nine original SECRET hard drives and the company did not have 
approval to process classified information on any system. 
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J. (U) Interview of: ANDERSON 
Date/Place: eTreppid 
Asst Inte1viewer: SA Smith 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: 

ANDERSON said he was an employee of eTreppid for approximately five years 
and had both a personal and professional relationship with SUBJECT. ANDERSON 
stated that he, SUBJECT and other employees met each other socially on numerous 
occasions. ANDERSON characterized SUBJECT's recent demeanor as "unstable, needs 
to be hospitalized and n~eds psychological help." 

ANDERSON stated that on 22 or 23 Dec 2005 SUBJECT called him and asked if 
he had any Source Code resident on his computer. ANDERSON told him he did not. . {, 
ANDERSON said that this call took place when he was on vacation 21-28 Dec 2005. ~ 
ANDERSON sai(f that he called ORA Y and said, "Dennis (SUBJECT) just called me and • }'<;. /,;51 
asked if I had any Source Code on my computer, what's going on?" ANDERSON said ~ ·. ~"" 
that he could not :recall ORA Y's response. ~if· 

ANDERSON said that on 28 or 29 Dec 2005, TENNETI informed him that 
eTreppid Source Code was missing from his eTreppid computer workstation. 

ANDERSON said that on 7 JAN 2006, JALE TREPP (JTREPP), TREPP's wife, 
told him that ORA Y had called her and said that he might have some information about 
SUBJECT's activities at eTreppid. ANDERSON agreed to meet JTREPP at a Barnes & 
Noble store located at 5555 South Virginia Street, Reno NV 89502. ANDERSON related 
to JTREPP that SUBJECT was using open Source Code to develop eTreppid's Source 
Code, not writing software, does not possess adequate technical abilities, and was 
dishonest. ANDERSON also mformed JI REPP that SUBJ EC I said that he owned 51% 
of the company, TREPP was just an investor and that ORA Y was going away for some 
time. JTREPP told ANDERSON to discuss these issues with TREPP. 

ANDERSON stated that on 8 Jan 2006, he met TREPP at the Tamarack Junction 
Restaurant Casino located at 1310 I South Virginia Street, Reno, NV 89511. 
ANDERSON said that he voiced his concerns about SUBJECT's continued claims that 
he was the majority shareholder in the company, had "lots of cash" invested in the 
company and that TREPP was only an investor. ANDERSON also informed TREPP that 
SUBJECT was using open source to develop eTreppid Source Code, SUBJECT was 
dishonest, SUBJECT said ORA Y would be going away for some time. He also told 
TREPP that as long as five years ago he had suspicions that SUBJECT was less 
technically competent than he led people to believe. 
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ANDERSON said that he had suspicions that SUBJECT was using open Source 
Code to develop eTreppid Source Code for almost two years. ANDERSON said that he 
confronted SUBJECT about eTreppid's use of open Source Code to develop its Source 
Code when he was at Fort Bragg, NC conducting some training. SUBJECT told him that 
the "government knew about it" and that TREPP knew about it and TREPP was "0.K 
with it". 

ANDERSON recommended to TREPP that he speak with VENABLES and 
TENNETI so TREPP could be further informed of SUBJECT's activities. 

ANDERSON said that on 10 Jan 2006, while he was at ETREPPID's office 
SUBJECT said to him that, "You're an asshole" and, "We'll meet again''. ANDERSON 
asked SUBJECT, "Is that a threat?" and SUBJECT replied, "No''. ANDERSON stated 
that he had suspicions that his phone conversations and his conversations at work may 
have been monitored. He felt this was the only way in which SUBJECT could have 
learned about the conversation he and TREPP had about SUBJECT. ANDERSON feared 
that SUBJECT may harm him in some way and believes that SUBJECT has the capacity 
to do so. 

ANDERSON related that on 11 and 12 Jan 2006, he was asked by TREPP to look 
at all ofETREPPID's computers and talk with employees to ascertain ifthere was any 
Source Code resident on eTreppid's computers. ANDERSON stated that eTreppid 
Source Code had been deleted from all of the computers. ANDERSON stated that a 
program known as "Wipe N Clean" was resident on all ofETREPPID's programmer's 
computers and that program had been resident on the computers prior to the deletion of 
eTreppid Source Code. "Wipe N Clean" is a program used to permanently delete data 
from computers. ANDERSON stated that a portion of eTreppid Source Code was 
resident on his computer and had not been deleted. ANDERSON slated that 
approximately three years ago SUBJECT instructed all eTreppid personnel to save the 
Source Code in a file named "Current_ Source" located on their individual workstations. 
ANDERSON said. this easily permitted SUBJECT access to the Source Code and would 
have facilitated the ease in which the Source Code was located and subsequently deleted. 

ANDERSON said that on 15 Jan 2006, he saw SUBJECT at the Peppermill Hotel 
Casino located at 2707 South Virginia Street, Reno, NV 89502. ANDERSON was at the 
casino to have lunch with his girlfriend's family. ANDERSON said that while he was 
waiting on line for lunch service he observed SUBJECT-playing blackjack at one of the 
casino's blackjack tables. ANDERSON said that SUBJECT looked like he had been 
playing cards all night as SUBJECT look tired, intoxicated, although he did not have a 
drink glass in front of him and his hair was a mess. ANDERSON said that SUBJECT 
looked up and said to him, "Get the fuck out of here!" and asked a casino security guard 
to make ANDERSON move. The security guard asked ANDERSON to move and 
ANDERSON refused informing the security guard that he was just watching the game on 
TV and waiting in line for lunch. SUBJECT again asked the security guard to move 
ANDERSON and this time ANDERSON complied so SUBJECT would "not cause a 
scene." 
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ANDERSON stated he did not have access to the nine missing SECRET hard 
drives or two missing SECRET mini DV tapes. ANDERSON said he did not possess the 
combinations to the company's safes. ANDERSON stated that he had nothing to with 
the deletion of Source Code from eTreppid's computers. 

ANDERSON also provided that approximately four months ago SUBJECT gave 
him electronic TIF files (images), of what ANDERSON said he believed to be the ocean, 
and directed him to divide the TIF images into I k x 1 k pixels. ANDERSON said that he 
compiled the images and they remained resident on his computer. 

ANDERSON subsequently provided these images to SA HARALDSEN and 
deleted them from his workstation. 

ANDERSON said that during an Automatic Target Recognition demonstration in 
2003 (NFI), and upon the direction of SUBJECT, ANDERSON was told to monitor a 
display on ANDERSON's computer. SUBJECT instructed ANDERSON to strike the 
"A" key on his computer's keyboard each time a bazooka held by SUBJECT came into 
view on the video screen. ANDERSON said that he did this for approximately forty 
separate demonstrations. ANDERSON stated that sometime in October or November of 
2005, he learned from GRAY that representatives from the Department of Homeland 
Security (OHS) were coming to see the A TR product and that this visit was in relation to 
a potential contract award. ANDERSON said that to his knowledge his prior 
participation in the A TR product was limited to bazooka demonstrations. ANDERSON 
did not want to participate "if eTreppid was going to be paid by the DHS." ANDERSON 
told SUBJECT that he did not want to participate when DHS arrived and he did not. 
ANDERSON said that subsequent to that date SUBJECT no longer spoke with him and 
ceased all social contact. 

K. (U) Interview of: BAUDER 
Date/Place: 25 JAN/eTreppid LLC 
Asst Interviewer: SA Smith 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: 21 

BAUDER said he worked for eTreppid since April 2000 and was hired by 
SUBJECT. His relationship with SUBJECT was strictly professional. He characterized 
SUBJECT as eccentric with minimal personal skills. Because ofBAUDER's size, "a 
large man," SUBJECT would often ask him to move heavy "stuff." 

On Friday, 23 Dec 2005, SUBJECT asked BAUDER to move approximately six 
boxes from SUBJECT's office and office closet to the warehouse's back door. BAUDER 
accomplished this task. He said the box flaps were closed therefore he was unable to 
determine the boxeos' contents. BAUDER observed SUBJECT load at least two of the 
boxes into his (SUBJECT's) truck. BAUDER thought this was a little peculiar since he 
never witnessed SUBJECT remove anything from the facility. 
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BAUDER said about one year ago, SUBJECT requested he purchase some open 
Source Code called MICA TOGE XPLA YER. This purchase was an online purchase 
using BAUDER's PayPal account. The cost of the Source Code was about $100. 
BAUDER said that SUBJECT claimed he did not have a PayPal account and required the 
open Source Code for work. 

BAUDER subsequently provided a copy of the Pay Pal receipt (Attachment 21) to 
SA HARALDSEN. A review of the receipt is reflected in paragraph 3-1 L. 

BAUDER said he assisted SUBJECT with some work regarding "images of the 
ocean." He said SUBJECT instructed him to place symbols on the images. BAUDER 
was unaware of why he was accomplishing this task, but surmised it had to do with 
"terrorist boats." SUBJECT never explained why this work was being performed or for 
whom. 

Sometime in JAN 2006, BAUDER assisted the eTreppid employees with a search 
of the facility to determine if they could locate any media containing the company's 
Source Code. While conducting tills search BAUDER, observed ORA Y, holding two 
hard drives with red stickers on them. He said these hard drives were found in a 
warehouse filing cabinet used by SUBJECT. He said he looked in the cabinet drawer and 
saw additional hard drives in the drawer. He was uncertain how many hard drives were 
in the cabinet drawer. When he tried to assist ORA Y, she explained that BAUDER did 
not have the appropriate clearance level to take possession of the hard drives. 

BAUDER further said that during the summer of 2003 SUBJECT made a peculiar 
request of BAUDER. SUBJECT invited BAUDER to his office and when BAUDER 
arrived SUBJECT shut the office door and closed the blinds. SUBJECT instructed 
BAUDER lo "ht! the space bar on fits (meanmg SUBJ EC I s) keyboard" whenever 
BAUDER heard im audible tone on his phone. BAUDER explained that SUBJECT was 
demonstrating a "bazooka" test to some unidentified customers. SUBJECT would hold a 
simulated bazooka and walk into the field behind the company. While SUBJECT held 
the bazooka, a camera was trained on SUBJECT. This camera was connected to a laptop 
computer in the company warehouse and the customers were observing the laptop 
display. As the ciunera was trained on the bazooka, SUBJECT would send BAUDER an 
audible tone to BAUDER's phone. When BAUDER heard the tone he hit the space bar. 
He was uncertain what "hitting the space bar did" but suspected it highlighted the 
bawoka on the laptop display. The demonstration lasted about 5-10 minutes. SUBJECT 
explained that thi8 was for demonstration purposes only and not to worry about it. 
BAUDER knew better than to pursue this line of questioning because if you questioned 
SUBJECT you W<:re "eventually fired." BAUDER believed SUBJECT was using 
"trickery" during this demonstration. 
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L. (U) Review Clf Pay Pal Receipt 
Date/Place: 25JAN 2006/eTreppid 
Associat,!d Exhibit Number: 21 

On 25 JAN 2006, SA HARALDSEN reviewed the copy of the PayPal receipt 
provided BAUDER. The review disclosed that the receipt was identified by the following 
data: 

"Web Accept Payment Sent ID number OXM90015NS3987849 
Original transaction date 30 Nov 2004, 
Payment to XIAO CAN YANG, for the amount of99.00 
Item Title: Micatoge XPlayer 
Item Number: Source Code License 
Time: 0719:07 PST 
Shipping Address: 

JIM BAUDER 

United States 

M. (U) Interview of: VENABLES 
Date/Plac.!: 26 JAN 2006/eTeppid LLC 
Asst Interviewer: SA Smith 
Associated Exhibit Numbers: 22 

VENABLES provided a copy of the VISTA 100, ADT Alarm Setup Codes 
(Attachment 22) for eTreppid, LLC. VENABLES indicated that user #13 was assigned 
to SUBJ EC I. A review of the attachment confirmed the mformahon ongmally provided 
by TREPP in parngaraph 3-1 A. Additionally, VENABLES said that SUBJECT was also 
aware of all the m;er alarm codes. 

N. (U) Interview of: TREPP 
Date/Place: 27 Jan 2006/Telephonic 
Associated Exhibit Number: 23 

TREPP fozwarded an email (Attachment 23) referencing AZZINARO's 
conversation with SUBJECT. A review of the email determined SUBJECT asked 
AZZINARO if he knew someone who he (SUBJECT) could borrow $5-$10 million. 
Additionally, the email reflected that SUBJECT was looking for a potential investor 
"from the United States & not from a foreign country." 

TREPP's opinion is that SUBJECT is looking for an investor to sell eTreppid's 
Source Code. · 
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0. (U) Interview of: TREPP 
Date/Place: 31 Jan 2006/Telephonic/Email 
Associated Exhibit Number: 24 

Filed 09/11/2006 Page 10 of 19 

TREPP forwarded an email (Attachment 24) from VENABLES reflecting that the 
nomenclature and serial number for the missing RAID stand-alone workstation. The 
nomenclature and serial was identified as: 1-8-drive !DE RAID with a serial number of: 
6564737. 

P.(U) Interview ofTREPP 
Date/Place: 9 Feb 2006/Telephonic 
Associated Exhibit Number 25 

TREPP said that District Court Judge ROBERT H. PERRY, 2nd Judicial District 
Court of the State of Nevada in and for the County of Washoe, Reno, NV, concluded that 
a preliminary injunction was warranted in the present context. TREPP read the court 
order, which reflected the following: 

. "' 
SUBJECT was ordered to restrain from destroying, hypothecating, transferring, 

modifying, and/or assigning the eTreppid Source Code, from discussing any eTreppid 
technology, including anomaly detection and pattern recognition software, with any third 
party, except expt:rts or other persons and witnesses necessary to Defendant's case. 
TREPP said the court issued this injunction to maintain the status quo and to avert any 
irreparable harm that eTreppid may suffer and based on the risk that SUBJECT could 
delete and or transfer the last version of the eTreppid Source Code that remains in tact. 

TREPP said his attorneys were filing motions to have the judge to order 
SUBJJOCi co retum the Source Code lly a specmc date. 

TREPP provided a copy of the court order (Attachment 25), dated 8 February 
2006. 

4-1. SUBJECT INTERVIEW: 

Interview of: SUBJECT 
Date/Place: 7 February 2006/Telephonic 

SUBJECT telephoned SA HARALDSEN and requested a point of contact at the 
XXX who would "be able to give me permission to testify about working for them and 
the types ofprodm;ts I developed." SUBJECT said he was going to testify at the civil 
hearing regarding the TRO, which TREPP had filed against him. He said he needed to be 
able to defend himself and felt he would not be able to if he were not permitted to tell the 
judge about whom he worked for. He said"! am afraid of being held in contempt of 
court when I have to explain to the judge that I can't give this information out." 
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SUBJECT further said "I signed a letter of treason saying that I will go to jail if I 
divulge that! worked for them (inferring the XXX)" He further said "I need 
something so I can divulge everything. Obviously Paul (referring to SA 
HARALDSEN) you have only heard one side of the story." SUBJECT did not 
provide any additional information. 

5-l. (U) FBI REFERALL: 

A. On 26 Jan 2006, SA Mike McKinley, Resident Agent in Charge and SA John Piser, 
FBI Field Office, Reno Nevada was briefed regarding the deletion and removal of 
company Source Code. SA McKinley said they would review the information provided, 
but based upon the briefing he believed they would initiate an investigation. 

B. 30 Jan 2006, SA PISER said the FBI was assuming investigative jurisdiction 
regarding the alleged deletion and theft of eTreppid Source Code by SUBJECT. 

C. On 2 Feb 2006, SA PISER said the FBI opened an economic espionage and theft of 
intellectual property investigation. 

5-2 Local Agency Check: 

A. On 13 Feb 2006, SA DERMOT O'REILLY conducted a review of the AFOSI 
Investigative Information Management System and determined that SUBJECT was not 
reflected in this database, 

B. On SA conducted a review of the Reno Police Department 
criminal records which revealed. 

6-1 National Agency Check 

A. On 23 January 2006, SA HARALDSEN conducted a review of the Joint Personnel 
Adjudication System, which reflected SUBJECT's Sensitive Compartmented Intelligence 
eligibility was listed as: DCID 614, 2005 I 0 06 AFCAF. 

8. On 23 January 2006, SA HARALDSEN conducted a review of the Joint Clearance 
Access Verification System, which revealed the following information regarding 
SUBJECT: SUBJECT possessed a Top Secret security clearance with SCI access based 
upon a single scope background investigation (SSBI) conducted by Defense Security 
Service. The SSBI was opened on 04 April 2004 and closed on 13 Feb 2004 without any 
derogatory information being identified, The Defense Information Security Office, DSS, 
adjudicated the Personal Security Investigation favorably on 21 Feb 2004. 

C. (U) On 13 Feb 2006, SA ORIELLY conducted a review of the Defense Central Index 
of Investigations 

7-lEXHIBITS 
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West, Michael 

from: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Warren, 

West, Michael A. 

warren@etreppld.com 

Additional Questions 

Filed 09/11/2006 Page 12of19 

Sent: Fri 2/10/2005 7:SB PM 

Here are a few additional quesUons I would like to talk to you in peraon about the first of next week. 

- Describe Etreppid's trade secrets. 
- What security procedures are in place to protect the trade secrets. 
- Is there a non-disclosure agreement signed by Montgomery. 
- What is the value of Etreppid's trade secrets. 

Thank you 

Michael West 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 825-6600 
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West. Michael 

From: West, Michael A. 

paul.haraldsen@pentagon.af.mll 

sent: Frl 2/17/2006 12:28 AM 

To: 
Cc: 

Subject: Concurrence for Telephone Recording 
Att:Khments: 

Paul, 

Thanks again for coming out to Reno, Nv on short notice. Your trip was very successful. 

On 2/1512006, Chief Assistant U.S. Attorney Ronald C. Rachow, Reno, Nv, and 
Acting/SAC W. Woerner, Las Vegas, Nv, authorized you to make consensually 
monitored telephone calls in this matter. 

I will document the approval to my case file and prepare a report. 

Let me know if you would like a copy. 

Thanks 

Michael West 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 825-6600 
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~Attachments can contain viruse:> that may harm your computer. Attachments may not display correctly. ----i 
.,,.,__Acce~s~ro7t_he_l~o~llo~w~in~g~po~te~n~tia,cl~"-'-un~~~f~e~attac""""'"h~m~e~n~~h•~s~bee~n~bl_ocked~~'~fu~pl~ay_er_.•~~~~~~~~~~~~~-____J 
we5Mlchael 

From: West, Michael A. Sent: Tue 2/21/2006 7:31 PM 
To: Haraldsen Paul Chi SAf'/A/\l. 
Cc: 

Subject: RE: Program Update 

Attachments: .J comc\Q2,d)IL43&KBl J !!;>player,cillm§J<BJ lJ vi;l<l!l~bJllUM~l J y~~o.tm!(219.~Jl) ] ydJ;omponen~.bQl(44~Jll 

Michael West 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 825-6600 

From: Haraldsen Paul Ov SAF/ AAZ [mallto:Paul.Haraldsen@pentagon.af.mll] 
Sent: Sat 2/18/2006 12:51 PM 
To: West, Michael A. 
Subject: RE: Program UpdatE! 

Mike, 

I still am unable to get this wcirking. Would you please send me another copy or due me In how to get this working. 
Thanks Paul 

---Original Message-----
From: West, Michael A. [mailto:Mlchael.West2@ic:,(bi,gQY] 
Sent: Fri 2/17 /2006 2: 18 PM 
To: Haraldsen Paul Clv SAF/AAZ 
Cc: 
Subject: Program UpdatE! 

Paul, 

I tried the CD this morning & the FBPlayer file which plays the record did not work. 

Attached Is a good copy of this program. Copy it into a directoiy with all the other file and it showed run. 

If not, I will send you a working copy, 

Mike 

Michael West 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 825-6600 
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weszMichael 

From: Haraldsen Paul Ov SAF/AAZ. [Paul.Haraldsen@pentagon.af.mil] 
West., Michael A. 

Sent: Sat 2/18/2006 10:43 AM 

To: 
cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Mike, 

RE: Concurrence for Telephone Recording 

A report would be good to assuage the concerns of my General Counsel. I am working to make it out there next 
week. It may have to be later In the week, depending on my wife's doctor's appointments. I will keep you up to speed 
on my projected arrival times and dates. Call me when you get a chance - cell phone 703-980-9441. By the way the 
file still did not work. I still am unable to run the audio. Please send me all the files again or if you can convert it to 
windows media player that would be great. Thanks. 

//signe!.J// 

PAUL L. HARALDSEN 

Special Agent, AFOSI Region 7 

Pentagon, Washington, DC 

-----Original Message-----
From: West, Michael A. [mailto:Michael.West2@ic.fbi.gov] 
Sent: Fri 2/17/2006 12:28 AM 
To: Haraldsen Paul Civ SAF/ AAZ 
Cc: 
Subject: Concurrence for Telephone Recording 

Paul, 

Thanks again for coming out to Reno, Nv on short notice. Your trip was very successful. 

On 2/15/2006, Oiief Assistant U.S. Attorney Ronald C. Rachow, Reno, Nv, and 
Acting/SAC W. Woerner, Las Vegas, Nv, authorized you to make consensually 
monitored telephone calls In this matter. 

I will document the approval to my case file and prepare a report. 

Let me know If you would like a copy. 

Thanks 

Michael West 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Reno, Nevada 
{775) 825-6600 00133 
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IO The sender of this message has requested a read recelpt.-Cfic_k_b~e to send a reC:eipt. 

we5M1chael 

From: Haraldsen Paul CIY SAF/APJ. [Paul.Haraldsen@pentagon.af.mll] Sent: Mon 2/27/2006 7:19 AM 

To: West, Michael A. 
Cc: 

Subject: RE: Program Update 

Attachments: 

Mike, 

At about Bpm on Sunday, I received a phone call from SUBJECT. He said he was concerned about violating the TRO if 
he provided copies of the anomaly detection and pattern recognition technical capabilities to the government. He said 
the government needed "to remove the TRO" if they were truly interested in these capabilities." He is looking for the 
government to take action to nullify the TRO. He implied that his attorney either met with or phoned the other 
government agency counsel to discuss the TRO too. 

It appears that SUBJECTS attorney Is warning him not to violate the TRO. This will hamper our concept of ops for 
recovering the source code and we will most likely have to revise our approach. SUBJECT said he was still wDling to 
meet with me and discuss any issues, but would not be able to provide examples of the capabilities until the TRO is 
lifted. 

Call me when you get in. 

Paul 

//SIGNED// 
PAUL L. HARALDSEN, DAFC, USAF 
Director of Policy (SAF/AA:l.) 
Email (SAF/AAZ.): Paul.Harakl:;en@pentagon.af.mil 
Email (AFOSI - HQ Region 7): Paul.Haraldsen@ogn.af.mil 
Office: (703) 693-2013 (SAF/AAZ.) 
U/Fax: (703) 693-2059 (SAF/AA2) 
S/Fax: (703) 521-4279 (SAF/AA:Z.) 

---Original Message-----
From: West, Michael A.[rnailto:Michael.West2@ic.fbi.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2006 11 :06 PM 
To: Haraldsen Paul Ov SAF/MZ 
Subject: RE: Program Update 

Excellent!!! 

Michael West 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 825-6600 00134 
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From: Haraldsen Paul Ov SAF/AAZ. [mailto:Paul.Haraldsen@pentagon.af.mil] 
Sent: Tue 2/21/2006 8:49 PM 
To: West, Michael A. 
Subject: RE: Program Update 

Mike, 

All files work properly. Thanks for you help. Talk with you soon. 

Paul 

PAULL.HARALDSEN,SA 
AFOSI Region 7 
Pentagon, Wash, DC, 

-----Original Message-----
From: West, Michael A. [mailto:Michael.West2@ic.fbi.gov] 
Sent: Tue 2/21/2006 7:31 PM 
To: Haraldsen Paul Ov SAF/AAZ. 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Program U~ldate 

Michael West 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 825-6600 

From: Haraldsen Paul Cl\/ SAF/AAZ. [mailto:Paul.Har~lc:lsen@pentagon.af.mil] 
Sent: Sat 2/18/2006 12:Sl PM 
To: West, Michael A. 
Subject: RE: Program Update 

Mike, 

I still am unable to get this working. Would you please send me another copy or clue me in how to get this 
working. Thanks Paul 

---Original Message--
From: West, Michael A.[mailto:Michael.West2@ic.fbi.gov] 
Sent: Fri 2/17/2006 2:18 PM 
To: Haraldsen Paul Clv SAF/AAZ. 
Cc: 
Subject: Program Update 
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Paul, 

I tried the CD this morning & the FBPlayer file which plays the record did not work. 

Attached is a good copy of this program. Copy It Into a directory with all the other file and it showed run. 

If not, I will send you a working copy. 

Mike 

Michael West 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Reno, Nevada 
(775) 825-6600 
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West, Michael 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Jay, 

Sloan S. Venables [sloan@eTreppid.com] 

'Dixon, James, CIV, DSS' 

West, Michael 

classified materials findings 

Filed 09/11 /2006 Page 19 of 19 

sent: Thu 3/2/2006 8:34 PM 

As you Instructed me to do, starting on Tuesday of this week I went to every computer machine in the 
building and searched for the classified (secret) files that Patty Gray said she saw on Yongmian's 
computer. Patty explained to me that the flle(s) she saw were a video sequence totaling several 
hundred megabytes with the first file in the video sequence named 000000.bmp She also said that the 
files could be identified as originating from the classified video footage by the date 11/11/05 time
stamped on the video and the particular scenario In the video. Having previously reviewed with Paul 
Haraldsen the original MiniDV tapes that these files originated from, I knew what to look for when 
searching the computers i11 our building. 

I found 2 Instances of these files still In existence on computers in the building. The 2 computers were 
named "Yongmlan" belonging to Yongmian Zhang and "Xilinxl" belonging to Zehang Sun as his 
secondary testing machine. Both of these people said that they did not know that these files existed on 
their machines. This was backed up by the fact that these files were located in folders that Dennis 
Montgomery had created on their hard drives and only he had network sharing access to them. These 
two employees further said that Dennis routinely copied "sample files" to their machines for them to 
experiment with and that he did this so often that they could never keep track of what files Dennis had 
copied to their machines. 

As instructed by the person you had on the conference call with us on Tuesday, to remove the files from 
these machines I ran a wipe and delete on the folders containing these files on both of these computers. 
After our phone call today I went and removed the hard drives from these 2 machines and placed them 
In our classified material container. 

I also checked the emails cif everyone In the building and found no evidence of anyone sending or 
receiving this video sequence or any other large number of files or video sequences. 

Sloan S. Venab~s 
Facility Security Officer 
Director of Research & Development 
eTreppid Technol~ies, LLC 
755 Trademanc. Drive 
Reno, NV 89521 
~19.?l!@~.'freppfd.com 
Tel: {775) 337""6795 
Fax: (775) 337·1877 
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